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Cox to lead independent-college 
association 
Was 20-year member 
of state Council 
on Higher Education 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gary S. Cox, 
executive director of the state's high-
er education coordinating agency, 
has been named president of the As-
sociation of Independent Kentucky 
Colleges and Universities: 
Cox, who now is acting president 
of the new Council on Postsecondary 
Education, will assume bi~ new post 
Oct. 15. He succeeds Fred Mullinax, 
who took a post with the College of 
the Ozarks in Missouri. 
Cox also will be executive director 
of the Council of Independent Ken-
tuc~ Colleges and Universities. 
" I m delighted to have this oppor-
tunity," said Cox, a 20-y_ear member 
of the state Council on Higher Educa-
. tion. He became its executive director 
in 1987. • 
Cox said legislation adopted earl.ier 
this year by the General ~~embly 
"provides several opportunities for 
the (19) independent colleges to play 
a major role in post-secondary educa-
tion." 
Cox had advised Gov. Paul Patton 
on development of .his legislative 
package which revamped the old 
council and called for its new chief 
executive to have presidential status 
and outrank state university presi-
dents. He has been acting president 
of the new council since June. 
"Throughout his tenure with the 
Council on Higher Educatiol?, Gary 
has distin~hed himself as;i strong 
leader and ·advocate for the state's 
higher education community," said 
Joseph McGowan, the private college 
group's chairman and president of 
Bellarmine College. 
"We consider ourselves fortunate 
to have someone with his back-1 
ground and expertise taking on this 
leadership role," he said. 
,Before joining the council's staff in 
mid-1977 Cox was dean of Kentucky 
State University's School of Public 
Affairs and deputy director of the 
Legislative Research Commission. He 
was a professor at Morehead State 
University, where he received his un-
dergraduate degree in 1966. Cox 
earned master's and doctoral degrees 
in political science at the University 
of ~entucky. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Wednesday, October 1, 19~ 
President of revamped· 
higher ed council quits 
By Holly E. Stepp Cox said he wasn't sure how the council 
HERAI.OlEAOER EDUCATION WRITER would handle hi departure. 
The agency and state board charged "I certainly won't leave until they re• 
with leading the state's postsecondary edu- solve that issue. and the board at the 
cation reform is losing its president. AIKCU has assured me that I can do what I 
Gary Cox, acting president for the Coun- need to in order to make this a smooth tran-
cil on Postsecondary Education. yesterday sition," he said. 
was named new president of the state's pri- Council chairman Leonard Hardin could 
vate and independent college association. not be reached for comment yesterday. 
Cox will replace outgoing President Joseph McGowan. president of Bel= 
Fred :\lullinax as the new leader of the As- larmine College in Louisville and chairman 
sociation of Independent Ken- .-------~---, of the association, said Cox's track 
rucky Colleges and Universities. record in higher education made him 
Cox, 53, is expected to begin later a strong candidate. 
this month and will be ultimately "He is respected by the governor: 
responsible for the association's legislators. as well as the college 
policy-making council and its presidents and those in the private 
foundation. sector." YlcGowan said. 
Ylullinax will leave the asso- "Dr. Cox was always very dili-
ciation Nov. 1 to accept a position gent about including (private coJ, 
as Dean of Public Affairs at the leges) in the dialogue (about educa, 
College of the Ozarks at Point Gary Cox of tion reform).'' 
Lookout. Mo. the Council on Both Cnx and McGowan said de• 
The announcement comes as Postsecondary termining the private and indepen; 
the state's post-secondary educa- Education has dent colleges· role in the restructureq 
rion system is being transformed. accepted an- post-secondary education system 
The sweepmg higher educa- other job. \\·ould be an important task. 
tion reform act passed by the Gen- "One of the key issues in House 
era! Assembly in May gave the Bill 1 (the higher education refom1 
council and the agency's president a act) was the issue oi academic program du: 
..;tronger leadership role in directing the plication. and the role the private colleges 
state's universities. will play has to be determined," Cox said. 
"[ have known for some time that I For the council. Cox's departure ma1 
wouldn't be a candidate (for the council ;;low the transition process as a revamped 
president's position)," Cox said. organization . 
.. , don't think it will be a surprise. and I .. Gary is a great loss for the rransition 
would hope (the council) would support this process: · said Robert Sexton. executive di-
decision." rector of the Pritchard Committee for Acad, 
Cox has worked for the Council on Post• emic Excellence. "He served as the bridge 
secondary .Education - formerly known as between the old council to the new council" 
the Council on Higher Education - for two In the next month and a half, the council 
decades. Eleven of those vears. he senred as will have to address a variety of issues. in-
acting executive director ·or executive direc- eluding preparing the system's budget and 
tor. construction requests in advance of the 
The Council on Postsecondary Educa- General Assembly· regular session in Janu-
rion has already begun looking for a search ary. 
firm to aid in the hiring of a new president "Since Gary will be depaning relatively 
Mullinax worked as president for the soon. it makes it of great importance that 
Association of Independent Kentucky Col- the council get bu_sy and find a president.~ 
leges and Universities for two years. He Sexton said. 
was the AIKCU's principal lobbyist. Prior to Council members have said they expect 
that post, he served as president of Alice to appoint a new president by the late 
Lloyd College in Pippa Passes for six years. spring or early summer. 
' 4 Oc:t. 2, 19'f1 
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N:;:dkector hired for edUCatf On 
agency 
By Charles Wolfe 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRA, KFORT - A Union College 
education professor was hired yesterday 
by leaders of the General Assembly to 
direct its education oversight agency. 
Kenneth J. Henry was selected over 
two other educators in a final round of 
interviews ro succeed Penney Sanders, 
who directed the Office of Education Ac-
countabilitv from its inception until she 
resigned in. the spring. 
The office was created to oversee 
how the 1990 Kentucky Education Re-
fonn Act was put into effect. 
[t kept a high profile under Sanders, 
investigating components of the law it-
·elf. such as the state's multimillion-dol-
lar testing contract. in addition to allega-
tions of corruption or incompetence in · 
several local school systems. 
In an interview, Henry said the of-
fice's mission is to ensure public dollars 
for education are spent wisely and the 
education law is im-
plemented properly. 
The office·s police 
powers and assis-
tance powers must be 
balanced, Henry said. 
··[ think. ear ly on. 
that Penney Sanders 
and the office had to 
Henry make a point and had 
to ensure that things were followed to 
the letter as well as the spirit" of the 
law. Henry said. 
··But now at this point. I think we 
can step back from that and take a look 
at what we're doing. Service to the legis-
lature is very important. developing re-
search data ... as we reform the reform.'' 
Henry, -12. was among 118 appli-
cants for the job. Other finalists were 
Dwight S. Hoskins. principal of :--lorth 
Bullitt High School in Shepherds vi lie. 
and John E. Sasser. a math professor at 
the University of Cincinnati. 
It took three secret ballots by the 
Legislative Research Commission - the 
legislature's elected leaders - to settle 
on Henry in an executive session, ac-
cording to a participant in the meeting. 
On a final vote in public, only House 
:Vlinority Leader Danny Ford voted 
against Henry. Ford. ~-Mount Verno1~. 
~aid he preferred one or the other candi-
dates. whom he declined to identify. 
··1 don't have anything against Dr. 
I lenrv at all." Ford said . .. Any of the 
three· were well qualified.'' 
Henry was given a one-year contract, 
with terrns to be negotiated by LRC Ex-
t:cutive Director Don Cerrulo. 
Henry, -12. is a Tennessee native who 
ior IO vears has been a teacher or ad-
ministrator at Union College in Bar-
bourville. 
Before that, he taught in two Ten-
nessee high schools. a community col-
lege and at his alma mater. Tennessee 
Wesleyan College. 
Henry has a master's degree from 
Tennessee Tech and a doctorate in edu-
cation from the University of Tennessee 
at Knoxville. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THURSDAY. OCTOBER 2, 1997 
Union College 
professor to lead 
edllcation office 
Herny to oversee 
changes growing 
out of KERA 
By CHARLES WOLFE 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A Union Col-
lege education professor was hired 
yesterday to direct the General As-
sembly's education oversighragency. 
Legislative leaders selected Ken-
neth J. Henry over two other educa-
tors after a final round of interviews. 
He will succeed Penney Sanders, 
who directed the Office of Education 
Accountability from its inception un-
til she resigned last spring. 
The office was created to oversee 
implementation of the 1990 Kentucky 
Education Reform Act. 
It kept a hi~h profile under Sand-
ers, investigating components of the 
law itself, such as the state's multi-
million-dollar testing contract, as well 
as allegations of corruption or incom-
petence in several school systems. 
In an interview, Henry said the of-
fice 's mission is to ensure that public 
dollars for education are spent wisely 
and the education law is implement-
ed properly. The office's police pow-
ers and assistance powers must be 
balanced, Henry said. 
"I think, early on, that Penney 
Sanders and the office had to make a 
point and had to ensure that things 
were followed to the letter as well as 
the spirit" of the law, Henry said. 
"But now at this point, I think we 
can step back from that and take a 
look at what we're doing. Service to 
the legislature is very important. de-
veloping research data ... as we re-
fonn the reform.·• 
Henry said there will be times the 
office ·•can either empower (a) super-
intendent or school board ... or we 
can hammer them. And hammering 
them will hurr the kids .... What we 
ought to be doing is looking after the 
welfare of our kids." 
Henry said he disliked the term 
"watchdog" because "education is 
not a junkyard." 
Henry, 42 , was among 118 appli-
cants. Other finalists were Dwight S. 
Hoskins, principal of North Bullitt 
High School in Shepherdsville. and 
John E. Sasser, a math professor at 
the University of Cincinnati. 
It took three secret ballots by the 
r ... - .: ... 1 ...... : ~.- o .............. _ ... L. ,-. _ __ : __ : __ 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Kenneth J. Henry was chosen 
over two other other finalists. 
which includes the legislature's lead-
ers - to settle on Henry in an execu-
tive session. a participant said. 
On a final vote in public, only 
House Minority Leader Danny Ford 
voted against Henry. Ford, R-Mount 
Vernon. said he preferred another 
candidates, whom he declined to 
identify. 
··1 don't have anything against Dr. 
Henry at all," Ford said. "Any of the 
three were well-qualified." 
Henry was given a one-year con-
tract, with terms to be negotiated by 
LRC Executive Director Don Cetrulo. 
Senate Majority Leader David 
Karem. D-Louisville, who made the 
motion to offer a one-year contract, 
said it was the same as Sanders had 
been given. 
House Speaker Jody Richards. D-
Bowlin~ Green, said it was "fairly 
typical' for people in such positions 
to be given a one-year trial. " I have 
no question that he will be offered a 
longer contract after a period." 
Henry, 42, is a Tennessee native 
who for 10 years has been a teacher 
or administrator at Union College in 
Barbourville. Before that, he taught 
in two Tennessee high schools, a 
community college and at his alma 
mater. Tennessee Wesleyan College, 
where he also was football coach. 
Henry has a master's degree from 
Tennessee Tech and a doctorate in 
education from the University of Ten-
nessee at Knoxville. 
'1. The aily Independent, Ashland, _Kentucky, Wednesday, October 1, 1997 . 
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ACC wants n1ore input on grads fron1 en1ployers 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Ashland Com-
munity College's new board of 
directors wants to hear more 
from employers about how its 
graduates are doing in the 
workplace. 
And it's willing to appeal to 
no less than Gov. Patil Patton 
himself to help accomplish 
that goal. 
'l'he school has for several 
years been surveying employ-
ers about its graduates' per-
formance, but response to 
those queries has been mini-
mal. 
"We send surveys to our 
graduates 12 to 18 months after 
they get out of school," said 
Dan Bailey, coordinator• of ad-
vising and transfer center at 
ACC. "From that we get the 
names of employers, and we 
send surveys to them." 
'But only 5-10 percent of em-
ployers return their question-
naires, he said. 
"We need feedback on gradu-
ates who are now employees," 
said Jim Miller, faculty repre-
sentative on the board of direc-
tors._ "We need to do this now 
as _we prepare our strategic 
plan. Their response will tell 
us where we are, where we are 
short, where we might im-
prove something we're already 
doing." 
Miller said he has asked 
other schools in the com-
munity college system whether 
they are having similar prob-
lems. The majority of those 
that have responded have said 
yes. 
"If we find it's just a prob-
lem here. we'll fix it on our 
end," he said. "But if we find 
it is a state-wide problem, 
we're going to ask the gover-
nor to intervene, to appeal to 
business and industry to coop-
erate with us. I do believe we'd 
get. more responses, because 
this governor has the pulse of 
the state, the attention of the 
leaders." 
Bailey said ACC has best 
been able to keep track of its 
nursing program graduates, 
because many of them wind up 
working for area hospitals -
King's Daughters' Medical 
Center, Our Lady of Bellefonte 
Hospital, St. Claire Medical 
Center -- that have been good 
at responding to the surveys. 
"But we're not getting the 
response we . need from busi-
ness an.d industry," said Mill-
er, a professor of speech at the 
school. 
ACC board member Ed Mad-
dox, a retired personnel execu-
tive at Armco Steel Corp., said 
he thought local employers 
would cooperate if encouraged 
to do so. 
They are likely anxious "to 
be heard, to do an evaluation 
for us if they can. 
"I never did a formal evalua-: 
tion, but we often made re-
sponses to the college because, 
we called on the college to do, 
specific things for us, such as· 
assisting in the registration of 
all engineers." 
But board member Richard 
"Sonny" Martin was not so op-
timistic. ' 
The effort will "probably be 
a lot of time consumed withouf 
a positive result," said Martin, 
an Asljland attorney. "But it 
doesn't hurt to try. It's helpful 
to the college to know these. 
things." 
Oc.+, ~ l'llf1 '-'I I J\&& - '-I ·-J ;:;,1 - I 7 
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pages of regulations and reasons why 
.a tenured faculty member can be ter-
minated, he said. Universities 
defend work 
of tenured 
faculty 
Legislative proposals 
:make firings easier 
BY GREGORY A. HALL 
The Cincinnati Enquirer 
· FRANKFORT, Ky. - Representa-
,tives of Kentucky's public universities 
'i:lefended the work of their faculty 
members yesterday in light of two 
·proposals that would make it easier 
to fire professors. · 
"We're not perfect by any means," 
'said Charles Frank, chairman of the 
Northern Kentucky University Facul-
1:y Senate. "But overall, I think we 
give the . university their money's 
worth and our students their money's 
worth." . 
Representatives from seven of Ken-
tuckv's eight public universities testi-
fied before a legislative subcommitee 
on· two proposals filed by Sen. Tim 
Philpot, R-Lexington, that would in-
stitute post-tenure review. 
Most of the university officials said 
they are dealing with the issue, and a 
state law is not needed. 
"I think it's best left to each insti-
tution to come up with its own sys-
tem," said James Applegate, head of 
the University of Kentucky Senate 
Council. All the universities are look-
ing at post-tenure review on their 
'own, so a state law isn't necessary, 
he said. 
' Tenure at Northern is a six-year 
process by which faculty are re-
viewed on a variety of factors. Ac-
cording to 1995 statistics given to the 
state last year, Northern had 216 full-
time tenured faculty and 79 seeking 
tenure. Only 78 full-time faculty 
·members were not in positions elig1-
·b1e for tenure. 
·. Once faculty members are given 
tenure, it becomes much more diffi-
cult to fire them. Proponents say the 
system gives faculty the academic 
freedom to speak their minds and in-
vestigate their subjects without fear 
of reprisal by admmistrators for po-
litical reasons. 
Critics, like Philpot, say tenure 
gives a lifetime guarantee to subpar 
teachers at the expense of their stu-
dents' educations. Frank said at 
Northern a faculty senate committee 
already is examining the topic. New 
President James Votruba also ex-
pressed an interest in post-tenure re-
view during his first state of the uni-
versity address. 
. "Some of the things in the legisla-
tion actually are covered now," 
Frank said. "You don't have an abso-
lute guarantee of lifetime employ-
ment." 
He said Philpot's first bill, which. 
would institute comprehensive re-
views for faculty members every five 
years, is more acceptable. 
"You have to. balance academic 
freedom with professional responsi-
bility," said Frank, a computer sci-
ence professor. "It does take some 
careful study." 
Tenured faculty at Northern al-
ready are evaluated annually, and the 
The bill, modeled after UK's Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences plan, calls 
for a post-tenure review after two 
consecutive substandard evaluations. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Friday, October 3, 1992.._ 
Advisory board reviewing 
18 state-agency projects 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - The· Capital Planning 
Advisory Board is pondering 18 projects, 
costing $325 million, for recommendations 
to the 1998 General Assembly. 
Those projects include a new state of-
fice building with a price tag of $106 mil-
lion. 
The board is to vote on whether to rec-
ommend the projects during a meeting later 
this month. 
While still a substantial sum, ·the pro-
jects are only a small piece of the $5 billion 
in requests made for capital projects from 
various state agencies for the coming four 
years. 
Notably absent from the list are some 
high-profile requests, including a football_ 
stadium expansion for the University of 
Kentucky, any parks projects, any commu-
nity college buildings or any new prisons. 
The board appears to be moving away 
from its past practice of ranking the impor-
tance of its recommendations in favor of a 
single list of the top priorities. 
A big portion of the recommendations 
involve taking care of what the state al-
ready has, such as renovations of major 
buildings at Morehead State University and 
Murray State University and asbestos re-
moval from the State Office Building in 
Frankfort. 
The only two new university buildings 
on the list are the long-sought science build-
ing at Northern Kentucky University and a 
mechanical engineering building at UK. 
Ille Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Thursday, October 2, 1997 
2 teams treated 
MSU band rudely 
Appalling is only one word to de-
scribe the disrespect for _the More-
head State University Marching 
Band by the Ashland and Ironton 
football players. 
The MSU band was invited to give 
an exhibition performance at the 
half-time of the Ashland-Ironton 
game. The band took most of their 
day traveling, moving heavy instru-
ments and setting up for the per-
formance. This is an outstanding 
band and should be considered a 
great privilege for the area to hear. 
The MSU band played pep music 
throughout the game, but during 
their performance, both teams ran 
through the band and started doing 
their warm-ups. Time may have 
been running short, but because the 
band was a special guest, the teams 
could have waited. Hats off to the 
MSU band for a superb performance 
with a standing ovation despite the 
interference. 
It is a tradition that half-time be 
set aside for bands. If a warm-up 
time for teams is needed, it should 
be after the half-time show. 
The band respects the football 
teams. It's only common courtesy 
that the football teams respect the 
band. 
I was pleasantly surprised at an 
MSU football game last year when 
the football team sat on the field and 
watched the band finish their half-
time show. 
Band parents put time and money 
in their children's music. They de-
serve time to hear them perform. 
There are some people that ap-
preciate a marching band. If you are 
not one, go to the concession stand 
and let the people who do enjoy the 
music. These musicians spend as 
much or more time in preparation 
°for their performance as the football . 
teams. Please give them their time 
and due respect. 
Cheryl Seals 
Raceland 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, October 2, 1997 
Marshall 
launches 
harmony 
initiative 
1 
Racial, ethnic 
issues to be 
addressed 
By MIKE JAMES 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
HUNTINGTON - Four 
days after the Ku Klux 
Klan demonstrated here, 
Marshall University an-
nounced plans for a cen-
ter to improve racial and 
ethnic relations in the 
Tri-State. 
To be called the Har-
mony Institute, the cen-
ter will be a place where 
students can gather to 
.. address race relations 
. and cultural and ethnic 
· differences, said Betty J. 
Cleckley, vice president 
for multicultural and in-
ternational programs. 
"Isn't race one of the 
most important issues 
today?" Cleckley said. 
"And one of the most 
challenging. It's an issue 
that's hard to deal with." 
· The center will be 
· housed in an existing ac-
. ademic department yet to 
be determined, she said. 
"It's been one of her 
dreams to have an insti-
tution within her de-
partment with the funds 
· to promote seminars and 
· workshops for students 
' and the community to 
. promote racial and eth-
nic harmony," said Mar-
shall President J. Wade 
Gilley. 
The center will be for the 
community as well as stu-
dents, Gilley said. "Students 
are an important component. 
In the 21st century, there will 
be a multicultural global soci-
. ety and we need to provide 
· that experience to our students 
on campus," he said. "The cen-
ter also will provide resources 
fm; _ the larger community to 
encourage cooperation." 
Launching the center will re-
qul!e about $100,000 to hire a 
director and staff, develop pro· 
· grams and pay for consultants 
and experts, Cleckley said. 
Most of that money will be 
raised through private dona-
tions and grants, she said. 
The university will kick in 
$20,000 to $30,000, Gilley said. 
The first big fund-raising 
push for the center will be in 
1998, ·c1eck!ey said. She said 
she already had approached 
foundations and· corporations 
for grants, and has raised 
abo_ut $17,000. 
An Ashland clergyman said 
the institute was a good idea. 
"Anything to do with help-
ing race relations is a good 
idea if it's in line with bring-
ing together the people who 
are in need of being brought 
together," said the Rev. Henry 
Mosley, pastor of New Hope 
Baptist Church. 
The _Harmony Institute 
might not be able to· stop 
events like the KKK rally, he 
said. "But it will sure help oth-
ers to appreciate who we are 
as a people." 
\,, -- -' 
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School s~ows -faitb jn· :i~ gcoFfl 
By Jefferson George 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU ' 
GEORGETOWN ~ New build-
ings, more students and great pub-
licity are nice. but people who know 
about Georgetown College say that 
what people don't see - the 
school's Christian atmos-
phere - is as important 
and prominent as ever. 
Prospective students 
touring campus Saturday 
saw the steel framework of 
tne school's Sl2 million 
Leaming Resource Center, 
a new. expanded library 
slated to open in August as 
the latest in a s tring of ma-
jor projects. I 
The new football stadi- · 
um made its debut during 
the summer, anchoring a $15 mil-
lion athletic complex. A year ago 
this coming Friday, school officials 
dedicated the new Fine Arts Build-
ing, a $2A million effort that was 
the school's first new academic 
building in 25 years . . 
· With construction comes in-
creased enrollment: this year's 
fieshman class is the largest in a 
' . 
quarter-century. In addition, the 
Cincinnati Bengals' NFL training 
camp this summer boosted George-
town College's visibility beyond 
Scott County. 
The above list is impressive, 
those familiar with the Baptist-affil-
. iated college say. But the 
1 
real achievement may be 
how officials have 0al.anced 
unprecedented growth and 
activity with an emphasis 
on Christian values within 
a still-cozy campus. 
• "One of the real surpris-
es I've had s ince I've been 
here is how little criticism 
we've had for the direction 
we' re going," said college 
President Bill Crouch. ~I 
think a lot of the Baptists 
in Kentucky are thrilled that \ 
Georgetown College is emerging.n I 
While some of the nation's pri-
vate post-secondary schools have 
left behind religious affiliatior.:; to 
become more secular as they grow, 
Georgetown College is among those 
raising its focus on faith along with 
academics. education officials say. 
, "It's not at all a trade-off," said 
: Tim McDonough, a spokesman for 
; the '.'Jational Association of lode-
' pendent Colleges and Universitie_s. 
1 "The public is very interested m 
: the combination of value-centered 
; education with rigorous academic 
i standards .... They're really quality 
:schools that also offer something 
:else.·• 
Lexington Herald-leader 
Monday, October 6, 1997 
; The seeds of Georgetown Col-
: lege were planted more than two 
'centuries ago, when Baptist minis-
: ter Elijah Craig opened a school to 
: teach Latin, Greek and science. In 
: 1829, the college, was officially 
l chartered as a private liberal arts 
,
1 
school affiliated with the Kentucky 
Baptist Convention. 
1 Since then, the college has been 
! a vital part of the Georgetown com-
j muniry as a political influence and 
, an employment base, many say. 
l But most point to the school's re-
l cent success as a result of Crouch's 
: appointment in 1991. 
: Before this decade, the school 
' had limited funds for program in-
; novations and upgraded facilities, 
: Crouch said. At first, Crouch said 
l he had only enough money for mi-l nor improvements such as spend-
: ing $200,000 to plant flowers, an ac-
l tion some criticized but which 
l Crouch said was key to making 
I people feel welcome. 
, Meanwhile, the president went 
: for people's pockets, securing about 
: $23 million in gift commitments to 
: date. He also looked to forge part-
: nerships that could provide more 
: resources. 
"We couldn't build this institu-
: tion with the constituents we had," 
l Crouch said. "We had to go out and 
I 
make some things happen." 
Pursuing balance 
i Now, along with having more 
: freshmen than at any time since the 
: early 1970s; the college is turning 
; away more applicants than in past 
· years. Students come from 100 Ken-
: tucky counties, 28 states and seven 
'foreign countries. Diversity a lso ex-
, tends to faith: only about half of 
'. this year's 1,302 undergraduate sru-
aents are Baptists. 
These students are seeing the 
fruits of the fund raising in the new 
facilities. More people outside Scott 
County and even Kentucky are 
/ hearing about Georgetown College. 
Everything is simply corning to-
gether, Crouch said. 
"It really kicked in this year.'' 
he said. ··And it's going to kick in 
next year, and the year after that." 
But with a higher profile and 
new direction. school officials say 
they've also sought to keep promi-
nent the religious component of 
Georgetown College's mission. 
Some of the nation's private col-
leges that started with church affili-
ations have seen those ties fade as 
the schools grew and diversified. 
McDonough said. 
"It has been an issue," he said. 
"At times, there is sort of a tension 
between the college and the 
church." 
Most of the 19 post-secondary 
schools in the Association of Inde-
pendent Kentucky Colleges and 
Universities are linked to churches, 
said Lee Nimocks, a spokeswoman 
for the group. 
"Some of those affiliations are 
quite strong," Nimocks said. ''At 
some, it's more of a founders' is-
sue." 
Crouch said he recognizes the 
danger of a school los ing sight of 
religious heritage as it grows: his 
alma mater, Wake Forest Universi-
ty, was once a Baptist-affiliated 
school before taking a more secular 
path. To prevent a s imilar occur-
rence at Georgetown College, offi-
cials have tried to manage growth 
instead of always pushing for more. 
"We've been very deliberate in 
building with safeguards," Crouch 
said. 
But the changes have brought 
some criticism. Two women last 
year filed separate lawsuits against 
Georgetown College alleging sexual 
harassment by a female supervisor. 
The suit by Helen Roderick was re-
cently settled , but earlier this year 
she wrote to Crouch, accusing him 
of focusing on material goals in-
stead ofChristian values. 
"In the quest for money and 
buildings, the college has lost s ight 
of its Christian and Baptist roots," 
Roderick wrote on March 28. " ... 
You are destroying the values that 
, __ 
build Georgetown College." 
Keeping heritage 
Many others, however, said the 
school's Baptist background hasn't 
been sacrificed for growth and visi-
bility. 
"I don·c think the two are mutu-
ally exclusive," said Torn Prather. a 
former Georgetown mayor who di-
rects the Kentucky Independent 
College Foundation, an advocacy 
group that raises scholarship mon-
ey. "There can be circumstances 
where the two can enhance one an-
other, and Georgetown College may 
be a place that does that. ... Dr. 
Crouch and the administration have 
done a very good job walking that 
tightrope." 
Jim Hawkins. interim executive 
secretary and treasurer of the Ken-
tucky Baptis t Convention, said 
Georgetown College's success 
shows that a Baptist school can 
compete with larger universities in-
stead of being seen as a Bible col-
lege. 
''The college is drawing a lot of 
attention from the non-religious 
part of the population," Hawkins 
said. 
I 
I 
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I O 
:faith, acadenncs 
I 
' 
: From Pa11:e One 
Some on campus say faith is 
still prominent. Dwight Moody, a 
1972 graduate, ·often heard about 
the new stadium and the Bengals 
last year while he was a pastor in 
Owensboro. But when he returned 
to the college as dean of the chapel 
last month, he said he found cam-
pus religious life as strong as ever. 
Greg Earwood, a local pastor 
who teaches at the college, agreed. 
"There's a real sense that we're 
moving forward and good things 
are happening," he said, "but I 
don't get the sense that we're mov-
ing away from our heritage." 
The school has tried to ensure 
that by recently establishing the 
Marshall Center for Christian Min-
istry to provide continuing educa0 
tion for area ministers and others, 
Moody said. Students also study 
theology in an exchange program 
with Regents Park College, a Bap-
tist school at Oxford in England. 
The continued focus on religion 
appeals to freshman Kristi Robison 
of Larue County, who watched· 
wo~k performed on the Learning, 
Resource Center from a lawn near. 
Jackson Street last week. Although 
she'll benefit from new facilities 
and programs unavailable to for-
mer Georgetown students, Robison 
said it was the emphasis on Christ-
ian values that brought her to the 
school and that will probably re-
main as the physical face of cam-
pus changes. 
"I don't think it can lose its 
roots permanently,'.' Robison said, 
"at least not in the near fi!t;µre.~ 
Setting limits .. --- --· . . .. 
But just:as it doesn't want"-to, · 
leave religious ties behind, George! 
town College must guard against 
pushing the Baptist faith too hard, 
Crouch said. 
"We're not a place of indoctrina-
tion," Crouch said. "Our task here is 
to stretch minds, but we're going tci 
do it with Christian love." 
To balance academic excellence 
with Christian living, officials will 
limit undergraduate enrollment to 
about 1,300 for now, Crouch said. 
That could keep bringing in more 
students like Holly O'Keefe, who 
sat on the lawn with-Robison-last 
week. She said her high school in 
Louisville had about 300 more stu-
dents than Georgetown College. 
"It was weird," O'Keefe said. "I 
didn't know a lot of people." 
The college will continue to 
welcome once-in-a-lifetime opportu-
nities like the Beng;,.]s' visit, Crouch 
said, but there aren't plans to devel-
op major programs like a master's 
degree in business· administration 
or specialty schools. 
"It's interesting that some peo-
ple think our vision's too small," he 
said. "We know who we are, and 
we know what we can't do." 
So while college officials contin-
ue to address common problems-
that many colleges have - adding, 
to the endowment, improving t~_e 
fi 
fl! Tile college will feature· three significant i 
new facilities by the end of next year. 1, 
PROJECT COMPLETION DATE COST . . 
i · Athletic Complex/ Summer- $15 
Leadership Tralnlng · 1997 million 
Center 
Source: ~eorgetown College TIM BWM/STAFF 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, October 4; 1997 
The las-t quarter 
Little progress 
As- we· do·evecy· year, the" 
Daily Independenfs editorial 
board' began 1997' by listing -
its goals for the new year. 
Now that we have just en-
tered the final quarter of the 
year, a review is in order. 
We began by listing a few. 
of this region's many assets: 
a low crime rate, a well-
trained workforce. excellent 
rail, river and highway 
transportation systems, rap-
idly improving schools and 
caring conum;uiities. _ 
· --with" tliaf'ilt-mind:· we· fo, 
cused: on "those steps that-
need to be taken to make this 
region - and all of Kentucky 
- more conducive. to growth 
and development. 
Higher education 
Gov. Paul Patton took the 
first giant step toward fulfill-
ing his inaugural pledge to be 
the "higher education gover-
nor" by calling the General 
Assembly into special session 
to adopt his education re-
forms. After a contentious 
and vigorous debate that pit-
ted the governor's political 
clout against that of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, the gov-
ernor's proposals were ap-
proved almost intact. ., 
, retention rate and increasing h-
brary holdings - religion will re--
main a priority, Crouch said. 
"We're trying to have big arms 
to encompass all faiths and all fac-. 
lions with the faith," Crouch said. 
"We want to 'be that sort of light-
house;." . 
However, the reforms only 
set up the :rhech'.111is~3to fui•_ 
prove cooperation between 
the state universities and .. b~. 
tween the community col-
leges and vocational-technical 
schools. The success of the 
reforms depends on how com-
mitted those involved in post-
secondary education_ are,)o 
1 
making the new system 
I· work. , 
On Jan. 1, we wrote: "If 
Kentucky is going to meet 
the economic demands· of the 
next century, it's not only 
?oing t? have to have -~Qli!!i<!f, 
its residents attend" college 
and post-secondary '(roca-
tional schools, it's going to 
have to do a better job of edu-
cating and training those 
who do." 
Of our four listed goals, 
this is the only one in which 
we have seen progress in 
1997. 
(exington·Herald-1~ 
Sunda'fi: October 57":Bi91 
~ncile-Catlett'illes;: ex-Msu teache:ri; 
HERAI.DlEADER STAFF REPORT Miss Catlett left Kentucky for Wash- Co. set up its Washington offio!. 
Lucile M. Catlett, a former ington, D.C., to join the WAVES, the After retiring from P&G, :11iss{1•: 
Morehead State University teacher, women's division of the U.S. Navy, Catlett joined th~ Navy Reserves,g;j 
World War II WAVES veteran and where she serv.ed until the end of the eventually becommg a commander. · 
Navy _Reserves commander, died war. While with the WAVES, she She returned to Lexington in l 993, ,., 
yesterday at the Veteran's Adminis- worked as a liaison between the Navy where she lived until her death -.; 
tration Medical Center in Lexing- and Capitol Hill, keeping the military Surviving is a cousin,· Richart 
ton: She was 93. briefed on congressional goings-on. Brother. ·-r 
A native of Bath County, Miss that dealt with enlisted ser.vioes. Services for Miss Catlett ·, 1 be~ i~ 
Catlett taught science for 14 years After retiring from the Navy, 11 a.m. Monday at Owings ille .. 
at the Morehead State University she =ed a, position in the Eisen---, Cemetery.:There will be no vi ita-,· ~ 
Breckinridge Training School, · a hower Administration and contin- tion. Richardson Funeral H me,~-· 
high school where university stu- ued to work in the White House and Owingsville, is in charge of 
dents studying to be teachers-were · Pentagon into the Kennedy years. arrangements. 
trained. Miss Catlett then left government Contributions are suggest to· . 
With the coming ofWorld War II,- wo~k and helped Procter & Gamble Owingsville Christian C:hurch . 
. . . , : ~.. . . 
___ -... --· 
Lexington Heral(}Leader 
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~atconege: a- convenient optio 
f~r busy people wk~ want 116~tstnd 
;... • • •• • J • • ... 
By,p_eborah Solomon, 
<Nl<afr-RIDDER NEWS SERVICE 
~atrick O'Brien recently earned 
, @ster's degree in insttucticiriaf 
edihology from Boise,State, Uili-
:e~ty, but the Canadian teacher. 
li~t set foot on campus, meet his 
mifessors or even visit the United 
itates until graduation day. 
.i 
~tead of sitting in a lecture hall 
ori'· year, O'Brien sat in his living 
o ~ in British Columbja and com-
,le his graduate-degree on-line. • 
r 
~ I . 
! Ex-professor 
ffi can't revive 
§ Hiasfiti:\vsffit~t~•j'" 
0 • t agmnstKSU 
a: 
::::, 
~ Associated Press 
en 
o FRANKFORT, Ky. -A fonner pro-
► fessor who allei:ed reverse discnmi-
:iii= nation at histoncally black Kentucky, 
U State University lost a round in the 
::I state Court of Appeals yesterday. 
i-z The court declined to revive most 
of a lawsuit filed by Robert K. Lan• 
Ill drum after he was denied a chance to 
:i.: seek tenure as a business professor. 
• The appeals court only ordered a 
-'z<t: hearing to determine if Landrum is 
owed more retirement money. 
a: Landrum was hired in 1988 on the 
::::, first of a series of one-year contracts 
s;J. as a visitin~ professor. He had a 
UJ
d: stormy relationship with some un\• 
versity officials, including then-Pres•• 
1i: dent John Wolfe. 
8 I~~ 0~tf0~~~l!t01if ~~;rg:c.~: 
w i.andrum a11reed to teach additional 
I classes at Midway College. 
1- Landrum's suit incfuded several 
charges, includin~ reverse discrimi· 
nation. Landrum 1s white and Wolfe 
is black. . 
Landrum lost his case in Franklin 
Circuit Court. That ruling was upheld 
by the Court of Appeals except for 
the issue of retirement pay. 
:ae is one of the more than five 
million people who take course~ at 
viriual colleges· each year. It might 
so$d unusual, but millions of peo-
ple!are trading the traditiona_l ivy-
co=ed campus for an educatmn m 
cy!Jerspace. 
:More than 2,000 accredited col-
leg~s now offer on-line graduate or 
undergraduate degrees. Schools of-
fer :MBAs on-line, as well, as de-
gre!,s in liberal arts, scienc~, engi-
neeting and other areas. Distance 
learning has beoonie so popular 
that Peterson's, the college guide 
company, produced a book devoted 
to schools that offer on-line degrees. 
Some students just take a few 
classes· ~Yl!f,.!4e~~!, bu,qhqu•r 
sands earn degrees froin reputable 
colleges across the country. A:s'edu-
cation costs mount and more stu-
dents work ,full- or part-time jobs, 
the traditional college or graduate 
program has become unworkable 
for many. 
"This isn't the wave of the fu. 
ture, it's here now," said Terri 
Hedegaard, vice president of the 
University of Phoenix's on-line 
campus. "Almost every institution 
of higher learning is. putting emirs-
es on the Internet." 
While there may still be skep-
tics out there, most distance learn-
ing programs are_ highly regarded 
by both academicians and employ-
ers. Admission to a virtual college 
is just as tough as admission to 
campus programs, and the course-
wor.~ is•d~ ariding. Getting,a,d~t 
gree· on-line . 't any cheaper,eitliefi". 
Most schoo charge the: sani/ic'i 
amount per credit for distancif~ 
learning as. ey. do for traditional 
programs. 
t another option iliat 
ve when seeking ad-
vanced- degr s," said Hedegaard, 
whose distan e learning program is 
one of the ol est in the country;.' 
Many of the schools combine 
classwork · the Internet with:oth-
er forms of c • inmuilication such as 
-video conferencing, teleconferenc-
ing and video: cassettes. 
. For. O'Brjen; who teaches:-;at. 
Umversity eogege ofJr;,serVal~y,, 
in Abbotsford( Britisli Columbia, at-
tending a traditional graduate pro-
gram would have taken too much 
time out of his schedule. 
But by doing his course work 
on-line, O'Brien got the degree but 
was able to work and spend time 
with his family. 
vi I /\c::).d- -LJ-b? - I :5 ,-a~ Oc.f. 1, 1'191 
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Lexington Herald-Leader 
Highet"~'ed reform a big_ t.ask 
for b,oards· 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERAIDlEADER EDUCATION WR!IER-
Four months after. Gov. Paul Patton 
signed his sweeping higher education 
reform act into law, the task of turning 
the rhetoric into reality has fallen to 
two citizen-led boards and a handful of 
state employees. · · 
Making the task even more daunt-
ing is the departure of the man who ad-
vised Patton on the reform. 
Gary Cox, acting agenqyr~jdent 
of the Council on Postsecondary_ Educa-
tion, illlDOunced last week that he 
would leave later this month to become 
president of the Association of Indepen-
dent Kentucky Colleges and Universi-
ties. Cox had said he would not be a 
candidate for the council's new, more 
powerful president's position. 
His departure means the loss of the 
man who was, in many ways, guiding 
the council throµgh, the transition 
process, education observers say.c · 
"Gary served as a real link -between 
the old council and the new council and 
'provided that continuity," said Bob Sex-
ton, director of the Prichard Committee 
for Academic Excellence. 
In the next four weeks, the council, 
whose members are some of the state's 
top business and civic leaders, has 
planned three meetings to handle a 24-
item agenda. 
The first of the meetings is today in-
Frankfort, and at the top of the agenda 
is presenting a budget to the governor 
for the 1998 General Assembly, which 
starts in January. 
A large part of the process will ·be 
determining how to allot money from 
incentive trust funds created by the 
law. · 
The funds, designed to support spe-
cific investments at the universities, 
cover six categories: research, regional· 
universities, work force development, 
technology, facilities and student fi. 
nancial aid. 
The schedule is an ambitious 
one, but members say it's what is 
needed to tackle the reform act 
head-on. 
"It would be nice if we had a 
veteran council in place and CEO in 
place,'' said Leonard Hardin, coun-
cil chairman. "But the fact <lf the 
matter is we have more than nor-
mal on our plate because this is a 
new system." 
For the regents of the communi-
ty and, technical college system, a 
transition team is creating· from 
scratch the new system to govern 
both types of schools. The new gov-
erning system is expected to be up 
and running by July 1. 
"A lot of what the transition . 
team is -doing.now .is setting the 
foundation for the new president," · 
said James Ramsey,. chairman of 
the transition team and state bud-
get director. 
Keeping the universities, techni-
cal schools and community colleges 
running smoothly is the short-term 
goal, but council members and re-
gents also have to formulate strate-
gy. !he re~orm act's overall goal 
'Yas unprovmg the state's quality of 
life, largely through a toP:notch 
post-secondary education system 
that would attract industry. 
"I think we are torn between 
wanting to set the vision for the 
system and understanding that we 
need to wait to get a presiqent on 
board," said Martha Johnson, chair-
woman of the community and tech-
nical college board. "It is a,balanc-
ing act." 
Both groups-have begun their 
searches for presidents. 
The community and technical 
college system has hired a. search 
firm, Washington-based Associa-
tion of Community College 
Trustees, to identify candidates. 
The council has begun looking for a 
search firm to find its president. 
Hardin and Johnson acknowl-
edge that the spotlight is on their 
boards. · 
· "The heart of the matter is that 
expectations are so high," Hardin · 
said. "But it's more important that 
we do it right." 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Tuesday, October 7, 1997 
A light in darker times -~ 
.&tivist was first to integrate University of Kentucky ... 
•a 
Krntucky, indeed the entire na-tion, is a much better place to ive, thanks to people like civ-
iSights activist Mr. Lyman T. John-
!'iffll, who, at 91, died Friday at Jew-
i® Hospital in Louisville. 
He simply wanted to force ope 
the door that to.black students w s. 
shut tight. 
~:.; For some younger Americans, it 
i~erhaps hard to imagine 
~:fime when blacks were de-
"It was a public institution," h 
said. "It was supposed to be the 
most prestigious public institutio 
of its kind in the state ofKentuck . 
As citizens of the United 
~d the same rights that 
l@ites were guaranteed at 
Imth; a time when racial 
~egation was not a 
''Gnoice," but the Jaw. 
:: Older Americans know 
~er, however. Many old 
eilbugh to have been alive 
c:Fltling that shameful period Johnson 
ii:Eour nation's history ob-
~ed segregation first-
lllnd. They witnessed the 
cffl'rkness of our inhumanity. 
;:;: It was courageous people 
1~ Mr. Johnson who dared 
t:Q::lift us from the depths of 
tffls cruelty. He helped ban-
isl the doctrine of legalized 
3i>arati0n of the races to 
ttf histof"Y books. . 
Fors= 
younger 
Americans, 
it is perhaps 
hard to 
imagine a 
time when 
blacks were 
denied the 
same rights 
that whites 
were 
guaranteed at 
birth; a time 
when racial 
segregation 
was not a 
"choice,'' 
but the law. 
States and as citizens of 
Kentucky, black students 
were entitled to go there a 
much as anyone else." 
Thirty years later, in 
.· 1979, a grateful university 
:' honored Mr. Johnson with 
' the honorary degree of do -
tor of letters. UK also crea -
ed in his honor a fellowshi 
program for African-Amer -
can and older, minority 
graduate students. 
Mr. Johnson also took n 
Jim Crow laws in Jefferson 
County as he fought to inte-
grate public accommoda- I 
tions. ; 
In 1995, he was awarded 
the Governor's Distin-
guished Service Medallion I 
by then-Gov. Brereton Jones. 
It recognized his lifetime ' 
commitment to "equalize ed-
ucation for all" and "his 
strong belief that all men 
and women are created 
equal." 
Mr. Johnson, whose four 
grandparents had been 
:::: In 1949, Mr. Johnson in-
~ted 
1
the University of 
l{'gntucky. He was represent-
ti in his lawsuit by Thur-
Wd Marshall, who was 
tl:ilen counsel for the Nation-
al Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored Peo-
p)e and later became the 
first black United States 
Supreme Court Justice. 
: Years 1later in an interview with 
the Herald-Leader, Mr. Johnson said 
studying at UK wasn't his objective. 
He had ahteady earned a bachelor's 
degree from Virginia Union Univer-
sfty and a master's from the Univer-
sify of Michigan. 
slaves, epitomized the 
strength and resolve of his forebear-
ers. His death leaves us deeply sad-
dened. 
. ' 
We are, however, richer as a 
state and as a nation. Not because 
he lived, but because of the way Mr. 
Lyman T. Johnson chose to live. 
O~f. z, I '19'1 
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for money· .. ,::~ 
Issue is how t.o dole.out' 
funds from reform act,:,'.:'; 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERAl.0-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
. . ···•· 
FRANKFORT - The staµi•. 
board that .governs postsecondary" 
education yesterday began1o CQll· 
sider how to dole out the $15 mil~ 
Jion provic,!ed by the recent higlie~ 
education reform act. . -
The Council on Postsecondary_ 
Education heard recommendaticins-
on how- to allot the money fro)ll: 
seven of the eight university,presf 
dents and from James Ramsey, . 
state budget director and chairman 
of the community and technical col;. 
lege transition team. · · · 
Trust funds for "programs of, 
excellence" at postsecondary insti-.. 
tutions were a key part of the re''-
form act passed by the General As-
sembly during a special session in, 
May. 
Ramsey and the school presi-' 
dents suggested that universities 
and the community and technical'· 
college system submit applications . 
outlining how the money would be'· 
spent and how the request complies: 
with the reform goals. 
The six trust funds - one each 
for research, regional universities, 
technology, facilities, work force de-: 
velopment and student financial aid: 
- are expected to receive a total of 
at least $100 million over the next;. 
two years. 
Education council(~,--.· 
~·;' .. 
names· a temporal#J~~:~' 
leader, drafts advis,er 
!:if'..;_. 
It faces a deadline 
next month on budget 
and setting tuitions 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
never served on its predecessor, the 
Council on Higher Education,,.,,_ 
By law, the council must submit 
requests for operating and capital 
budgets and set tuitions b)' Nov. 15. 
It has scheduled two meetings - for 
Oct. 19 and 20 and Nov. 2 and·3 -to 
complete those tasks. 
Walker said the council-will try at 
the same time to set standards for 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The State distributing, money from.trust funds 
Council•on Postsecondary Education created'by tile new law,.Couiicil'offi-
- faced with a daunting list of tasks, cials said ifs urgent to .do.'tliatJcir the 
a mid-November deadline and the three funds that alreadyliave·money 
imminent loss of'its veteran director in them so schools can ·use"it;1c· · 
- reached out for help yesterday. The legislature put $6 "million into 
The· council tapped state Budget each of two funds intended,to spur 
Director James Ramsey as a specml excellence at state universities. One 
assistant to council Chairman Leon- of those is reserved for the research 
ard Hardin, and it named a staff universities - the University of Ken-
member as its interim chief operating tucky and the University of Louisville 
officer. - and the other will assist the six re-
Kenneth Walker, the council's dep- gional universities. 
uty executive director for finance, fa- The legislature put $3:'mil!ion·into 
cilities and data management, will a · trust fund for ."post:secondary 
take over staff-management duties workforce development" .. that is re-
from Gary Cox, the acting council served for community colleges and 
president. Cox, who has held the technical scllools. No money was put 
council's top staff job since 1987, will. into trust funds for educational tech-
leave this month to become president nology, physical facilities-and finan-
of the Association of Independent cial aid. ,·": · 
Kentucky Colleges and Universities. The reform law created the post of 
Walker said Ramsey will advise the president of the Council,·on.: Post-
council on budget preparation and secondary Education and eiidowed it 
help guide it through next year's leg- with broader powers than Cox had in 
islative session. Council spokeswom- his old job as executive director of 
an Debbie McGuffey said council the previous council. If a national 
members recognize that "we're going search for candidates proceeds . as 
to need some leadership to get us planned, t)Ie first president could be 
through· the budget process~• named by the end of March.-
The council was created•by the law Walker, 45, holds·a master's de-
enacted·in May that reorganized the gree in statistics from the University 
governing structure of higher educa- of Kentucky, and he has spent- 21 
tion. Eight of Gov. Paul l'atton's 15 years on the·council staff. He said he 
appointees to the new council had.. IS not a candidate for the presidency. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Wednesday, October. 8, 1997 
GampusNewsmakers 
2 undergraduates 
from Lexington 
receive UK grants 
C -
By Dewayne Spalding 
HERAlD-LEADER STAFF \\'RITER 
Two Lexington natives were 
among 13 University of Kentucky 
undergraduates who have been 
awarded $500 grants from the uni-
versity's Undergraduate Research 
and Creativity Grant Program.· 
■ Suzannah M. Fister of Lex-
ington, a senior psychology major, 
will study 60 pairs of sisters to de-
termine the influence ~f family ex-
periences on eating disorders, in-
cluding anorexia nervosa and bu-
limia. 
■ Kathy Walker Howell of 
Lexington, a junior art education 
major, will prepare a mixed-media 
presentation, "A Wide Array .of 
Children Gathering Waves," and 
will include three-dimensional 
molds of real children's faces. 
■ UK 
Ex-Army officer 
to be honored 
Retired Army Brig. Gen. James 
S. Hayes, a member of the UK 
Class of 1961, will be inducted into 
the university's Department of 
Military Science Hall of Fame dur-
ing an alumni breakfast Oct. 18. 
During Hayes' 27-year Army 
career, he was commander of the 
Army Troop Support Agency, 
Natick Research and Development 
Laboratories and Western Com-
missary Region. 
Hayes served two tours in 
Vietnam and retired from the ser-
vice in 1989. Among his awards 
l were the Legion of Merit, the 
Bronze Star, the Meritorious Ser-
vice Medal with two oak leaf clus-
ters and the Army Commendation 
Medal with three oak leaf clusters. 
■ MIDWAY 
Recognition for 
character-building 
Midway_~llege_was recently 
nam~-- !~ :J~:.-'}qlm _ Templeton 
Foundation's Honor Rolr' for, Char-
acter-Building Colleges and was 
·recognized during an official an-
nouncement Sept 24 in Washing-
ton, D.C. 
Midway was one of only two 
Kentucky colleges that received 
the honor. 
John M. Templeton Jr.; whose 
father established the foundation 
in 1987, said the college was 
named "because of Midway's 
demonstrated efforts to develop 
moral character in students." 
The foundation sponsors award 
programs that promote the charac-
-ter development of young people. 
■ EKU 
Ambassadors win 
national award 
Eastern 'Kentucky University's 
chapter of Student Alumni Am-
bassadors won the first national 
School of the Year award, given 
by the Student Alumni Ambas-
sadors/Student Foundation Net-
work. 
Ambassadors serve as hosts 
for campus and alumni events, 
conduct tours, call alumni during 
phone-a-thons and help recruit 
students .. 
EKU's chapter, which has 
about 45 members, conducts five 
fund-raisers each .year, including 
"care package" sales,.Each semes-
ter, the packages are sold to par-
ents of students who live on.cam-
pus and then delivered during fi-
nals week. 
• Send information about the 
achievements of students or faculty 
at colleges in Fayette and adjacent 
counties to Campus Newsmakers, 
De Wayne Spa/ding, Lexington 
Herald-Leader, 100 Midland Av-
,;nue,_ Lexington, Ky. 40508; fax to 
254-9738; or e-mail to 
h/comm@lexinfi.net 
Accomplishments of students 
born in. or faculty born or.raised in 
those counties also will be consid-
ered,,• ,dxe: -.. .,. __ · · 
Oc...t, 9, t 997 . '-"I I l"Td d- - '--1 - '"" -,.._, 
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Lexington Herilld-1.eader 
Thursday, October 9, 1997 
■ RICHMOND 
Credlt;card scam ,targets,.EKU faculty: 
The f;iculty members at Eastern-Kentucky' 
University ,/lfe the targets of a 'credit card scam. 
Director of.Public Safety-Tom Lindquist issued a 
warning to faculty members last week sayii1g that 
several members had:become victims of fraudulent 
credit card applications made out in the their names. 
He si;gge,st;B9- ti)at faculty, members be ex,tra vigilant 
in protecting their'SociafSecinify'numbers and other 
vital infopnation. to prevent their own credit records 
from beiJig,victiinized. ~The scheme involved using 
the names and Social Security numbers of employees 
to obtain credit cards in the employee's name," 
Lindquist said. The home addresses listed on the 
applications for the cards were for cities in the 
Detroit and Ann Arbor, Mich., areas. Lindquist also 
suggested that all Eastern faculty members obtain 
copies of their credit histories to ensure that no one 
had falsified applications using their information. 
Lexington Herald-leader 
Thursday, October 9, 1997 _ 
Six to seek:hlgher education chief: Toe, 
University of Kentucky·Board of Trustees has 
named six people. to serve on the search committee 
to find a leader: for the state's new community col-
lege and technical-school system. Appointed are: 
Richard.Bean of Louisville, chairman- Martha 
Johnson of Ashland; Michael Hoseus ~f Lexington; 
Loma Littrell of Henderson; Bobby McCool of 
V anLear; and Cindy Fiorella of Owensboro. All 
serve on the new system's 15-member board of 
regents. The_ Postsecondary Education Improvement 
Act, passed m May, gave UK the authority to name. 
the search committee to find the first president, 
who's expected to .be appointed by March. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL,• TJ::l.!J.~SDAY, OCOTBER 9, 1997 
EKU faculty. targeted in credit card scheme 
RICHMOND, Ky. - The faculty at Eastern Kentucky University 
has again become the target of a credit card scam. 
Tom Lindqu_ist, director of public safety, issued a warning to faculty 
last ~eek saymll that several members were victims of fraudulent 
credit ?rd appbcatio. ns made ?~tin the their names. He suggested 
~at fai:tilty. !Ilembe!!I be:extra v,gilant in protecting their Sociaf secu. 
nty numbers and'other, vitaUilfonnation. . · . · 
"The scheme' involved using. the names and Social Security num-
b~rs of. emp/oyees to obtain credit cards in the employee's name," 
Lindgwst smd. He said the home addresses listed on .the applications 
for tlie credit cards were for cities in the Detroit arid Ann Arbor, 
Mich,, areas. · 
"These ~as!ls a~ sim~ar to on~s that were reported to us several 
years ago, Lindqu1St said. He said the first rash of credit card fraud 
affected more than 300 members of the faculty. · 
,,,. 
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'Light' Ato··t1i'e= "in o un ta1cns' 
Book chronicles history of MSU 
By SARAH POTTER 
FoR THE o~,L v '"'oEPENoE r 
C\10REHEAD - lt was the 
bloodiest feud in Kencucky h is-
t0n ·. 
The Rowan County War. also 
known as the C\la rtin-Tolliver 
fe ud . was the impetus tha t 
brought concerned churc h 
members of Rowan County to· 
gether to d iscuss how to im· 
prove their community in the 
a fterma th of the feud in which 
20 men perished a nd a nother 
16 were injured. 
T he me mbers o f the 
churches agreed that s tarting 
a school would have a stabiliz-
ing. educational and religious 
influence on the county 
That school. which eventu· 
a l}\· beca me Morehead Sta te 
u n·i\·ersHy. has grown to be-
come one of the largest univer -
s ities in Eastern Kentucky. 
In recognition of its 110th 
birthdaY . and the 75th an-
n i\·ersai:\. celebration of MSU 
as a state publ ic institution of 
h igh e r lea rn ing . year lo ~ g 
e\'em s began . .\pril ➔ a nd will 
contin ue until April 3. 1998. 
In conJunction with the cel-
ebration. Don Flatt. Ph.D .. was 
co mmiss ioned by the MSU 
Fo unda t ion a nd th e C\ ISU 
a lumni 3ssociation lO compile 
a book about the h istory of the 
insmuuon that opened with 
one srndent on Oct. 3. 1887. 
Fla tt. 60. is a na tive of Ten-
nessee and a professor of Ken-
tuch Histor y at C\ISU. He ea -
gerJ{· ,1ccepted th e challenge 
and · spent the past 18 months 
tra\·elmg the countr\· locatin g 
mdi\·iduals with memories to 
sha re 
" l'\'e been a ll o\·er 1he coun-
try, to l '.! states. inten·1ew111g 
form e r adm 111 is trJt0 rs 311d 
a lumni." said Fla tt. 
He Jo \·ed every minute of it. 
even though it was a ··comp! i-
ca ted thing to write ... he sa id . 
Fla tt had prev10usly written 
papers on the history of the 
unl\'e rs11y and a tri bute to 
. \dron Doran. ;..1sc·s longest-
sen·ing pres idenr. wh ich was 
50 pages long. so he had a good 
s ta rt . 
. .\ lot of research and time 
were In\'Olved in locat ing past 
presiden ts a nd a lumni. a nd 
Fla tt rnon foun d out wha t .1 
small country this is and how 
fa r '.\tsu·s roots go. 
While imen·iewing the wife 
of a fo rmer pres ident who 
lives in :--lew Mexico. Flatt hap-
pened onto a lead that took 
him t0 the daughter of the 
dean who hired the first fac-
u lty " l was just following a ll 
kinds of leads ... he said. 
·J inter\'iewed every living 
ex-president." he said. ··1 a lso 
got in terv iews with famil y 
members of a ll but one of the 
12 former presidents ... 
He was a llowed t0 teach only 
ha lf-time during the research 
process. " which gave me a lot 
of freedom ... he said. 
.. . .\ Light to the Mounta ins: 
Mor ehead Sta te Uni ve r s ity 
1887-1997 ... has ➔oo pages with 
102 picrures. "It was hard to 
choose 102 p ictures to cover 
the history of this univers ity." 
Flatt said. 
Pub li s h e d a nd p ri nt e d 
through the J esse Stuart Foun-
dation in . .\shland. Fla tt sa id 
the su pport of people behind 
the scenes was most helpful. 
Current '.\,lSU President Ron 
Eagli n encourages lea rning 
a bout the univer s ity's heritage 
a nd said the book was timed to 
come out during the diamond 
anniversary celebration . 
" This boo k wo uld never 
ha ve been written if not for 
the Eaglins. Heritage was the 
big word when he a r r ived." 
Fla tt ~3 1d. ·There ·s a special 
:·oo m ::-: :he -::.:dent cente r 
called :~to' :ierna .:~ room. · 
E:1g!J:--. -a id \ ISl .' im por -
tant :o ::::;stern Kenruck\· not 
onl \· ::;; .: u111\·ers1t\' but also 
.-or·m : :.::::;l 1nd .:u.ltural con-
rnbut10:is 
'Th i~ :rea pro\·1ded a lot of 
iirs ts ... ~ag1in ~a id. 
uch ;. S th e ' '.\loo nlig h t 
Schooi .\'h1cn oegan a nauon-
wide c::mpa 1gn t0 s ta mp out il-
l1terac ·: 
Cora· \\' ilson Stewart. born 
1n Farme!·s m Rowa n County, 
began .-:r. -::ducau onal experi-
mem ::-: :!?11 :o each adults in 
the ,:-ou::t\· to read and \Vnte. 
Classe5 · ·xere held a t n ight. 
on moonlit nights. when stu-
rlents :'.)u)d :·ind the ir wa y to 
-c hoo1 J :: : h f:' .1ght 1f t he 
moon 0:1 iy 150 - tudents were 
•:xpectr:'J :-,x :he fi r st sess ion 
3nd more :ha n l.500 :,howed 
up. Eagim explained. 
Today :here .s 1 replica of 
) ne oi :::ose moonl igh t :,Chool-
housb _ n m e ca mpus of :V1SU, 
Eaglin. 'lvho came to MSU in 
1992 fro m Coa stal Carolina 
l ni\·er sm ·. sa id the book will 
be :. dei(111m·e history of the 
un1\·er sny and ns place in the 
de\·elopment of Rowa n County. 
James Gifford. Ph.D .. and ex-
ecum·e di recror of the Jesse 
Stuart Founda n on. echoed Ea-
glm, sennments " It's more 
than Just a n msmutiona l his-
tor y. It's an important book 
that say a lot a bout ~1orehead 
State Cni\·er sn y a nd Eas tern 
Kentucky. You don 't have to 
be interested in the univers ity 
to fi nd the book interesting. 
The book will be of interest to 
a broader readership ... Gifford 
said. 
In the firs t edit ion pr int r un. 
Gifford sa id there will be 3.000 
copies. with 500 of those being 
limned edi tion. numbered and 
signed by Flatt. 
Gifford sa id their goa l is to 
get the book out in time for 
peop le who have pu rchased 
them as Christmas gifts. 
Fla tt sa id t h e u n ivers ity 
began a marketing ca mpaign 
artempting to reach more than 
➔o.ooo alumn 1. He said the 
book should be a n easy read 
because there will be no foot 
notes or end notes. " We 've 
done it with a more popular 
audience in mind.·· he said. 
" We know the market is lim-
ited for a book like this. but 
we \·e tried to sa turate that 
market. · 
The book can be purchased 
for the pre-publication price of 
S29.95 from '.\1St; at (606) 783· 
2316. When it becomes avail-
able m bookstores in the re-
g10n. It will be S34.95 and can 
/:l lso be purchased from the 
Jesse Stuart Foundation a t 
(606) 329-5232 or t606) 329-5233. 
Proceeds from the sale of the 
book will go to the university. 
For all the hard work and 
time he put into the fi r st MSU 
history boo k. Fla tt doesn 't 
ha\·e a n y regrets. 
" It 's been the thriU of a life-
t ime." Flatt said. ' 'l'\'e reaUy 
had a great nme ... 
The Sunday Independent. Ashland. Kentucky. Octooer 12. 1997 
Celebration 
showcases a 
rich heritage 
By SARAH POTTER 
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Signs and 
banners hang across the cam-
pus and throughout the city. 
The university had special 
stationery printed displaying 
its 75th anniversary insignia. 
·•Rich Heritage ... Bright Fu-
ture." is the theme for the cel-
-ebration of Morehead State 
·uni\·ersity's diamond an-
niversary as a state institution 
of higher learning. 
MSU President Ron Eaglin 
modestly admits that it was 
his idea for the yearlong cel-
ebration. 
"I guess I'll have to take the 
credit. 1 felt that you only hit 
these diamond anniversaries 
once and then the celebration 
kind of ends. Why not remind 
ourselves of it all year?" 
He asked facultv and staff if 
they'd be willing to use the an-
niversary theme throughout 
the year and he received a 
rousing "yes" reply. Eaglin 
formed a planning committee 
in December of 1995 and asked 
Sue Luckey, Ph.D .. and profes-
sor of business communica-
tions. to chair the steering 
committee. 
"The first thing we estab-
lished was a theme:· Luckey 
said. ·'Rich Heritage ... 
Bright Future" was chosen be-
cause "we are proud of our 
past. we are living in the 
present and we are planning 
for the future." Luckev said. 
After establishing a.theme. a 
logo design contest was held 
that was won bv a former stu-
dent. Luckev said. 
.-\ c r i \' i ti e s b e g a n o n 
Founder·s Day on .-\pril 4 and 
Phebe Button, Morehead 
S~e•s founder. 
have be'en ongoing through 
this year and until .-\pril 3, 
1998. 
"We asked the staff for pro-
posals for ideas for the an-
niversary celebration and the 
steering committee looked 
those over and we chose a 
handful that we wanted to 
fund." Luckey said. 
:\-!embers of the anniversary 
celebration committee have 
been present at festivals 
throughout Eastern Kentucky, 
Luckey said. "We represent 
Morehead I State University) 
wherever there's something 
going on ... she said. 
There are the 30~econd 
spots on television about sig-
nificant eYents or individuals 
affiliated ·,:ith the university; 
there are s.lso spots on radio 
stations 1!":d in newspapers. 
"We're do1~.g a lot of public-
it;· ... Luckey said. 
Special orchestra music was 
commissioned for the an-
niversary and an all-alumni 
art exhibit is scheduled for 
Dec. 1 through Jan. 31. 1998. 
"The celebration has in-
volved every aspect of the uni-
versity community. Some of 
these events may become year-
ly," Luckey said. 
Luckey, who came to More-
head in 1963. said steering the 
committee has been reward-
ing. "It's been a pleasant job 
to do. It's making a difference · 
in how people feel about the 
_university. I don't think there 
are many presidents at univer-
sities who want to celebrate a 
whole year." Luckey said. 
Eaglin said one of the goals 
of the celebration was to bring 
alumni back to the campus for 
at least one event. 
In addition to alumni, many 
others have come to the cel-
ebration. "We literally have 
brought thousands to our cam-
pus," Eaglin said. For more 
information on events, call 
MS_U at (606) 783-5128. "We're 
trymg to showcase our institu-
tion and celebrate our past," 
Eaglin said. 
The Sunoay Independent. Ashland, Kentucky. 
October 12. 1997 
EKU sponsors 
Spotlight Day 
RICHMOND - Eastern 
Kentucky University will 
host Spotlight Day Nov. 1 
for prospective students 
and their parents. 
The event. from 9 a.m. to 
noon at .-\lumni Colisuem. 
will include campus tours. 
academic exhibits and 
information. open 
classroom tours. residence 
hall visits and· 
refreshments. The day 
concludes with 
complimentary game passes 
for all guests to watch 
Eastern·s colonels play 
UT-Martin at 1:30 p.m. 
For more information. 
call (606) 622-2106 or 
1-800-465-9191. EKU's home 
page on the World Wide 
Web mav be assessed at 
http:/www.cuk.edu. 
LexingtOn Herald-Leader 
Sunday, October 12. 1997 
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Colleges fear welfare- reform 
taking students out of school 
fare students. said Bob VlSdos; pres-
ident of Network, a Washington, 
D.C .. association of community col-
leges interested in training and liter-
acy. 
ExpertS say that maintaining the 
access that low-income students 
need means addressing problems as-
sociated with pol'erry: domestic vio-
lence, alcohol abuse and low educa-
tional attainment 
By Judy Jones 
sournEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU 
Last year. 353 of Prestonsburg 
Community College's students were 
receiving benefits from Kentucky's 
primary welfare program. 
This year, the number is 147. 
PCC President Deborah L. 
Floyd is not sure why the number 
oi students in the Kentucky Tem-
porary Assistance Program has de-
clined so dramatically. 
But the federal welfare reform 
law - and Kentucky's response to 
it - appear to be playing a role. 
Consider Robin Burchett, a 22-
i·ear-old PCC student studying to 
6e a social worker. 
Burchett wants to stay in 
school - so when she joins the 
work force. it won't be in some 
burger-flipping, minimum-wage job 
that can lead right back to welfare. 
But the federal law's emphasis 
on putting welfare recipients into 
the work force quickly has prompt-
ed Kentucky officials to require that 
- after a year's grace period~ nl' 
cipients who are taking aillege class-
es work at least 20 hours. 
In Burchett's case, that require-
ment might mean no more schooling. 
The last time she had a 20-hour-a-
week job, her part-time pay put her 
above inccme thresholds for receiv-
ing a variety of state aid. 
She lost a $65-per-week state 
child-care allotment. Her rent in sub-
sidized housing increased to $178 
'.Jer month. Her food-stamp allotment 
dropped. 
:\laking ends meet under those 
conditions would mean quitting 
school and trying to get a full-time 
job. 
"You are punished whether you 
try or not" she said. 
It's unclear whether all the for-
mer welfare students at PCC are in 
the same boat as Burchett. 
Bur. it is clear that Appalachian 
ccmmunity cclleges lost students 
this fall And some think welfare re-
form may be discouraging students 
who are caught in dilemmas such as 
Burchett's - in which they must ei-
ther work full time, or go to school 
and stay on K-TAP. 
The state requirement that stu-
dents work 20 hours a week -
work-studv and clinicals can count 
toward the requirement - coupled 
with strict limits on all benefits may 
be prompting students to seek readi-
ly available jobs, instead of those 
with long-term possibilities. 
Community colleges train nurs-
es. psychiatric aides and entrepre-
neurs. College officials say they 
know how to move welfare recipi-
ents into work. But they fear that 
Wl!lfare reform may cut the rope that 
pulls welfare recipients into higher 
education and better jobs. 
·we have students with the de-
sire to move from welfare to work, 
but some will need time to gain the 
skills to 11)3ke the transition," said G. 
Edward Hughes, president of Hazard 
Community College. 
HCC saw enrollment drop be-
tween 5 percent and 8 percent this 
year, and welfare reform is partly to 
blame. said Doug Fraley, the col-
lege's dean oi student affairs. 
Ir's too earlv to tell whether de-
clining enrollment is a national 
trend. but national experts on com-
muniry colleges are scrambling to 
create an educated work force from 
the welfare roies. 
Communiry cclleges must. inves-
tigate short programs and innova-
The college at Hazard is propos-
ing just such a holistic approach, of-
fering _courses in basic education, 
General Education Development, 
parent skills and time management 
"We would partner with other 
agencies, but act as a sort of intake," 
Hughes said. 
The approach would be similar 
to methods used at Fort Peck Com-
munity College in Poplar, Mont., 
which has set up a Family and Com-
munity Development Center. Unem-
ployment on the Indian reservation 
exceeds 54 percent 
"Family counseling has tremen-
dous value to our community," said 
Fort Peck President James Shanley. 
"But many of our clients don't yet 
qualify for ccl!ege." 
Fort Peck's strategy of working 
with people to address all barriers 
- not just educational deficiencies 
- is similar to other national mod-
els. 
But it may not fly because it 
doesn't guarantee that people will 
move into work quickly, as the fed-
eral welfare reform law requires. 
Tim Jackson. deputy secretary of 
the state Cabinet for Families and 
Children, said the cabinet was im-
pressed with HCC's leadership. 
But "the plan has a heavy- em~ 
phasis on training and not as much 
insuring rapid transition to the work 
force," Jackson said. -
He said he's sympathetic to the 
need for training, especially .in Ap-
THE COURIER-jOLJRNAL • MONDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1997 
Some Appalachian colleges say 
welfare reform cuts enrollment 
Associated Press 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. - Appala-
chian community colleges are losing 
students, and some people think wel-
fare reform may be responsible for 
the decline. 
The colleges say reform may be 
discouraging students who must ei-
ther work full time or go to school 
and stay on the Kentucky Temporary 
Assistance Program (K-T AP). 
last year, 353 of Prestonsburg 
Community College's students were 
receiving benefits. This year, the 
number is 147. 
The college's president, Deborah I. 
Floyd, is not sure why the number of 
students in K-TAP has declined dra-
matically. 
But the federal welfare-reform law 
- and Kentucky's response to it -
appear to be playing a role. 
Consider Robin Burchett. 22. a 
Prestonsburg Community College stu-
dent studying to be a social worker. 
She wants to stay in school so 
when she joins the work force. it 
won't be in a minimum-wage job that 
could lead back to welfare. 
But the f!:<1eral I•!"~ emphasis ?n 
Kentucky officials to require that 
after a year's grace period, recipients 
who are taking college classes work 
at least 20 hours a week. 
In Burchett's case, the last time she 
had a 20-hour-a-week job, her part-
time pay put her above the income 
thresholds for a variety of state aid 
She lost a $65-a-week state child-
care allotment. Her rent in subsidized 
housing increased to $178 a month. 
Her food-stamp allotment dropped. 
"You are punished whether you oy 
or not," she said. 
It's unclear whether all of the for-
mer welfare students at Prestonsburg 
Community College are in the same 
boat as Burchett. Students may be 
seeking readily available jobs, rather 
than those with long-term possibili-
ties, because of strict limits on all 
benefits and the weekly 20-hour rule, 
although the 20 hours may include 
work-study and clinicals. 
Community colleges train nurses, 
psychiatric aides and entrepreneurs. 
College officials say they know how 
to move welfare recipients· into work. 
But they fear welfare reform may cut 
the rope that pulls welfare recipients 
int?._'!ifl!1er edu"'!tion and_ b~tter _jo~s. 
some will need time to gain the skills 
to make the transition," said G. Ed-
ward Hughes, president of Hazan! 
Community College. 
That college's enrollment dropped 
more than 5 percent this year, and 
welfare reform is one of the reasons, 
said Doug Fraley, the college's dean 
of student affairs. 
Community colleges must investi-
gate short programs and innovative 
scheduling to accommodate welfare 
students, said Bob Visdos, president 
of Network, an association of commu-
nity colleges interested in training 
and literacy. 
The Hazan! college is offering 
courses in basic education, prepara-
tion for taking the General Education-
al Development test, parenting skills 
and time management. 
Tim Jackson, deputy secreta,y of 
the -state Cabinet for Families and 
Children, said his agency was im-
pressed with the Hazan! college's 
leadership. But "the plan has a heavy 
emphasis on training and not as much 
ensuring rapid transition to the work 
force," Jackson said. 
He said he's sympathetic to the 
!'ef:d fo~ ~.~in~-
• 
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KSu·gets" $400,000 
for housing units 
By Holly E. Stepp part of the new complex for a 
HERALO.LEAOER •puCAr10N WRITER , "small busil)ess incubator," which 
FRANKFORT - At one time, will provide job training. · 
the houses were me upscale homes ol · --~R1ogel said 1-fie~n-ou~s~m-g-au-t~n-o~n--
Frankfort's black doctors, lawyers ty's involvement fulfilled HUD's 
and business owners. And their prox- goal of community partherships. 
imity to Kentucky State University "One of the main criteria was 
also made tl1em ideal for professors. that the grants be used in a way 
Now the nine houses along East that would benefit both the IIBCU 
Main Street are dilapidated. (historically black college or univer-
But a grant from U.S. Depart- sity) and the community," he said. 
ment of Housing and Urban Devel- Ridgel said he didn't know how 
opment could change all that. much the new complex would cost 
KSU has received a $400,000 or when it would be completed. 
community development block Mike Fields, executive director 
grant to help develop affordable of the Frankfort Housing Authority, 
housing on the'street. said the complex would be paid for 
"The university has always felt through long-term low-interest loans 
that it is important to make these and low-income housing tax credits. 
links to the community," said Gus "This is the first time we have 
T. Ridgel, KSU's vice president of entered into a project like this.- to 
finance and administration. construct homes - but there is cer-
The award was one of 17 grants tainly a need for additional afford-
1 lllll gave to historically black col- able housing in the area," Fields 
.-l~gcs and universilie~ nation'widc. 8aid. 
/\ total of $fi.!i million was award- Although the apartments will 
,·d, and the program encourages be open to all low-income house-
universities to use their expertise to holds in Frankfort, priority will be 
fight urban blight. , given to KSU's married students. 
The nine wooden structures on "We already provide assistance 
East Main Street, just beyond the to some Kentucky State students," 
campus' main gates, will be bought Fields said. "They would have to 
by KSU and then razed. Ridgel said qualify for the program just like 
he wasn't sure how much the 50- to anyone else, but students frequent-
60-year-old houses were worth, but ly are low income." 
said that the HUD-required appraisal The grant is the second that 
process would make sure that owners KSU has received from HUD. In 
got a fair price for their properties. 1994, the university was awarded 
The university will then turn $500,000 to build a community cen-
the lots over to a nonprofit corpora- ter on Douglas A venue, the oppo-
tion run by the Frankfort Housing site side of campus from the East 
Authority, which will build a 20- Main Street complex. KSU is still in 
unit low-income rental romplex. the process of acquiring the land 
Tlw university al~o plans to rent for the community center. 
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U of L's 'trust us' report 
THE FOLKS at die Nailon-al Collegiate Afbletic As-sociation can be excused if they feel a bit betrayed 
- if they feel the University of 
Louisville didn't openite in good 
faith when reporting Its findlngS 
on the men's basketball P~-
·€learly,the-university dldn t· tell 
the NCM the whole stozy. 
Ray Nystrand, special assis-
tant to President John Shu-
maker, may be "comfortable" 
with the internal investi11.ation re-
port that U of L subnutted, but 
the NCAA need not accept those 
16 pages .at 
face value. 
After ex-
tended efforts 
to get the rele-
vant docu-
ments, which 
required in-
voking Ken-
tucky's open 
records law, 
Courier-Jour-
nal reporter 
R. G. Dunlop 
found that sig-
nificant evl-
d c n c e was 
misstated or 
omitted - evi-
dence that 
could have a bearing on any pen-
alties the NCAA might _Impose. 
Dr. Nystrand argues that "the 
presumption is, our people are 
telling the truth." This wouldn't 
seem to be the basis for a vezy 
tough-minded self-report. 
Surely, the NCAA would pre-
fer that, when in doubt, the 
member school itself take re-
sponsibility for presenting all the 
important evidence, in its find-
ings. That way the NCM doesn't 
have to go fetch the material. 
President Shumaker should re-
call the report and repair any 
shortcomings. A selective effort 
at self-exculpation will do the 
university no good, as the NCM 
decides how to help U of L deal 
with the manifest disarray in its 
athletics program. 
If a university cannot report 
faithfully on itself, how can its 
athletics program be under effec-
tive control? 
What the program needs, of 
course, is firm leadership. Most 
of all, it needs an athletics direc-
tor who is in fact in charge of 
everybody and everything. No ex-
ceptions for revered basketball 
coaches who, 
while having 
given Impor-
tantly to the 
school and the 
community, 
are willing to 
tolerate too 
much and ex-
cuse too many. 
That was the 
lesson in Presi-
dent David Ro-
selle's strong 
response to the 
University of 
Kentucky bas-
ketball scan-
dal. What 
U of L needs is 
somebody like C. M. Newton, 
who was given the mandate, and 
had the nerve, to take charge. 
The problem is not just ethical 
lapses in the basketball and vol-
leyball programs. U of L also has 
a football coach who feels belea-
guered within his own athletics 
department, fully as much as he 
is bedeviled by revers~s on the 
field. And the public is left to 
wonder what's really behind the 
temper tantrums. 
What U of L needs is n show of 
leadership, from within or from 
without. 
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.-··l:J orL's endowment-grow~. 
like a championre:~~t~:rf]:c~~=D·,: 
, Nanonal rank 
· , among college Kentucky and Endownient Endowment Dollar Percent 
1995-96 Spurt ;: & university Indiana universities s~e s~e growth growth I'! endowmenls" and colleges June 30, 1995 .lW1e30.1996 - 199S-96 1995-96 
brought total ~: ~-_~:,._ ';~:t~:tJff~~ t~t,P3'.;: ~~-~~;~ ~;;'. i~i: 
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field this year, but in a ~e more 9. 270 FranldinC.ollndiana • ··so• 66 -·- ,- -e 9,9% 
vital to its acadenuc future 1t appears 1if: ,"29iM 1.'Qosiitatol'.~il:!i-;J' :-;;;f,i/ i; lr,.,~ • . · ;.;,lifil "'"' 
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to be a leader. 11. 307· SalntMary[lnd] .5- 48.3 ;;-i: ;7.8 19.3% 
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dowments, that growth rate - 27 2.2 22 6% 
percent-was either first or second 15. 444 Bellarmine C. - ·9.6• · 11.8 _· . 
m the nation. All dollar figures in millions, rounded. *As cf June 30, 1996. 
Among all state universities, U of L 
ranked 25th and the University of 
Kentucky 53rd in the dollar growth 
of their endowments in 1995-96, the 
most recent year for which figures 
for all schools are available. UK's en-
dowment il1"'w by $19.4 million to 
$155.5 million, a 14 percent increase. 
These figures are from the National 
Association of College and University 
Business Officers. 
The size of U of L's endowment is 
especially notable because as recent-
ly as the 1970s its endowment was 
only about $11 million. "Few univer-
sities, public or private, have moved 
their endowment as qwckly over the 
last 25 years," said Rich Collins, 
u of L's associate vice president for 
development. 
U of L officials attribute its endow-
ment growth to a decision by the uni-
versity's foundation board to put 
more money into stocks; UK pUISUed 
a more conservative strategy tlaj IJUt 
more money into bonds, which paid 
off less. 
· Endowment giving to U of L 
slowed in 1996-97 to $25 million, but 
it has recently increased. Since June 
30 the endowment has grown by 
more than $10 million. including one 
of its biggest gifts ever for academic 
purposes - a $5 million bequest this 
year to the department of ophthal-
mology and visual sciences from !he 
estate of Dr. William H. and Blondina 
Evans. 
U of L's recent endowment gro•<1h 
has enabled it to add its 26th and 
27th endowed chairs and to draft 
plans for about 10 more. The healthy 
endowment also means more money 
for academic scholarships, lecrure se-
ries, visitin~ scholars, libraries. spe-
cial collecnons and student travel 
and research. 
U of L President John Shumaker 
called endowment growth "a g~od, 
solid measure of institutional quality'' 
and of the communiry"s. rrust in the 
schooL "There's a growmg_sense ~f 
excitement about the uruversuy s 
agenda," he said. 
Shumaker said private giving has 
bec0me even more crucial now be-
cause new state incentive money for 
research, educational technology and 
other purposes requires universities 
to come up with matching money. 
· ·- In June 1996, U of L had $16,075 in 
endowment assets per full-time stu-
dent. Only 18 other public universi-
ties and colleges in rhe narion had 
more endowment money per srudent. 
· ~ ENDOWMENTS consist in large 
-ppn of big-ticket gifts. but smaller 
. .:imtributions to U of L's annual fund 
•'lfave also reached record levels. The 
· average - annual-fund gift grew to 
$195 in 1996-97 from $ll3 in 1995-96. 
:" ''We're ;~1Jig1iroad-based &Upport 
fi'om young ·and ·old alumni, and 
· "ie've been fortunate that inany_ suc-
cessful graduates have chosen to step 
fdrwanf to build strength in some im-
11P"ant departments," Collins said. 
Among-public schools with endow-
ments of more than $140' million, 
only the University of.North Carolina 
appeared to beat U of L's growth rate 
in the fiscal yeai' ending in 1996. But 
UNC reported only the sum• held by 
its . universitywide foundation; and 
not the money held by-12- affiliated 
foundations that support . schools 
within the university; a UNC spokes-
man was unable to estimate whatthe 
one-year_ groy;th rate ivoul\l. have 
been if.ifie.affilfatiid.fou"ridaiioiis-had 
heen included. - · __ .,_ - · 
Collins said U of L gets good re-
. suits with a fraction-of the fund-rais-
~ng staff and budget- of-comparable 
,.chools. Two years ago, U of L spent 
.feur cents for every dollar raised in 
private giving, compared with an 
average of 12 cents at its peer 
schools, he said. 
UK also was a late starter in the 
endowment game - its endowment 
amounted to only about S5 million in 
1980, said Henry Owen. UK's control-
ler and treasurer. 
THE PAYOFF on endowment 
giving can take time to mature. Rob-
en Taylor. dean of U of L's College of 
Jl_usiness and Public Administration, 
said a S500,000 gift in 1984 from the 
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. 
provided the seed for the school's 
program for students who aspire to 
· start their own businesses. 
The money made it possible to en-
dow a chair that attracted Jeffrey 
Bracker, who in tum built a program 
in entrepreneurship that was lauded 
in last month's Success magazine as 
one of the 25 best in the nation. Tay-
lor said endowment giving in the 
mid-1980s also was responsible for 
two more of his school's strongest 
programs - marketing and computer 
information systems. 
Larry Owsley, U of L's vice presi-
dent for finance, said the U of L 
Foundation board's faith in the stock 
market paid off handsomely: The 
two-thirds of the endowment's assets 
BY JOANNE MESHEW. THE COUl'lB!-JOURNAL 
invested- in st-ocks~n Jun_e 30., 1995 __ h,a~ _ incre!15~ !O 8 percept a::~ 
later, and the;shift elpedlheelidow-
ment capitaliie:'on 'e nation's 5'Iong 
bull market, he sai ; · 
During 1997, U of L's endowment 
has earned a 13.5 percent return. 
U of L development officials say only 
9 percent of univ rsity endowments 
in the nation hav matched or bet-
tered that rate. 
U~ HAS STU K with a less ag-
gressive mvestme t strategy, putting 
60 percent of its endowment into 
stocks and 40 pe cent into bonds. 
Still, the UK endowment has more 
than doubled in t~e past five years, 
to a current value of about $195 mil-
lion, Owen sai_d. J 
The UK.figure ,includes the $14 
million Carol Martin Gatton Endow-
D!ent given in _1995) the latgest single 
gift ever made to t~e' university: The 
Gat!on money supports an endowed 
chall' 10 management and leadership 
and. other programs in tile College of 
Busmessand.Economics, 
U of L officials cap spending of en-
dowment earnings each year at 5.5 
percent of the endowment's average 
marke! value over three years; 'UK's 
cap 1s o percent. 
Berea College, which has by far 
the largest college endowment in 
Kentucky - about $520 million -
limits spending of earnings to be-
tween 4.5 percent and 5.5 percent of 
its endowment's market value, de-
pending on inflation. Berea, which 
admits only students from low-in-
come families and charges no tuition, 
relies on its endowment to produce 
about $13,900 annually for each of 
1.500 students, said Ed Ford, the col-
lege's spokesman. That consumes 
about 70 percent of available endow-
ment yield, he said. 
Berea's endowment grew 14.2 per-
cent from June 1995 to June 1996. It 
has accumulated its huge endowmem 
m part by corresponding each year 
wnh 600,000 donors or potemial do-
nors, most of whom give less than 
SIOO each. Many also leave the col-
lege small sums m their wills. 
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KSU gets_ $400,000 to improve MSU ARCHIVES 
nearby housing 
Money will help 
buy, raze houses 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky 
State University has received 
$400,000 from the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development 
to help develop affordable housing 
near the school. 
The award was one of 17 grants 
HUD gave to historically black col-
leges and universities across the na-
tion. A total of $6.5 million was 
awarded, and the program encour-
ages the schools to fight urban 
bfight. 
Nine wooden structures on East 
Main Street, just beyond the cam-
pus's main gates, wiU oe purchased 
by the university and demolished. At 
one time, the houses were the up-
scale residences of Frankfort's black 
doctors, lawyers and merchants, but 
the houses are now dilapidated. 
The school will turn the Jots over 
to a non-profit corporation run by the 
Frankfort Housing Authority. It will 
build a 20-unit rental complex for 
poor people and rent part of the new 
building for a small-business incuba-
tor, which will provide job training. 
"The university has always felt 
that it is important to make these 
links to the community," said Gus 
Ridgel, KSU's vice president for fi. 
nance and administration. 
when it would be complete·d. 
Mike Fields, executive director of 
the Frankfort Housing Authority, said 
the complex would be paid for 
through long-term low-interest loans 
and tax credits for low-income hous-
ing. 
Ridgel said he didn' t know exactly 
how much the 50- to 60-year-old 
houses were worth, but said that the 
HUD-required appraisal process 
would assure that owners got a fai r 
price. 
Although the apartments will be 
available to all low-income house-
holds in Frankfort, priority will be 
given to the university's married stu-
dents. 
Ridgel said the housing authority's 
involvement fulfilled HUD's goal of 
community partnerships 
One of the main criteria was that 
the grants benefit both the university 
and the community, he said. 
Ridgel said he wasn't sure how 
much the new complex would cost or 
'We already provide assistance to 
some Kentucky State students," 
Fields said. "They would have to 
qualify for the program just like any-
one else, but students frequently are 
low-income." 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
~ esday, October 14. 1997 
~ Lexington:. 
UK scholarship to honor Lyman Johnson: 
A scholarship fund to commemorate the life of 
Lyman T. Johnson. the first black student admitted 
to the Univers ity of Kentucky, has been established 
a t the school. Before he died Oct. 3 at age 91, 
Johnson made the first $1,000 donation to raise a $1 
million endowed scholarship for the Pursuit of 
Excellence Award, which honors UK graduate and 
undergraduate students from Kentucky who have 
contributed to the betterment of humanity. "This 
scholarship is for black and white students," said 
Lauretta Byars . vice chancellor of the UK Office of 
Minority Affairs . "But more importantly, it's for stu-
dents who have demons trated concern about the 
welfare of others." Johnson was the subject of the 
court case Lhat a llowed blacks to a ttend UK in 1949. 
Donors can make contribu tions to UK in care of the 
Pursuit of Excellence Award. Donations can be sent 
to the UK Office of Development. 229 Sturgill 
Development Building, Lexington, Ky. 40506. 
i'•,---"'! The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, October 13, 1997 
Colleges feel effects of 
welfare reform 
PRESTONSBURG (AP) 
Appalachian community col-
leges are losing students and · 
some think the primary wel-
fare program may be respon-
sible for the decline. 
The colleges say reform may 
be discouraging students who 
are caught in dilemmas in 
which they must either work 
full time, or go to school and 
stay on the Kentucky Tempo-
rary Assistance Program (K-
TAP). 
Last year, 353 of Prestons-
burg Community College's stu-
dents were receiving benefits. 
This year, the number is 147. 
PCC President Deborah L. 
Floyd is not sure why the 
number of students in K-TAP 
has declined so dramatically. 
But the federal welfare re-
form law - and Kentucky's re-
sponse to it - appear to be 
playing a role. 
Consider Robin Burchett, a 
22-year-old PCC student study-
ing to be a social worker. 
Burchett wants to stay in 
school - so when she joins the 
work force, it won't be in some 
burger-flipping, minimum-
wage job that can lead right 
back to welfare. 
But the federal law's empha-
sis on putting welfare re-
cipients into the work force 
quickly has prompted Ken-
tucky officials to require that 
- after a year's grace period 
- recipients who are taking 
college classes work at least 20 
hours: 
In Burchett's case, the last 
time she had a 20-hour-a-week 
job, her part-time pay put her 
above income thresholds for 
receiving a variety of state aid. 
She lost a $65-per-week state 
child-care allotment. Her rent 
in subsidized housing in-
creased to $178 per month. Her 
food-stamp allotment dropped. 
"You are punished whether 
you try or not." she said. 
It's unclear whether all the 
former welfare students at 
PCC are in the same boat as 
Burchett. 
The state requirement that 
students work 20 hours a week 
- work-study and clinicals 
can count toward the require-
ment - coupled with strict 
limits on all benefits may be 
prompting students to seek 
readily available jobs. instead ' 
of those with long-term pos-
sibilities. 
Community colleges train 
nurses, psychiatric aides and 
entrepreneurs. College officials 
say they know how to move 
welfare recipients into work. 
But they fear that welfare re-
form may cut the rope that 
pulls welfare recipients into 
higher education and better 
:jobs. 
At Ashland Community Col-
lege, Dr. Angeline Dvorak said 
programs and counselors are 
in place to keep students on 
welfare focused on the long-
term. 
"We're working really hard 
to make sure that (students on 
welfare leaving the school) 
doesn't happen," she said. 
She said the school's enroll-
ment dropped about 220 from 
last year's figure, but she said 
she didn't believe the decrease 
was related to changing wel-
fare programs. 
While it's been a problem at 
other community colleges, 
Dvorak said: "We see no evi-
dence that it (the enrollment 
dip) is welfare students. But 
it's not really one thing we can 
point our finger at."· 
At Hazard Community Col-
lege, "We have students with 
the desire to move from wel-
fare to work. but some will 
need time to gain the skills to 
make the transition," said 
President G. Edward Hughes, 
HCC saw enrollment drop 
between 5 percent and 8 per-
cent this year. and welfare re-
form is partly to blame. said 
Doug Fraley. the college ·s dean 
of student affairs. 
Community colleges must in-
vestigate short programs and 
innovative scheduling to ac-
commodate welfare students, 
said Bob Visdos, president of 
Network, a Washington, D.C., 
association of community col-
leges interested in training 
and literacy. 
The college at Hazard is of-
fering courses in basic edu-
cation, General Education De-
velopment, parent skills and 
time management. 
"We would partner with 
other agencies, but act as· a 
sort of intake," Hughes said. 
Tim Jackson, deputy secre-
tary of the state Cabinet for 
Families and Children, said 
the cabinet was impressed 
with HCC's leadership. 
But "the plan has a heavy 
·emphasis on training and not 
· as much insuring rapid transi-
tion to the work force," Jack-
son said. 
He said he's sympathetic to 
the need for training, espe-
cially in Appalachia, but the 
cabinet's hands are tied under 
the federal law. 
Kentucky is more generous 
than many states in allowing 
students a year of post-
secondary education before re-
quiring work. 
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Fund drive to begin Friday Msu ARcHivEs 
for public radio in Morehead 
By TOM UWIS 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - With the 
threat of _federal spending cuts f 0r J?Ubhc broadcasting still 
?omin~. staff members at ub-
lJc-radro station WMKi . 
r~rehead are preparing to a!~ 
f~~ ~ers for fi1:1ancial support 
e second tune this year. 
wa~ (90.~ FM). a 50,000-
Moreh!:~10~taltcense_d through 
serve Eastern eKUniversity to 
entucky ill conduct its . . w 
drive Friday ~~ 0; ·air fund 
'' We reall. d ug . Oct. 25. 
choice" · } on t ha ve a 
W[\lfJ{y d!~~~o Angela Mullins. 
motions di Pment and pr0 . 
s~ation ·s s::i~~r. a bout the· 
s ii:ice April. .. fund drive 
drive was ... The ApriJ 
the clear for:i~ ~d We're in 
to keep it up to. k ut we h~ve 
CPB funding." eep getting 
CPB is the 
Public Broad Corp?ration for 
Which WMJ{y cas~ing, fro m 
Because of its below-average 
financial and community sup-
po rt over seve ral years , 
WMKY was among ap-
proximately 25 stations nation-
wide in 1996 the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting threat-
ened to stop funding unless 
they showed marked hikes in 
support over three years. 
But n_ow. "stations all over 
are ~etting a cut in their CPB 
fundmg, not just stations on 
the 'hit list,"' Mullins said. 
Duri_ng a week-long April 
~ampaign targeting new do-
T~rs, W?ytKY ra ised $12 000 
'"' e stat10n received $20 000· 
1rom a fund driv l , 
but had t e ast October 
Paign thr o extend the cam: 
that goal. ee extra days to reach 
The goal for th 
~ri~e _ With teh:pcoming 
. We re Here For Y ,, theme 
JS $20,000. ou - also 
" On-air · . 
our best Pitch1ng is really 
97 gran t f received a !996-
tion ·s 1997.;8 $94,93?· ThE s ta-
to be S700 Jess gr~: !S Projected 
"1eanwhu · hns said. 
:Vat· e, WMI(y• 
· 1ona1 Public . s dues to 
and c uJtura1 Radio for news 
:,uch as .. ~... ~rogramm1· 
give," sa~ay rJ0
1
rt J>eopJe to 
sometimes tak u ins, and it 
fund drives t es tw? or three 
one to pled O convmce some-
to a PUblic}:/nanci_al support 
Th 10 station 
"All ,v1orn1 ng .. Things C n_g Edition .. 
Perfortnance ~nsidered" and 
ihected to cost $2 Oday" are ex. 
th ! station wru 'OOO ~ore than 
Corpora t . receive from 
Broadcastin ion for PubJ . 
"W . g, IC 
ere tr i 
two items k!e ng to let those 
Other .. AK .P Pace With ,rn · ,viUllms . each 
.vrR cosrs k said. "If th 
the CPB eep going e 
couJd r fu_nds get c up and 
lems " un into so.rn ut. we 
back -~~ch as haVing f Prob-
PrograJtuniii O ScaJe 
g. 
. e s tation will · 
ti~es for dono . offer incen-
shirts, cotre rs. including T-
and day spo~ mugs: car deca1s 
as the chance ~~rs~ips, as Well 
t"'.'o to see the wm a trip for 
tam Stage" Program "Moun 
9 i c recorded 1 · · n harleston ive Nov. 
. WMKY, fea~ -
information Ing news and 
adult alterna't· classical and 
other musical Ive rnusic and 
casts from 6 genres. broad-
seven days a ~1. to midnight -
How to make 
a pledge 
To pledge financial 
support to WMKY durin~ 
its fall fund drive, call 
(606) 783-2001 or 1-800-286-
WMKY. Or mail a check 
to WMKY Fund, Palmer 
Development House 
403.S
Msu, ~ore head, Ky, 
1. Visa and ~. · 
card, MSU a 1v1aster-
tion P YfoU deduc-
and electronic fund f ansfer will be accepted 
ca~f iore information. 
(606) 7~:~. Mullins at 
r' . 
I 
I 
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National organization suspends UK fraternity 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HEl}AU)lEADER EDUCATION WRflER 
. A University of Kentucky fra. 
ternity accused of hazing has been 
su~pended by its national organi-
zation. . 
The charter of UK's Sigma Al-
pha Epsilon fraternity has been 
pulled until August 1999, and 
some of its active members also 
have been suspended. 
The suspensions, annoW1ced 
yesterday, come in response to al-
legations the university brouglit 
against the chapter earlier this 
year. 
UK alleges that during a May 
15 off-campus party at 410 Penn-
sylvania Court, fraternity members 
psychologically and physically 
hazed pledges, including shower-
ing them with beer and striking 
them. The charges also included 
disorderly conduct and W1derage 
drinking. 
SAE's UK chapter had denied 
the charges. 
UK Dean of Students David 
Stockham said the action by the 
national organization is uncommon 
among the Wliversity's disciplinary 
pr;ocedures. 
· "This is the first time we have 
dealt with a national organization 
that has independently taken cor-
rective action before the university 
has made a decision," Stockham 
said. "It is certainly Wlprecedented, 
but also very compatible with the 
university's process." 
The national. organization sus-
pended the active members who at-
tended the May party until they 
graduate from UK. 
·During the two-year suspen-
sion, the UK chapter can't hold 
events on campus, and the remain-
ing members are advised not wear 
fraternity paraphernalia. Members 
are also warned not to operate se-
cretly. 
In a letter to Stockham dated 
Oct. 14, SAE's national executive 
director, Richard Lies, said al-
though its investigation found no 
evidence of physical hazing or 
forced drinking, it did find a "mea-
sure of wrongdoing,'' which 
prompted the suspension. 
The letter asks the university 
to return the UK chapter to proba-
tionary status in August 1998. 
Pete Stevenson; commW1ica- · 
!ions director for the nationaFSAE 
organization; said the investigation c 
found that the UK chapter had an 
unauthorized party and an open 
keg of beer at the party, violations 
of the organization's policy. 
According to Stevenson, the ac-
tive members .also threatened to 
withhold memberships if pledges 
didn't. answer questions to the ac-
tives' satisfaction. 
The national organization also 
requires the UK chapter to com-
plete pledge and initiation activities 
in one week, instead of the current 
semester-long process. 
Stockham said the university 
stlll has to complete its disciplinary 
procedures against the group and 
determine whether the fraternity 
')'ill be allowed to operate on cam-
P\IS and use university facilities. 
· The decision could be a factor 
in the future of SAE's new house 
ori Rose Lane. 
Last year, SAE alumni raised 
nearly $3 million to build the 
house, which was to be completed 
in spring 1998. UK would own the 
house and lease it back.to the fra. 
ternity: . _,_ 
Stockham said he didn't know 
what would happen to the house, ·if 
it is completed before UK's SAE 
chapter returns to campus. . 
_ "That's not a question that we 
usually deal with, but one could de-
duce that if the frat~ty•s regis-
tration is revoked; they would not 
get the benefit' of the university's 
name, such as using university fa. 
cilities,'' he said. · 
George De Bin, UK vice presi-
dent of fiscal affairs who oversees 
the university's facilities, could not 
be reached for comment yesterday. 
The national SAE organization 
will also require the UK chapter to 
have a live-in adviser, employed by 
the university. 
The house also must operate 
free of alcohol and drugs. Univei-si-
ty and Lexington police called to 
the May party found cocaine. and 
drug paraphernalia at the house. 
SAE members have said it be-
longed to a non-member who lived 
there. 
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· Texas Emploi ·ers Insurance Associ-' ~ lor' .,..er':s "It doesn't protect the All-American ation, TCU's . armer insurance com-',. A! athlete whose knee is torn in his jun- pany, told po tential jurors that the 
comp case 
watershed 
for colleges 
By JUAN B. ELlZONDO JR 
Associated Press 
AUSTIN, Texas - Almost 23 
years ago, Alvis Kent Waldrep Jr. 
broke his neck on a football field 
and was left paralyzed while playing 
for Texas Christian University. 
Today he is at the center of a law-
suit that could change forever the ~ 
lationship between colleges and thelf 
student-athletes. 
The former running back, now 43, 
is suing TCU's insurance carrier for 
worker's compensation benefits, say-
ing he was an e~ployee who, ~~d 
~et lifetime benefits for a debilitating 
mjury suffered on the job. 
A state agency already has sided 
with Waldrep, but TCU's earlier in-
surance company has refused to pay, 
forcing him back into court. 
Waldrep, who raises funds for spi-
nal cord injury research, said the 
case isn't about the money - even 
though he has incurred more than 
$250,000 in medical costs. 
"It's time that college athletics 
take care of the kids who make it aH 
possible," he said before jlJ!Y sel~ 
tion began yesterday for his trial, 
which is expected to last four da)'S, 
"The only way this is worth gomg 
through is to change the NCAA. We 
know this is going to go to the (Tex-
as) Supreme Court. It's going to be a 
couple more years." 
The injury came during a 41-3 loss 
at Alabama in 1974. Waldrep, who 
was carrying the ball on a sweep, 
was forced toward the sideline and 
sent flying by a defender. 
" I was turned in an awkward posi-
tion and came down head-first on 
the artificial turf," he said in a 1993 
interview. " I tried to get up, but I 
wasn't getting up. It was frightening. 
. . . I felt tremendous pain in my 
neck, and it was hard to breathe, It 
never occurred to me I had broken 
my neck." 
At first TCU officials told Waldrep 
they would help, he said. They did -
until the costs of his medical treat-
ment got too expensive. Then the 
university said it was not liable, 
He remained in an Alabama hospi-
tal for a month and nearly died of 
pneumonia. He was told that he 
should get used to life in a wheel-
chair. 
Since then he has founded the Na-
tional Paralysis Foundation and 
raised $30 million for spinal cord re-
search . He wrote a book, "Fourth 
and Long," that was published last 
vear. 
' He's also married with two chil-
dren and. through physical therapy, 
has regained use of his arms and feel-
ing in his toes. 
For its part, the NCAA says it has 
changed, cove~ .Sf:Ude~t-athletes 
under a catastrophic•m.JW'Y msurance 
plan begun in 1992. 
Waldrep says that's not enough. 
ior year and academics weren't his case was unusual, Normally, he said, 
priority," he said "Who's going to. worker's compensation cases involve 
pay for that for the rest of his life? questions of whether injuries hap-
"The NCAA needs, at a minimum, pened on the job or whether those in-
to cover all scholarship athletes for juries are debilitating. This case, he 
worker's compensation and recognize said, questions whether the oerson 
the professionalism of college athlet- claiming worker's compensation was 
ics." an employee. 
At the heart of the dispute is wheth- "By virtue of a scholarship, he's 
er Waldrep was a TCU employee. He claiming to be an employee," 
says he was, getting compensation in Whigham told the jury pool. "That's 
the form of a full scholarship, room the question you're going to be fo-
and board, traveling money, laundry cused on," 
money and "money under the table John Lennes, vice president of 
we're not supposed to talk about." worker's compensation for the Alli-
Wally Renfro, an NCAA spokes- ance of American Insurers, which 
man, said even if college athletics represents more than 270 companies 
were viewed as a business, schools nationwide, said a concern for insur-
wouldn't have an employer-employee ers would be paying benefits to peo-
relationship with their athletes. pie for whom policy payments haven't 
"We recognize that student-athletes been made. 
who have injuries should have insur- Waldrep said changing the relation-
ance coverage," be said. "We don't ship between universities and stu-
believe worker's comp is the solu- dent-athletes wouldn't be detrimental 
tion." or overly expensive. In 1984 the Uni-
Renfro said students, their parents versity of Nebraska estimated work-
and universities can have insurance to er's compensation premiums for stu-
pay up to $25,000 for injuries. After dent-athletes would cost about 
that, the NCAA's policy on student- $55,000 a year. 
athletes pays medical costs and offers "Let's say it has tripled," Waldrep 
some disability coverage. said. "What's $150,000? Nothing -
That was not available when Wal- compared to what the NCAA is 
drep was injured. spending on merchandising alone." 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
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Who's the boss? 
Case says NCAA athletes should be 
considered employees 
By Joe Drape 
'IEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE 
DALL\S Twenty-three 
~·ears ago. Kenr \Valdrep's life 
..:hanged fore,·er. 
\\"hile playing football for 
Texa~ Christian. \\'a ldrep. a run-
ning back. was involved in a violent 
t'Ollision "·ith an . .\labarna defender. 
\Valdrep·s neck snapped. and he 
was wld at a Houston rehabilita tion 
clinic that he never would be able to 
lee] an,,hing from the neck down. 
Since then. Waldrep has 
regained the use of his arms and 
has recO\·ered ieeling in his toes. 
\ o\,. Waldrep is challenging the 
legal re:-ponsibilities that universi-
·ies hm·e to :,;cholarship athletes. To-
day. 111 a :-:1ate disrrict courtroom in 
\usnn. Texas. a iurv will be select• 
t'd 10 decide whethe·r Waldrep was 
an employee oi TCL' at the time of 
11is injury and thus covered by 
.rnrkt!I"S compensation laws. 
If Waldrep wins. the decision 
could become the first step in re-
defining college athletes as a labor 
force enti tled to basic employee 
rights. That would start a re,·olu-
tion in college sports. which for 
years ha,·e been presided o,·er by 
the >JCAA. the non-profit group 
that is shielded from business in-
come taxes. antitrust scrutinv and 
a variety of labor practices like col-
lective bargaining. 
Waldrep·s case challenges the 
NCAA's abi lity to view itself simul-
taneously as an academically orient-
ed amateur sports organization and 
a revenue-producing business, said 
. \lien L. ack. a professor at the 
L'ni\·ersity of \ew Ha,·en (Conn.). 
..... If an athlete is an employ-
ee. why can't he or she endorse a 
product. be involved wnh a spon-
sor, do what their coaches do?" 
Sack said. "This could be the begm-
ning of a labor market." 
Lexington Herald-leader 
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Sue Bennett· cuts off 
its athletic· programs 
By Rick Balley 
HERA1..D-l£ADEA STAFF WRITER 
The football team at Sue Bennett 
College lost its 41st straight game 
Saturday. It will lose no more. 
"We could use what money we 
had to pay 35 or 40 employees or 
pay the insurance to allow our 
sports to be protected," he said. "We 
could not afford both." 
The financially troubled 
school shut down its athletic 
program yesterday in a 
cost-cutting move. 
The biggest reason for 
the decision, said Athletic 
Director Creighton Bums, 
was that the school had 
not paid all its insurance 
premiums for its athletes. 
"This is too great a 
risk to send the kids out to 
play. and practice," Bums 
said. "It's breaking my 
"I think it's a 
matter of time" 
before the 
school shuts its 
doors. 
David 
Cunningham, 
Sue Bennett 
football coach 
Sue Bennett, a four-
year school in London, had 
its a=editation revoked 
bv the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and 
Schools last month. Before 
that, it had been placed on 
18 months' probation. Sue 
Bennett owes a total of $2 
million to various creditors. 
College President Jim . 
Cheek said last month 
that Sue Bennett has three 
options: close, affiliate 
heart and everybody else's around 
here." 
with another college or raise money 
to ensure its financial viability. 
Gene McSweeney, the school's 
academic dean, said the decision 
had to be made. 
The first option seems most 
likely. ·'I think it's a matter of time," 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL • THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1997 
Sue Bennett 
drops athletic 
program due 
to finances 
Effective today, the United Method-
ist-affiliated school near London, Ky., 
will shut down its athletic depart-
ment, college officials told the athletic 
department at Charleston Southern 
yesterday. 
Sue Bennett's football team is 0-6 
and was winless last season. The only 
victories in the program's 41 games 
were forfeits after the 1993 season. 
From AP and Special Dispatches 
The school has been struggling fi. 
nancially as well and in September its 
accreditation was revoked. 
Sue Bennett has canceled its foot-
ball game Saturday against_ GIJJ!rles-
ton Southern and may not.return to 
the field this season. · 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1997 
Honoring the .contract 
UNIVERSfIY of Louis-ville President John Shumaker did the right thing by standing 
by his school's contract with head 
football Coach Ron Cooper. 
For a variety of·reasons, pres-
sure has been building for 
U of L to ditch Mr.. Cooper, 
whose team has compiled a 1-6 
record this season. 
After emerging from a session 
with the football team Tuesday, 
Dr. Shumaker said, "The coach 
has a contract. We're going to 
honor that contract. He's going to 
honor that contract. He's your 
coach. Don't let all this rumor 
and speculation distract you from 
what your job is, which IS to be a 
good student and a good athlete." 
We'd like to emphasize the 
last sentence - and the order 
in which Dr. Shumaker listed 
those jobs: student first, athlete 
second. In all the boo-ha over 
Mr. Cooper's record, that 
seems to be something that 
many fans forget. Fortunately, 
Dr. Shumaker - whose duty is 
to academics first and then to 
athletics - sees the difference. 
It's also valuable for students 
to reco~e the need for honor 
in dealing with employees who 
have contracts. A contract is 
more than a "deal." It's ail. 
agreement that both parties 
have a duty to perform. If Coach 
Cooper's contract can be 
broken, or bought out, simply 
because his team fails to win, it 
sends a very poor message to 
young people. 
The rumors swirling around 
town about fat-cats seeking to 
buy out Mr. Cooper and, heaven 
forbid, bring back Howard 
Schnellenberger should now be 
put to rest. Coach Cooper de-
serves the peace of mind to con-
centrate on building a team of 
scholar athletes. 
And he needs the communi-
ty's support to do it. 
Student athletics are neces-
s~, but they must remain in 
their place. Too much emphasis 
on winnini: - in part to fill seats 
in expenstve facilities - instills 
the wrong values and can ulti-
mately corrupt a university. 
football coach David Cunningham 
said; before the school shuts its 
doors. 
"The number one thing we're 
trying to do is to find a way to get 
the students through the semester 
to earn the necessary credits to· 
transfer," McSweeney said. 
"If the fat lady hasn't sung, she 
is certainly warming up," Burns 
said of Sue Bennett's future. •rwas 
in a meeting {yesterday) and tofd 
this would be the last semester it 
would be Sue Bennett College as 
we have known it." 
Bums said the school plans to 
end,he fall semester on Nov. 26 in-
stead of Dec. 12 as scheduled. Thir-
teen colleges and universities in 
Kentucky have been on campus re-
cently to talk with students about 
transferring their hours. 
· "They've said they would ac-
cept any and all {students)," Bums 
said. "They said if students were 
on academic scholarships, they 
would count on that as they start 
school wherever it might be." 
The team, off to an 0-6 start, 
was scheduled to play at 
Charleston Southern on Saturday, 
and Cunningham immediately in-
formed rival coach David J:lowd 
about the decision. 
"Basically, we're cutting costs 
any way we can,• Cunningham said. 
''We want to finish the semester so 
the.students can get their credits." 
Football was the only fall sport 
at the 101-year-old college, which is 
owiied by the United Methodist 
Church. Volleyball and soccer· 
lacked enough participants and did 
not field teams. Men's and women's 
basketball in the winter and base-
ball and softball in the spring were 
the school's other sports. 
Athletes transferring to other 
schools would be eligible next se-
mester, Burns said. 
Burns was particularly disap-
pointed because he was also the 
men's basketball coach. "If I could 
have coached them a half-year, I 
would have been pleased. The 
toughest thing was telling the play-
ers they could no longer practice be-
cause of the possibility of injury." 
Burns didn't question the deci-
sion reached at a meeting led by 
McSweeney. Cheek, who took office 
this summer, was in Florida but 
participated in the decision-making 
process. 
"The people who made the call 
made the right call." Bums said. 
"Since the president took over in 
July, he worked his fingers to the 
bone on the appeal process {con-
cerning accreditation). It got to the 
place where the dollars and cents 
were not there, and somebody said, 
'Hey, we can't do this.' " 
Cunningham noted that about 
50 football players were affected by 
yesterday's decision. 
"We started with 80, but when 
some things happened, the num-
bers dropped off," said Cunning-
ham. who was in his second year at 
the school. 
Sue Bennett offered partial ath-
letic scholarships along with feder-
al and state money and loans. 
Those obligations will be met, Cun-
ningham said. 
Cunningham had two assistants 
- Kent Keith and Jim Brown -
and three graduate assistants. 
"We have contracts," Cunningham 
"'"'~A ••h,,t. .,.L.-- - --L--1 _1____ " 
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Baptist seminary 
to offer ministers 
bachelor's degrees 
' 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary will begin offering a bachelor's 
degree for students who aspire to be, 
or already are, ministers. 
The new offering, approved Tues-
day by the seminary's trustees and 
scheduled to open next August, will 
be the first start-to-finish bachelor's 
degree program offered by any of the 
denomination's six seminaries. It ex-
pands the seminary's effort, since 
1974, to train ministers who lack a 
bachelor's degree. 
Seminary President R. Albert 
Mohler predicted that with the new 
degree program, the James P. Boyce 
College of the Bible will enroll 100-
150 students at the seminary campus 
in Louisville next fall. The Boyce pro-
gram - previously known as the 
Boyce Bible School - has 81 stu-
dents in Louisville and offers courses 
in more than 20 off-campus centers 
in the eastern United States. 
The Boyce School, named after 
one of Southern's founding faculty 
members, began offering an associ-
ate of arts degree in ministry in 1994. 
Degree offerings have been and will 
remain limited to the seminary cam-
pus in Louisville, but Mohler said de-
grees may be offered later at some 
off-campus centers. 
"It has been our growing convic-
tion that the Boyce program is more 
and more important to the life of our 
churches," Mohler said. He said that 
•it helps meet the needs of "a vast 
number of Southern Baptist pastors" 
who lack bachelor's degrees and that I 
the off-campus centers have proved 
to be "of enormous importance" to 
Vietnamese, Haitians and other mem- 1 
bers of ethnic minorities. 
Mohler said the new bachelor's de-
gree would prepare students for the 
seminary's graduate programs, but 
he predicted that most would not 
seek graduate degrees. 
The new college's only four-year 
degree will be in biblical studies. It is 
intended only for "those who are 
Lexington Herald-leader 
called to theministry and intend to 
spend their lives in ministry," Mol1ler 
said. 
Associate degrees from the Boyce 
School are already accepted by 
Campbellsville University, which pro-
vides the final two years of work for 
a bachelor's degree in Christian min-
istry. About 40 students are enrolled 
in the Campbellsville classes, held in 
the former Carver School of Church 
Social Work on the seminary cam-
pus. 
Mohler said the Boyce program's 
bachelor's degree is not intended to 
compete with Campbellsville's, but 
Robert Clark, Campbellsville Univer-
sity's vice president for academic af-
fairs, said it "remains to be seen" 
whether the two will conflict. 
The Boyce degree "will not equip 
anyone to be a chemist or a history 
teacher," Mohler said. "It is only for 
the training of ministers." 
Marc Wnitt, Campbellsville Univer-
sity's vice president for advancement, 
said some students who take the uni-
versity's classes· in Louisville start at 
Boyce because they have a spouse in 
a graduate program at Southern. 
Some have jobs and view Boyce as a 
convenient way to pursue ministerial 
training part-time, he s>id. 
Aside from the B~ce programs, 
the seminary offers o master's and 
doctoral degrees. Moh er said Boyce 
students will pay the same fees as 
other seminary students, about 
$2,000 a year. 
Danny Akin, Southern's vice presi-
dent of academic administration, pre-
dicted the Boyce program's slice of 
the seminary's budget will grow from 
the current $275,000 to as much as 
$400,000 next year. Three new pro-
fessors will be added to the lone fac-
ulty, member ilow in· the program, 
and graduate students at tbe semi-
nary·will teach some undergraduate 
classes, he said. 
While Bible colleges have long 
served as feeder schools for semi-
naries, having both within the same 
academic framework counts as "a 
real innovation," Mohler said. 
Thursday, October 16, 1997 
Professor's suit alleges discrimination: A 
Transylvania University biology professor is suing 
the school for gender discrimination after her 
reguest for tenure was denied. Patricia J. Moore filed 
Sutt Tuesday in Fayette Circuit Court. James G. 
Moseley, the dean of the college, also is named as a 
defendant. Transylvania hired Moore in 1993· she 
applied for tenure last year and was denied. ' 
Consequently, Moore was told to depart after the 
current school year ends in 1998. In her lawsuit. 
Moore alleges that Moseley told her other faculty 
had complained her clothing was too revealing and 
her class rehed upon "feminist science." Both 
charges were used unfairly to deny Moore tenure, 
the lawsmt alleges. Moore is seeking unspecified 
compensanon and reimbursement for court costs 
The lawsuit does not demand that Moore be gra~t-
ed tenure. 
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\Some give 
low rating 
to graduate 
programs 
Of recent alumni 
in suivey, one-fifth 
down on UK, U of L 
By MICHAEL JENNlNGS 
The Courier-Journal 
One to two years after graduating, 
a fifth of those responding to a sur-
vey of master's, doctoral and law-de-
gree recipients from the University of 
Louisville and the University of Ken-
tucky give a low grade to their 
graduate training. 
The survey, taken last year, was 
sponsored by the state Council on 
Postsecondary Education. Of those 
who responded, 21 percent who at-
tended U of L and 20 percent who 
went to UK rated the overall quality 
of their graduate experiences as fair 
or poor. The rest called their gradu-
ate experiences good or excellent. 
The fair-to-poor ratings given UK 
and U of L - the only two state uni-
versities that offer doctoral training 
- were higher than those given the 
five other state universities that took 
part in the survey. 
Northern Kentucky University, 
where about 1,200 students are en-
rolled in master's and law-degree 
programs. got the most favorable rat-
mgs. All but 2 percent of the NKU 
alumni surveyed called their overall 
graduate experiences excellent or 
good. 
OVERALL RATINGS of fair or 
poor were assigned by 13 percent of 
Western Kentucky University's 
graduate alumni, 12 percent of East-
ern Kentucky University's, and 11 
percent each from Morehead and 
Murray state universities. Kentucky 
State University, which has only one 
~raduate program, did not take part 
m the survey. 
Graduate alumni were also asked 
to rate the instruction and curriculum 
in their programs, their preparation 
to conduct research or analysis, their 
school's computing and library re-
sources, and their opportunities to in-
teract with faculty members. 
Participating universities surveyed 
a total of 2,309 alumni who earned 
graduate degrees 1n non-medical 
fields or law one to two years before 
the time of the survey. Response 
rates varied from 23 to 39 percent. 
Survey results are included in a re-
port on the performance of state uni-
versities, community colleges and 
technical schools. The report stems 
from legislative efforts to make high-
er education more accountable; it re-
places more detailed profiles of 
schools that a pre-existing law re-
~.ired the council to prepare in pre-
vtous years. 
Each year, current or former stu-
dents are surveyed and the results 
are published in the reoorts. 
U OF L AND UK officials were 
at a loss to explain why some of their 
graduate alumni look back unfavor-
ably on their graduate experiences. 
But they ventured guesses. 
Paul Jones, U of L's acting dean of 
graduate studies, said master's de-
gree students might feel somewhat 
slighted by faculty members who lav-
ish attention on doctoral students. 
UK Dean of Graduate Studies Mi-
chael Nietzel said UK might have re-
ceived low ratings from some gradu-
ates because of their high standards. 
"We want our students to have 
high expectations," he said. "Those 
are expectations we'd want to meet. 
We think we've helped create them." 
Nietzel noted that students who 
earned doctoral degrees at UK gave 
the school a somewhat higher overall 
rating than did other graduate stu-
dents. 
JOB-SEARCH woes of alumni 
with doctoral degrees might color the 
ratings of UK and U of L, said Roger 
Sugarman, the council staff member 
who prepares the annual reports. 
Academic jobs "are extremely com-
petitive, and they (alumni) may be 
somewhat frustrated by the market 
there," Sugarman said. 
Nietzel said doctoral alumni who 
are having a hard time landing teach-
ing jobs are likely to be "very con-
cerned and perhaps critical of how 
well they've been prepared." 
But Jones said the job market is 
good for U of L's most productive 
doctoral programs, including clinical 
and experimental psychology, engi-
neering, and rhetoric and composi-
tion. "f just don't think it's a question 
of getting a job when you fimsh that 
accounts for those data," he said. 
David Burch and Glenda Conway 
went straight from graduate training 
to the kinds of jobs they wanted, and 
both give high marks to the U of L 
programs that got them there. 
Burch, 26, received a master's de-
gree in chemical engineering at 
U of L's Speed Scientific School in 
'1995. He landed a job in Louisville 
with Waukesha Cherry-Burrell, which 
ma¥S food -processing machinery, 
and he now helps design trial equip-
ment for the makers of foods with 
consi~enc1es in the milk-to-pudding 
range. 
• Burch doesn't give the Speed 
School top marks on everything - its 
computing resources were only "fair 
to good," he said - but he's pleased 
overall. "And I feel it hasn't given me 
any disadvantage out here in the in-
dustry at all." 
'Conway, 44, got a faculty job at 
• the University of Montevallo in Ala-
. "b:\ma in 1995. the year before she re-
ceived her U of L doctorate m rhetor-
ic and composition. An assistant pro-
,bsor. she directs Montevallo's writ-
,, ing center and teaches undergraduate 
and graduate courses. 
Before she entered the U of L pro-
·gr~m i_n 1990. she had toiled for 
years at part-time teaching Jobs in 
Lexington and Frankfort. She earned 
a master's degree in English at UK in 
U)79 and said it didn't provide much 
. ~ petus toward a career. 
· '-'1-'There just wasn't any encourage-
ment to people to see themselves as 
professionals" in her UK program, 
she said. 
U of L's doctoral program, by con-
trast, was excellent, she said - and 
recognized as such by schools that 
e-"-n,114"1 ; ... ♦nrnr♦ ; ... i..; ...;..,,.. k ...... 
MSU ARCHIVES 
· ''There were interviews I got, I 
thmk. because I was at U of L," Con-
way said. " I didn't know how good a 
school it was. to be honest, when I 
staned." 
NKU Provost Paul Gaston said the 
high satisfaction level of his universi-
ty's-graduate alumni reflects the way 
graduate programs came about and 
the Kind of students they enroll. 
NKU's six graduate programs - in 
education, business administration, 
nursing, technology, accounting and 
public admimstration - were all es-
tablished " to meet a very clear and 
fairly dramatic need" for training, he 
said. Gaston said most students en-
rolled in those programs want to ad-
vance in their current jobs. 
· ··so there 1s that kind of instant 
transferability of what they've 
learned ro the marketplace and a 
rq_tificat ion of their effons by their 
employers. ·· he said. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Friday, October 17, 1997 
■ BOWLING GREEN 
State budget chief to lead new center: 
State l'>udget director James Ramsey has been select-
ed ro:tead a new public policy research center at 
Western Kentucky University. Ramsey, who is also 
the university's vice president for finance and 
administration, will lead the yet-to-be-named center 
as its Commonwealth professor. The center will 
focus-On major policy topics, such as economic 
de\le!Qpment and quality-of-life issues, and will pro-
vidl!-:tssistance to the governor. It is expected to be 
operational August 15, 1998. Ramsey is on leave of 
absence from Western until June 30, 1998. He was 
recently named special assistant to Leonard Hardin, 
chairman of the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary 
Education, and he also serves as chainnan of the 
community and technical college system transition 
5eam. 
Lexington Hera4d-leader 
Friday, October 17, 1997 
• DANVILLE 
Centre gift endows two professorships: 
A Louisville businessman has given $500,000 to 
Centr.e College in Danville to establish two new 
endowed professorships at the college. David 
Gri~~m. a 1960 Centre graduate and chairman of 
.\1ayfair Capital, made the gift to honor two of his 
former and now retired professors, Paul L. Cantrel.I 
and Charles T. Hazelrigg. The endowed positions 
wilrgo' to professors in the humanities division, and 
the appointments will be for three years. Earnings 
from the endowed funds will pay salary supports 
and supplements to the appointed faculty members. 
for college athletes 
When is a student-athlete not a 
student-athlete? Answer: When he 
or she is employed as an athlete in 
a revenue-producing sport for a col-
lege athletic program. 
At least, that's the argument of 
the attorneys for Kent Waldrep, a 
former Texas Christian University 
football player who was paralyzed 
in 1974 game with Alabama. 
Waldrep is suing the university 
for worker's compensation,.contend-
ing that he was a school employee 
at the time. 
The case has some compelling 
arguments on why Waldrep, as 
well ·as other college athletes, . 
should be paid. That's why the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion is bracing itself should the 
Texas jury rule in Waldrep's favor. 
, In 1993, the Texas Workers' Com-
pensation Commission granted 
Waldrep's claim. However, TCU ap-
pealed. 
"It's a pure challenge to the 
NCAA's amatetrr- mythology," said 
Allen Sack,. a professor of manage-
ment at the University of New 
Haven in Connecticut. 
Sack, interviewed by The New 
York Times, also clarified what's 
really at stake in this controversial 
debate. 
"The question is not should (col-
lege) athletes be paid," he said. 
"They alrea1ly are, with a salary·,. 
cap, which is nqw tuition, room, 
board and fees. 
"Now the issue is, should they 
be paid more?" 
Could shoe contracts and free 
agency status for top college ath-
letes be next? 
There's a bright side to all of 
this. Lifting the salary cap for col-
lege athletes could result in fewer 
stars leaving school early for the 
pros. Furthermore, those same ath-
letes would then be able to buy 
their own cars, jewelry and other 
expensive items, saving boosters a 
bundle. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Sunday, October 19, 1~97 
pommunity colleges 
,raise $40 million 
A University of Kentucky Community College 
System fund-raising campaign has topped $40 mil-
li9n, college officials announced yesterday. The 
_P,/rrtners in Progress Campaign, which began in the 
@l of 1993, received gifts and pledges totaling 
$40,493,078 from more than 6,100 donors, said Com-
'niunity College Chancellor Ben Carr during a recep-
tion honoring the campaign's volunteer leaders. The 
money will support student scholarships, endow-
l;i;ients and professorships, academic programs and 
construction among other projects. Eleven of the 14 
community colleges have raised in excess of $1 mil-
lion each, with Paducah Community College leading 
(tie group, raising more than $13 million for the· 
q>nstruction of a new science building. Seven of the 
'community colleges - Hazard, Louisville, Lexing-. 
lo,n, Maysville, Prestonburg, Somerset and South-
east-:- '.""e stil\ involved}~_thepunpaign which is 
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how generous it can be, Collins said. 
The matching money will come 
from a new state incentive fund for 
excellence .at Kentl!cky's two re-
search universities, U of L and the 
University of Kentucky. At a meeting 
tomorrow, the council is due to start 
setting the criteria for distributing 
money from that fund and five others 
created by the postsecondary-educa-
tion-reform law enacted last May. 
Collins said Indiana provides just 
one example of the way matching 
money can spur endowment giving. 
Florida and North Carolina "have 
had spectacular results" using public 
money as an incentive for private giv-
ing, he said. 
Even without the incentive of a 
state match for private giving, U of L 
has been highly successful at raising 
~ndowment money in recent years. 
During the 1995-96 fiscal rear, no 
public university in the nation with 
an endowment of a similar or larger 
size matched U of L's 27 percent rate 
of endowment growth. 
Figures published by the National 
Association of College and University 
Business Officers made it appear that 
one public school with a larger en-
dowment, the University of North 
Carolina, beat U of L's growth rate. 
But UNC's ap{larent_ growth WI!• due 
largely to the mclus1on of previously 
unreported funds; a spokeswoman 
for UNC's development office said 
last week that actual endowment 
growth during 1995-96 was only 15 
percent. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, October 17, 1997 
Johnson 
to lead 
KCTCS 
board 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPEJ;DENT 
ASHLAND - Martha John-
son, interim chairwoman or· 
the Kentucky Comm1U1ity'.and·. 
Technical College System· 
board of regents since July. 21: 
has been elected to serve ~ 
one-year term in that post. · 
Johnson, of Summit, is-: di-
rector of corporate community: 
relati<?ns and public. -polici 
analysis for Ashland Inc. She 
was elected without opposition 
at a board meeting Mon4ity. . 
Shfs serving a six-year'.tetm 
on the board. ·• 
Michael S. Hoseus of Lex-
ington, assistant generafman-
ager for human resources Cat 
Toyota in. Georget(lwn°'- -Was, 
chosen vice chairman. - :,.,;;.: --
Johnson said selection of a 
chairman was delayed until 
October to allow faculty and 
student members, selected by 
their peers after school start-
ed. to take part. "I certainly 
want us to stay on our time-
line: to do all the things that 
have to be done according to 
the plan laid out for us at this 
point," Johnson said Thurs-
day. 
That plan is part of the legis-
lation created in May by the 
General ~ssembly in merging 
commumty colleges and vo-
tech schools into a single sys-
tem. 
Right now, one of the 
board's major goals is to find a 
president for the system. John-
son is serving as a member of 
the committee searching for 
that person. The board has 
hired Elizabeth Rockland 
head of a consulting firm, t~ 
help the search committee. 
"She has experience with 
both community college and 
technical colleges," Johnson 
said. 
There is no. deadline for get-
ting a president on board, but 
Johnson said the board's goal 
is March. 
Next in importance to the 
presidency. Johnson said, is 
distribution of $8 million al-
located by · the General As-
sembly for community col-
leges. "We have no mandates, 
but some guidance from the 
bill. Legislators were con-
cerned about salaries, but the 
community colleges as a whole 
have a long list of projects, 
more than we could ever cover 
with $8 million. 
"It'll be a tough decision, 
and we'll have to make it, but 
maybe not during our next 
meeting, which will be Dec. 8 
in Hopkinsville.'' 
She said the group also lis-
tened Monday to updates on 
accreditation. With the shift in 
management, community col-
leges will have to be re-
evaluated by the Southern A-s-
socia tion of Colleges and 
Schools, while vo-tech colleges 
will be re-accredited by the 
Council on Occupational Edu-
cation. 
Johnson said she set up four 
standing committees - execu-
tive; finance, administrative, 
technology; academic affairs; 
and curriculum and efficiency, 
effectiveness and account-
ability. Members will be as-
signed in December. 
Johnson is one of two North-
eastern Kentuckians on the 
board. The other is Bobby Mc-
Cool, welding instructor at 
Mayo Regional Technology 
Center in f•aintsville, who was 
elected last month to a three-
year term to represent all vo-
cational instructors in the 
state. 
Other student, faculty and 
staff members named to the 
board wene Charles O'Neal, 
student at1 Madisonville Com-
munity College; Donna Davis, 
student atl Somerset Regional 
Technical ,Center; Mark Pow-
ell, computer operations ana-
lyst at the/ Bowling Green Re-
gional Technology Center; and 
Cindy Fiorella, coordinator of 
continuing education at 
Owensbori° Community Col-
lege. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Sunday,:..October rn;,199z 
Student borrows- hundreds. 
and pays back thousands 
By Amy Baldwln 
HERALD-LEADER BUSINESS WRITER 
. · Michael Hines needed a couple 
hundred bucks to pay the bills. To 
get the money, he ended up shelling 
out $3,000 on check advances. 
customer can't reduce the amount of their checks in cash at the end of 
he owes over time. He must come the two weeks, said Allan Jones, 
up with enough cash to cover the chairman of Check Into Cash Inc. 
fee and the amount on the check at But if the customer can't afford to 
one time and pay deferral fees until be out that money, he can tum 
then. around and write a· new check for 
Here's how: Hines said he paid the $30 fee the same amount. 
Hines, 22, a biology student at 
t!Je University of Kentucky, bor-
rowed a total of $350 from two 
check cashers. The fees on the two 
cash advances totaled $136 a 
month. He paid fees to one place for 
2¼ years and for two years to the 
other. 
every two weeks to Check Ex- That's what Hines said he did. 
change, 644 Nqrth Broadway, for 2¼ "I would have to -take out the 
years. He paid back the initial $l50 · money I just gave them," Hines 
and his last $30 fee in September, said. "I still had to have that money, 
Hines said. so I would tum around and write 
If Hines is correct, that means them another check for $238 and get 
he paid $1,800 in deferral fees to $200." 
Check Exchange. 
.; Hines, who also works at Wal-
Mart, said he spent $30 every two 
weeks in deferral fees to Check Ex-
change for a check advance for 
$150. 
Check Exchange would not veri- Every two weeks, Hines got 
fy Hines' version of events. But em- $200 for a $38 fee, he said. Jones 
confirmed that the fee on a $200 
ployee Jim Mischner confirmed that check advance is $38, He also con-
the store· charges a $30 fee for a firmed that Hines uscii'Ciieck Into 
$150 check advance. Cash, 2350 Woodhill·Drive, fcir two 
~ Deferral fees do not pay down 
t~e balance. Instead, they buy cus-
t910ers another two weeks until 
tliey have to pay the fee plus the 
oolance. Customers must keep pay-
ing deferral fees until tliey come up 
with the cash to pay the fee and the 
balance all at one time. 
Hines also went to Check Into years, but would not say how much 
Cash for two_years, cashing a $200 Hines spent. · · i. -· 
check for a $38 fee every two weeks. 
Check Into Cash, based in Cleve- If Hines is correct," he· spent 
land, Terin., maintains that it does $1,824 at Check Into Cash. 
not allow customers to roll over the Jones said there were times that 
amount on their checks by paying a Hines paid what he owed and did 
deferral fee. not take out another advance.. 
In other words, a check-cashing Customers must pay the amount But Hines said he "religiously" 
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Patton has plans for part 
of unexpected surplus 
By MARK R. CHELLGREN · 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul 
Patton said yesterday that .he has 
plans for spending part ofthe state's 
projected surplus for this year, in-
cluding some community-develop-
ment and park projects. . 
Patton said he may also want some 
to go into the reserve· fund. 
. One legislator who will have to be 
consulted before any spending was 
more cautious about the optimistic 
revenue forecasts released yesterday. 
"I would say that we're not rich, 11 
said Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Rich-
mond, chairman of the House Appro-
priations and Revenue Committee. "It 
looks pretty good, but we have to 
temper our enthusiasm.'' 
The official General Fund revenue 
forecast for the current fiscal year 
was raised by $156.5 million from the 
summer forecast.. 
The state is not exactly flush, how-
ever. It is refunding $143 million in 
taxes on out-of-state corporate stock, 
because that tax was declared uncon-
stitutional. A case could mean mil-
lions more in refunds. 
Patton declined to specify what 
spendin~ he will recommend; he did 
say that 1t will be on one-time items. 
The additional money is sort of 
like an unexpected bonus, and fore-
casters expect the good times to con-
tinue. The official estimate is for 
growth of 4.1 percent off the new, 
fa~er base for the 1999 fiscal year, 
which begins July I, 1998. And in fis-
cal year 2000, growth of 5.1 percent 
is expected. 
Those figures translate into 
$240 million in additional money in 
1999 and $311 million in 2000. 
"When you consider the pressures, 
that's not an unusually large figure," 
Moberly said. 
Patton has, in effect, pledged to 
spend at least $65 million of the new 
money on higher education. And the 
state has estimated it is running 
short on several social programs. 
, went to both check cashers for 2¼ 
and two years respectively. 
A few times he didn't have time 
to_ go to ~heck Into Cash on payday, 
Hmes said. He let the check casher 
deposit the check being held, then 
visited a day or two later to take out 
another advance, he said. 
"We would like to have a lot 
more customers like him. He was a 
good customer," Jones said of Hines. 
"He generated a lot of fees for us." 
Hines said he used the extra 
cash to catch up on bills such as 
credit cards and his truck paymeng 
"After a while, I thought, 'I ha~ 
all these bills and I'm spending all, 
this money:·· Hines said. "Thei 
thrive on people like me who do~ 
think before they do it and wi£ 
need the money." ~i -· 
UCi.1.l,J</'f7 / 
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U gets $20 
MSU ARCHIVES 
million 
U.S. grant 
Award to create 
Head Start center 
is school's biggest 
By CYNTiilA EAGLES 
The Courier-Journal 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western 
Kentucky University announced yes-
terday that it has received the largest 
grant in its history, to create a center 
to improve the quality of Head Start 
programs for poor children through-
out the southeastern United States. 
The five-year, $20 million federal 
grant makes Western one of 10 re-
gional Head Start centers that the 
federal government is establishing 
across the country to improve Head 
Start and Early Head Start programs, 
which help low-income children suc-
ceed at school. 
Western will expand an existing 
center on campus to provide expert 
advice and guidance to 2,600 Head 
Start programs in eight states. 
The states are kentucky, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Alabama, Florida, Mississippi and 
Georgia. They have one of the coun-
try's 1argest concentrations of poor 
families and Head Start cbildrm, fed-
eral officials said. 
Colleen Mendel, who directs the 
existing program at Western, which 
serves Head Start in Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, North Carolina and South 
Carolina, said national studies have 
shown that Head Start helps poor 
students get a better start in life, be-
yond boosting test scores in math 
and reading. 
"They're less likely to be placed in 
special-education classroo.ms; the lit-
tle girls are less likely to become 
pregnant when teen-agers; and all 
are less likely to have brushes with 
the law as juveniles," said Mendel, 
whose program won the federal grant 
because of its current work. 
"They're more likely to graduate 
from high school, more likely to go 
to college or vocational school, more 
likely to work after they get out of 
school and more likely to own their 
own homes," she said. 
Western beat out several major 
universities in the eight states to win 
the federal grant, though officials 
couldn't provide a list yesterday of 
those that competed for the award. 
which is from the U.S. Health and 
Human Services Department. 
Western's new president, Gary 
Ransdell , told reporters that Western 
won out over Clemson University in 
South Carolina, the school he left for 
Western. Ransdell said he was 
pleased that Western earned national 
recognition for the program through 
one of its core offerings, education. 
Western officials couldn't say 
where the award ranks among those 
to the state's other universities. but 
they believe it is one of the _large_st 
federal grants any have received m 
recent yea.rs. 
Western plans to handle half of the 
work on campus and the other half 
at a center it will run in Atlanta. 
Western also has develo~ed part-
nerships with major universities such 
as Florida State, Duke and North 
Carolina to establish state centers 
that will monitor legislation and is-
sues and initiatives related to Head 
Start and early childhood education. 
Carl Martray, dean of Westem's 
College of Education. said other com-
petitors for the grant included Flor• 
WKU President 
Gary Ransdell 
announ~the 
Head Start grant. 
ida State and 
Duke universi-
ties. two of the 
schools with 
which Western 
is now develop-
ing partnerships 
in Head Start. 
"Certainly this 
particu_lar grant 
recognizes West-
em's contribu• 
tion to the edu-
cation of young 
children and the 
leadership role 
Western has tak-
en in interdisci-
plinary child-
hood programs." Martray said. 
Michael Knarfen, a U.S. Health 
and Human Services spokesman. said 
officials considered a number of 
things in determining which school 
should get the grant. 
Universities were ranked by feder-
al officials and other experts in child 
development and the Head Start 
fiel d. based on how they intended to 
provide services and the kind of ex-
pertise they possessed, Knarfen said. 
That included their ability to pro-
vide local programs with up-to-date 
information a6out children's health 
issues, to meet Head Start goals for 
getting parents involved, and to help 
fow-income families become more 
sufficient by teaching them skills 
such as budgeting and child develop-
ment. 
"We consider this award (to West-
ern) very prestigious," Knarfen said. 
"This is about serving hundreds of 
programs serving thousands of kids 
and their families in the southeastern 
United States." 
MENDEL, DIR!CTOR of West-
em's Head Start training and re-
source program, a branch of the 
school's College of Education, said 
her program won the grant because 
of her staff's vision on how Western 
can improve Southern Head Start 
programs and how it has helped the 
programs in the four states it already 
serves. 
That help includes offering region-
al Head Start seminars. conducting 
research with other colleges and uni-
versities. establishing a pool of ex-
pert consultants, and using Western's 
technology to provide education and 
training to those outside the area. 
The program also helps communities 
plan new Head Start programs, Men-
del said. 
Head Start's goal is emure that 
disadvantaged children enter regular 
school on par with their clusmates, 
and that their parents learn to foster 
an enriched learning emironmetlt at 
home, she said, 
Besides providing the ~nded 
services, Mendel's program will con-
tinue to run its own Head Start pro-
gram as a laboratory school and 
serve as the state's regional resource 
and referral center on the need for 
and availability of child care. 
Mendel's $6 million annual operat-
ing budget, which will grow by 
$3.9 million with the new grant, does 
not receive any funding from West-
ern. It operates solely on federal and 
state grants and the fees it charges 
for some services. 
AS WISTIRN made its big an-
nouncement yesterday, classes con-
tinued as usual a few rooms away at 
the model Head Start school. 
Maggie Gramling, 6, of Bowling 
Green, and her pal Abby Potter, 4, of 
Rockfield, told a reporter they like 
the program ''because it's lots of 
fun" and "we get to play with our 
friends." 
Mike Montgomery, 26. a former 
Head Start pupil who now monitors 
the disabled children in Westem's 
Head Start program, called news of 
the federal grant "an honor." 
"I personally thought it was just a 
great opportunity for the university 
as well as our program." he said. "To 
be able to be part of something like 
this is just fabulous." 
Lexington Herald-leader 
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--wKu awarded 
use the money. The university is 
\lsuaHy-not allowed to deviate 
from the plan after receiving the 
money. 
Gifts, however, are often given 
by alumni or other private bene-
factors with fewer strings at-
tached. For example, Lexington 
businessman W.T. Young ga\"e S5 
million to the University of Ken-
tucky for its new library, which 
will bear his name. And C.M. 
''Bill" Gatton gave $14 million to 
the UK College of Business and 
Economics, which was later re-
named aft~ him. 
That center will receive $2.2 mil-
lion annually and will likely be 
housed m one of the city's exist-
ing Head Start centers. 
The area served bv the two 
training centers has the highest 
concentration of Head Start pro-
grams in the nation. serving 
140,000 children and their families 
each year. This year's grant repre-
sents more than 15 percent of 
Head Start's $24.4 million annual 
training budget. 
$20 million 
federal grant 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERAI.DlE.'@ER STAFF REPORT 
Western Kentucky University has received a $20 
million federal grant, the largest in its history, to oper-
ate childhood education training centers that will serve 
eight Southeastern states. 
Western's Training and Technical Assistance Ser-
vices will use the five-year grant from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health. and Human 
Services to operate two Head iiiti]f~q~.:..:~i-f .. ~;'· 
Western's childhood education 
training centers will help local 
Head Start and Early Head Start 
programs provide training for 
their teachers, administration, and 
managers, said Dennis Angle, the 
program's resource specialist. 
Twelve other Southern univer-
sities. which did not directly re-
ceive grant money, will help 
Western develop training materi-
als and college curriculums for 
parents of Head Start children. 
"This really is a benefit for 
us," Angle said. 
"We have served eight states 
,vith a previous federal grant of 
S300,000 before but never in this 
scale," he said. 
Q 1. I t it~J .. ,,~, J" "WN+ ~,r.::·1., Start ua 1ty mprovemen fJ:~.t~."."•.L ';.";iii."".;;; •• 'I 
Centers in Bowling Green and -""'- ""':!."!'"" -, ,, l!. ~.J >4.,_,! 1" ~ nt-.... to :.r3 · 
Atlanta. "•iY,ear..gra_ .,,,. 
The federal grant is . ::-;, Pii,er,UB,itiotr ~·;·, 
thought to be the largest ever ~t'5/J.:rr.:,;';,· &;.rt· (fl'. 
"Our job will be to actually 
provide the training and technical 
assistance for Head Start pro-
grams across the Southeast," An-
gle ·said. 
Western's program operates 
the university's Campus Child 
Care Center: two other Head Start 
Centers in Bowling Green; and 
centers serving Daviess, Graves, 
Marshall and McCracken counties. . ed b K tu ky . ,,fJf LI~,,. .. ' , . ..,, rece1v y any en c um- e,,; '-·~''' .-,,,~_,,;._,, /; 
· "-~«TUinffi!l.'\I'•·-'· vers1ty. ·:,,,;;;(. ·&,\ J • -. - .: ~{ 
But officials with the Coun- fi,,;±J.·f~':J,: 'W· 
The annual grant, which will 
provide money through 2002, will 
supply $3.9 million this year. The program also operates the 
Child Care Resource and Referral 
Center for the 10-county Barren 
River Area Development District. 
d Ed ';'.~~-..... ;:~:'zt~' .. "~<l- ,._,, cil on Postsecon ary uca- .'~~~zi;fi%.;ii;.'.~t;!. 
tion said yesterday they could- . . 
n't be sure, because they do not keep records of mcli-
vidual grant amounts. 
Grants fall into a different category from gifts giv-
en to universities. A grant is almost always awarded 
on a competitive basis, usually by the government, ~-
ter a university submits a detailed plan on how 11 will 
'One center, located in Bowling 
Green on Western's campus, will 
serve Kentucky, Tennessee, North 
Carolina and South Carolina. It 
will receive $1.7 million annually. 
Since the training program 
was started by director Colleen H. 
Mendel in 1973, it has received 
more than $45 million in federal 
and state grants. 
The second center, to be locat-
ed in Atlanta, will serve Alabama, 
Florida, Georgia and Mississippi. 
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University leaders chafe at rules on funds 
Presidents oppose 
requiring consultant 
for schools' requests 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The tight 
controls that the state Council on 
Postsecondary Education wants to 
place on new state funds seem a little 
too tight to some university presi-
dents. 
They objected yesterday at a coun-
cil meeting when members proposed 
hiring a consultant to coach the 
presidents as they shape requests for 
shares of two incentive funds totaling 
$12 million. The consultant would try 
to ensure the eight universities' re-
quests were compatible with each 
other and with the state's needs. 
The presidents of the University of 
Louisville, the University of Kentucky 
and Northern Kentucky University 
said they don't need coaching. NKU 
President James Votruba also balked 
at a proposal to restrict use of incen-
tive funds to a single program at 
each regional university. 
"I don't mind subjecting our pro-
posal to scrutiny by anybody," said 
U of L President John Shumaker, 
whose school can qualify for $2 mil-
lion in a trust fund for research pro-
grams. "But I don't think we need 
any assistance in deciding how we're 
gomg 10 focus our agenda." 
Mandated intrusion by a consultant 
in UK's planning for ways to use its 
S4 million share of the research trust 
fund "would be a mistake," said UK 
President Charles Wethington. Vo-
truba echoed his concern. 
As the presidents' objections show, 
setting the rules for the incentive 
funds created by the post-secondary 
education law enacted in May is a 
high-stakes game. The law makes the 
.two university trust funds and a 
work-force development trust fund, 
which is reseived for community col-
leges and technical schools, the pri-
mary vehicles for program growth in 
the state's post-secondary education 
system. 
Universities can submit their re-
quests between December and May if 
the council decides on rules for dis-
tributing money in two weeks, as 
scheduled. Council member Ronald 
Greenberg, who favors hiring a con-
sultant. said inserting a consultant in 
the process would probably add only 
a month or two to the time it took 
universities to submit their requests. 
But Shumaker said U of L has al-
ready sought out alf the expert con-
sultation it needs and is ready now to 
submit "well-focused proposals that 
meet both the spirit and the letter" of 
the law. He said U of L's request will 
focus on creating endowed chairs in 
a few fields, including medical re-
search and entrepreneurship, and on 
recruiting research and graduate as-
sistants. 
The law calls for elevating UK and 
U of L to prominence in research and 
for creating at least one nationally 
recognized program on each regional 
university's campus. Under proposed 
council guidelines, each regional uni-
versity - unlike UK and U of L -
could request funding for only one 
field of study. 
State budget director James Ram-
sey, who is helping the council shape 
its budget and funding policies, said 
the limit on regional schools' re-
quests should prevent state money 
from being spread too thin. But NKU 
President Votruba said he wants the 
freedom to prove that with state sup-
port, NKU can elevate more than one 
program to national prominence. 
"As this reform movement unfolds 
let's give the leadership for that .. : 
movement as much opportunity to 
make the case as possible," Votruba 
said. 
The proposed rules for those funds 
would require all schools to provide 
at least a dollar-for-dollar match for 
the state money received. 
But what that means, exactly, was 
being debated yesterday. 
Council member Lee Todd of Lex-
ington said schools should be re-
warded if they get matchin!1 money 
from_ extern_al sources, especially pn-
vate mdustnes. 
But Shumaker and Votruba said 
schools shouldn't be penalized for 
making hard choices among existing 
programs to come up with matching 
money. 
Meanwhile, Kenneth Walker act-
ing head of the council staff,' said 
state officials are trying to find out 
whether universities can use their 
matching funds to leverage even 
more money, rather than putting it 
directly into programs. 
_For example, matching money 
might be used to pay the interest on 
a bond issue, while the bond pro-
ceeds were invested in research pro-
grams. "There's interest in doing 
1hat, and before the budget process is 
over, we'll know whether it's possible 
to do that," Walker said. 
The council will reconvene Nov. 3 
to act on its budget request, stan-
dards for the incentive funds and an 
interim tuition policy. 
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~~UK, U of L may see big 
rise in tuition 
University, student 
leaders support 
double-digit boost 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Undergrad-
uates at the University of Louisville 
and the University of Kentucky could 
face tuition increases of 12 percent 
next year and 10 percent the follow-
mg year. 
Tuition increases discussed yester-
day by the Council on Postsecondary 
Education would hit students at the 
state's two doctoral universities hard-
er than those at regional universities 
and _community colleges. University 
presidents and student leaders favor 
the increases - arguing that they are 
mevnable and that holding tuition 
do:,vn now would only postpone the 
pam. 
The result would be the first dou-
ble-digit increases at U of L and UK 
since 1994, when undergraduate tu-
ition there went up II percent. At re-
gional universities, tuition would rise 
by 7 percent next year and 5 percent 
the following year, while at most 
community colleges it would rise by 
4 percent each year. 
"It'll hit some people pretty hard, 
but 1 think in the long run they'll ap-
preciate the decision we have made," 
said Renita Edwards of Louisville, the 
student member of the council. 
The council will set tuition rates 
for the next two years for all of Ken-
tucky's universities, community col-
leges and post-secondary technical 
schools at a meeting Nov. 3. 
The post-secondary-education law 
enacted in May freed the council 
from the formula used since 1982 to 
set tuition policy, and yesterday the 
council discussed what to do next. 
Under the option favored by uni-
versity and student leaders, the coun-
cil would apply the old formula one 
more time and develop an improved 
policy to apply two vears from now. 
Another option would apply the for-
mula to all students except in-state 
undergraduates, whose tuition in-
creases would be held to 3 percent a 
year. · 
A third option would raise tuition 
by 3 percent for students in all un-
dergraduate, graduate and profes-
sional programs at all universities 
and community-colleges. 
Sticking with the current formula 
would mean undergraduate tuition 
for Kentucky residents at UK and 
U of L would rise by Sl40 a semester 
in each of the next two academic 
years, to a total of $1,480 per semes-
ter in 1999-2000. Rates at the six re-
gional universities would increase by 
$60 next year and $50 the following 
year, to a total of $1,010. 
Tuition would increase by .$20 a 
semester in each of the next two 
years at most community colleges, to 
a total of $550, but remain constant 
at Lexington Community College, 
Tuition would grow by $10 a semes-
ter at post-secondary technical 
schools. 
Morehead State University Presi-
dent Ronald Eaglin. speaking for the 
conference of universitv presidents 
u_rged the_ ~ouncil in a s·ept. 30 Jette; 
to set tuition through the, existing 
formula. He said capping tuition for 
jn-state students ':"'ou_ld "likely result 
m larger and obJect10nable rate in-
creases in the future." 
Edwards, a former U of L student 
~overnment president, said that hold-
mg tuition increases for all students 
to 3 percent "looked really good on 
the surface," but university student 
government leaders who studied all 
three options felt it "would be better 
to leave the policy as is." 
Doing so would generate $24.1 
million more in revenue for the state 
universities and community college 
system. Applying the tuition formula 
to all but in-state undergraduates 
would generate $17.5 million and an 
across-the-board 3 percent increase 
would generate 59.7 million. 
The formula long used by the 
council is based on an analysis of tu-
ition at comparable schools in other 
states. The figures generated are ad-
justed by Kentuckians' per capita in-
come. · · 
The formula yields double-digit in-
creases for some students now be-
cause tuition at comparable schools 
and Kentuckians' income have both 
risen, said Kenneth Walker, .acting 
chief of the council staff. 
Tuition increases "have kind of 
ebbed and flowed" over the years the 
council has used the formula, Walker 
said. For the last three years, he said, 
tuition increases at many Kentucky 
schools have lagged behind growth 
in consumer prices. 
Patricia Arauz, the acting finan-
cial-aid director at U L, said tuition 
increases of the size being discussed 
would drive manv students deeper in 
debt. She said she felt sure the feder-
al grants and loans many students 
rely on would not increase. 
Arauz said U of L's tuition-based 
scholarships have always inc_reased 
to match tuition increases and she 
hoped they would again. 
Edwards said council members 
and staff and student leaders need to 
give close study to alternative fund-
mg models. Student leaders "ques-
tion how comparable we really are to 
those schools thev have selected" as 
"benchmark" schools for funding, 
she said. 
In the 15-year history of reliance 
on the funding formula, Walker said, 
there has never been a complete re-
view of the choice of the "bench-
mark" schools. .. And the staff be-
lieves that is long past due," he said. 
'l'UITION PROPOSALS~ . 
Tuition altemalives presente<fto • 
Council on Postsecondary 0' • 
Education. Rates are per semester 
for in-state undergraduate 
students. Alternative 1 is current 
policy basing tuition on benchmark 
inst~utions and per capita income. 
Alternatives 2 and 3 would 
increase rates by 3 percent. 
Doctoral universities are University 
of Kentucky and University 
of Louisville. 
Institution Alt.1 AH.2 AH.3 
.1998,1999 
Docioral ,;,.,,._ \3~
1
_,_.240 _}. ,gi~_°'" 
1 fteg1@al'~'.'.eV::8® :'..939. k93()f" 
Comm. Coll. 530 530 530 
1~2000 
Doctoral 1,480 1,280 1,280 
'R~@t:t:1;1m> :!360 t®~ 
Comm. Coll. 550 550 550 
BY JOANNE MESHEW. THE C-J 
,, The Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentucky. Monday. Octooer 20. 1997 • uc munm~aa mmoer com-
t . . ~ pany owne l by White-Dacci's __ 1\.~rehe9;~-~-~_oL.the... uniY.e.rs.ifu.s ___ ~iJ:ier, -1:fJltold White, doos------
1 l'.lU.a.~ over there (in the United King- business in Ireland. 
- - dom) are in big cities, and "One (lri:;h) firm buys lum-
most of the big cities are al- ber from 11s for furniture " group 
ona 
• • m1ss1on 
Will search 
Emerald Isle 
for sister city 
By TOM LEwls 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A group of 
Morehead leaders left over the 
weekend for the Emerald Isle 
to search for the sister they 
never had. 
A sister city, that is. 
The 10-member Morehead 
delegation is attending the 
1997 Trans-Atlantic Mayoral, 
Business and Friendship Meet-
ing, sponsored by the U.S. In-
formation Agency and Sister 
Cities International. 
"Our objective is to get a sis-
ter city for Morehead," said 
Mayor Brad Collins, one of 
only eight U.S. mayors who 
will attend the conference. 
which runs through next Mon-
day. "Some people may not see 
the value of it. but the vast 
majority of the people (in 
Morehead) are very sup-
portive." 
Sister city affiliations be-
tween the U.S. and other na-
tions began shortly after 
World War II and developed 
into a national initiative in 
1956. Today, more than 1,200 
U.S. cities, counties and states 
are paired with more than 
2.000 partners in 123 nations. 
Through the program, sister 
cities explore each other's cul-
tures, create atmospheres for 
tourism and trade. develop 
joint educational programs 
and collaborate in solving mu-
tual problems. Collins said. 
Collins will spend the first 
two nights of the trip in the 
home of the mayor of a poten-
tial sister city. Later during 
the trip, the Morehead contin-
gent will have more freedom to 
visit cities of its choice. 
Morehead's search for a sis-
ter city began two years ago, 
when members of the More-
head Woman's Club formed 
the Morehead Sister Cities 
Commission. 
Commission co-founder 
Joyce Barber. and her hus-
band. Morehead physician 
George Barber. are part of the 
delegation. 
--u·s a cultural thing for a 
long-time partnership that al-
lows us to enjoy and explore 
another culture:· Mrs. Barber 
said. " ... we·re very optimistic 
about finding a sister city.'· 
The goal is to find a city 
with similar characteristics -
a rural setting with some in-
dustry and a university - said 
Morehead Councilwoman Jan 
ready taken:· said illorehead said White-Dacci. office ma~-
State University First Lady ager in the business. 
Bonnie Eaglin. who with her Morehead officials are hop-
husband. lv!SU_ Pres1d_ent Ro- ing to find , sister city in lre-
nald Eaghn. 1s makmg the land or No;·thern Ireland be-
tnp. . . cause of the Irish and Scottish 
Mrs. Eaglm and others 111 heritage of -~ 
the Morehead delegation said . ·"astern Kentucky, 
the city wants its first sister to sa~~~arber. 
be an English-speaking town er me~bers of the More-
ta allow school children to head delegat10n are Tam Cal-
communicate via electronic vert, M~rehead/Rowan County 
mail and with pen pals. economic development direc-
The common language also to~;. Mike Nickell, Morehead 
would help Morehead business Utihty Plant Board manager; 
leaders forge trade partner- Larry Forgy of the Citizens 
ships with a sister city, White- Bank board of directors; and 
Dacci said. Christine Barker. Morehead 
Woman's Club member. 
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Students le~ likely to protest 
tuition increase 
By Holly E. Stepp 
,ERAI..DliAOER EDUCATlON WRITER 
When the srare·5 Council oa Higher 
Education considered a ruition increase 
·wo Years ago. uniYa:my students got 
:-:red ·up. holding a protc:5, :hat arrracred 
nearly 500 students. 
It's anyone's guess whether that \nll 
happen this year as tile renamed Council 
.)n Posr-secondan· Educanon considers 
-uition increases of 6 percent to 12 percent 
at the state universities anci colleges. 
Some srudent leaders are almost re-
signed to the increase. 
·It will be difficult for~ sruclents. 
but I think we will have done the right 
thing," said Renita Edwards. tbe COlDlCil's 
srudem representati,·e. 
Edwards. a former r n.i,ersiry oi 
Louisville student body president said 
that capping tuition now would only de-
!ay the ine,itable increase. 
· The L'Ounol ,,ill decide \ o,·. 3 m one 
oi three ruirion opaons. ail oi wrnch call 
ior an increase. 
The option preierred by most uni,·er-
siry presidents and some student leaders 
would mean a 12 percent increase ne."<t 
,·ear and a 10 percent increase tbe year af. 
:er for University of Kemud·y and C oi L. 
.-\lmost all of the eight university 
presidents said such an mcrea.se. while 
:arger than those of ~-ic:x.ts years.. would 
prevent even bigger ones in the future. 
Jnd suggested that the council miew the 
:wrion policy. 
The percentages mean an increase oi 
:1-1-0 a semester at l "K arxi L' oi L :or the 
,ext two academic ,-~. 
Tuition at regionai ·.:.:1,·ersitie5 would 
-:~ nearh· -; nercenL ~, :.7crea--.e 1i -~ 2 
--<:mester:' anci by §(, :;:t' ::ear aiter. a 5 
;xrcem increase. 
The option is ~ on the current tu· 
1rion policy, which considers fees at com-
parable universities and the state's per 
capita income. The formula has been used 
since 1982. but the higher education act 
passed in Yl:ay allows the counol ro use 
different methods. 
would have to let the council know that a 
10 percent increase would really bun 
them. About 82 percent oi CK snxlents ~ 
ceive some financial aid. • 
t 
One other options call for a 3 percent 
increase across the board: a third option 
would increase ruition 3 percent for out-of. 
state undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. 
-~lost of our students are oo finaoclat 
aid. and although it doesn·t seem like sc. 
much dollarwise. the percen~ of in-
crease matters.'' Cruz said. ·Tu increase 
rate is higher than the national average." 
In 1994. the council passed a 3.6 per-
cent increase despite srudem protests on 
the Ll{ campus. 
.-\lthough the increase was smaller 
than in previous years - 112 percent in 
1993 and 16.7 percent in 199'2 - students 
said the additional tuition rost would tax 
already-tight budgets. 
.-\ccording a srudy by the College 
Board, tuition for undergraduares at the 
nation's public and private universities in-
creased by 5 percent this semester. Tradi-
tio~~Y, ruition increases at Kennrlcy 1.Illt" 
vers1t1es have been lower than the natim: 
al average. 
Cruz said the council should try to 
find some alternati,·e co the ~ increa9e, 
Ll{ Student &xiv President ~lelanie 
Cruz said yesterday that he ~tudems 
·Perhaps they can spread it out over 
time. so that it doesn t hit us all at once.~ 
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Listen to the students · 
H ERE'S a twist~ Stu-dent_ l_ead~rs support a tuition increase. In the past, cam-
pus politicians would sound the 
alarm at the mere mention of a 
tuition hike. Students, they al-
ways argued, would be reduced 
to mendicants if their bills went 
up a dollar or two. But under-
graduate tuition bills could rise 
12 percent next year, and 10 per-
cent the year after that, at the 
University of 
academic yea.rs, to a total of 
$1,480 per semester in the 
school year 1999-2000. That's 
still quite reasonable. judged 
alongside the fees at "bench-
mark" institutions (although 
which schools should be used 
for comparison is a mater' of 
continuing dispute). And less 
expensive alternatives are avail-
able at the regional campuses 
and the community coUeges, 
where lesser tuition hikes are 
planned. 
Louisville and 
the University 
of Kentucky. 
And Reni ta 
Edwards , a 
student mem-
ber of the 
Co unc il on 
Postsecondary 
Educati on , 
isn't alarmed. 
She takes the 
long view. 
The former 
U of L student 
"Why postpone the 
pain, [ student lead-
ers] asked, when ., 
higher tuition is in-
evitable?. Besides, tu-
ition rates have hot 
risen along with ; con-
sumer prices in-the 
past three years." 
Less judi-
cious is the at-
titude of some 
university 
presidents to-
ward the pro-
cess tor get-
ting some of 
the $12 million 
in new state 
incentive 
grants. 
While U of L 
President John 
Shumaker and 
government 
president said she and other stu-
dent leaders think raising more 
revenue from tuition is the best 
alternative now being consid-
ered by the council. After study-
ing the issue. they decided that 
holding the line, with onJy a 3 
percent increase, was a bad 
idea Why postpone the pain, 
they asked, when higher tuition 
is inevitable? Besides, tuition 
rates have not risen along with 
consumer prices in the past 
three years. 
In-state tuition at U of L and 
UK would increase $140 per se-
mester in each of the next two 
UK President 
Charles Wethington were on op-
posite sides of the historic legma-
tive battle that created ttm spe-
cial fund for promoting excel-
lence, they both seem to resent 
being coached on how to spend it. 
Neither liked the (seemingly un-
remarkable) suggestion that a 
council consultant help ensure 
their proposed spending is com-
patible with each other and with 
state goals. That ''would be a mis-
take," Mr. Wethington grumped. 
Too bad. We're supposed to be 
entering a new era. not stuck in 
the same old turf-protective insu-
larity. 
_axmgton Heraid-leaaer e l'l!eonesday, October 22. 1997 
~ College's:· 
license to 
give degrees 
in question. 
The campus, built in London on about 50 acres 
includes nearly a dOW1 bnildings-'lllG-athle•"ti"-c-"fiel=ds.~----- ----------
Brewer said its 70 people have been told that after '<o-
Education panel t.o vote 
on Sue Bennett's'fllture 
vember. their jobs are no longer secure. 
Brewer said the rollege is negotiating with anoth-
er Umted Methodist organization. the Red Bird Mis-
smnary Omference. to find out whether it would be in-
:erested in operating the school. 
. . ··They have to detennine if they wam to puil rhe 
.re1ght on that," Brewer said. · 
Complicating the maner is the fact that the prop-
erty 1s owned by a separate United :\,lethodist 
women ·s group and leased to the college. 
In any event, Brewer said Sue Bennett College will 
not be_ offering sp~ seme;,ter classes as a licensed, 
a=edited school, ending a century of educational op-
portumaes. 
By Mark R. Chellgren · 
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FRANKFORT - Thread bv 
thread. tiny Sue Bennett College is 
coming undone. 
Last month, the London school 
;ost its accreditation. Last week, its 
athletics teams canceled play for 
:he season. And yesterdayr the staff 
oi the Council on Postsecondarv 
Education announced it bad recom-
:nended revoca-
tion of Sue Ben-
nett's license to ·, 
confer degrees. ' 
The council'. · 
will vote on the_"_ 
issue at a meet-
ing scheduled for• 
'<ov. 3, where· 
Sue Bennett offi-
. < 
cials will be allowed to present their 
case for continued operations. If the 
council votes to revoke-theJicense. 
it would set the timetable that could 
mean the closing .of the'lOhyear-old 
United Methodist Cliuitlffucked 
institution. · · _;_,-!~ :..~..,.t;;.-r.'. 
In the meantime; ffi~ fiittires of 
Sue Bennett's approximately 300 
students .are up in the.air, and col-
lege officials are saamblmjfro take 
careofthem. -------
The Rev. Jack Brewer. chairman of the Sue Ben-
nen board, said the school intends to remain open 
through the current semester, which ends Nov. 26. 
Brewer, a district superintendent for the united 
~lethodist Church, said more than a dozen area coi-
:eges and other institutions haYe agreeri to accept 
:ransier credits from current Sue Bennen students. 
··Our priority is we've got to take care oi those stu-
dents." Brewer said. 
The college has suffered a :'eries of academic and 
:inancial blows. In September, the Southern Associa-
tion oi Colleges and Schools revoked Sue Bennett's ac-
creditation. The U.S. Deparnnent of Education and the 
Kenrucky Higher Education . .\ssisrance Authority in-
formed the college it was no longer eligible to partici-
pate in financial aid programs. 
In a lener to Sue Bennett President James Cheek. 
which was released yesterday. Ken Walker. the acting 
chief operating officer of the Council on Postsec-
•lndary Education, said. • After considering all of the 
supplemental material supplied by Sue Bennen Col-
iege. it is our opinion that the college lacks sufficient 
:inancial stability to sustain operations in a manner 
:hat protects the resources of enrolled and prospective 
students." 
Sue Bennen College owes a roral oi S:2 million to 
,::-edirors including the Internal Revenue ~nice and 
:;:s own endowment. .-\.bout SL, million oi that debt 
comes irom Sue Bennett's policy oi deficit spending. 
:argely to cover srudent financial aid. 
Students pay nearly Sl2.CXXl a year to anend and 
iive on campus, bur many are on rinanciai aid. Brewer 
said the end to financial aid from state and federal 
agencies cut off even that flow. "We're running on 
contributions and our own pockets.• Brewer said. 
Sue Bennett 
may close down 
next month 
College hopes 
to let students 
finish semester 
By JOSEPH GERTH 
The Courier-Journal 
LONDON, Ky. - Sue Bennen Col-
lege may have to close next month -
though it hopes to stay open until the 
end of the semester so the remaining 
students can graduate or transfer. 
·The college, which lost its accredi-
tation last month, learned Monday 
that the Kentucky Council on Post-
secondary Education plans to revoke 
its license because of financial and 
other problems. 
The college has laid off many of its 
iO staff members as it struggles to 
stay open for the remaining 220 or so 
srudents, said Jackson Brewer, chair-
man of its board of trustees. 
Brewer said the college hopes to 
get the council's permission to re-
main open through Nov. 26, the end 
of the semester. 
But he said school officials realize 
that "after we finish the semester, we 
probably won't have a license to 
teach anymore." 
More than 400 students enrolled 
for the fall semester, but only about 
half remain. Sue Bennen officials are 
working with 17 other colleges in the 
area to make sure that its students 
have a place to enroll and that their 
credits will be accepted. 
The school, which is affiliated with 
the United Methodist Church. en-
countered mounting problems over 
the past decade as it tried to deal 
with rising expenses and the cost of 
expanding from a two-year institu-
tion to a four-year college. 
Former President Paul Bunnell 
shielded board members, faculty and 
students from the seriousness of the 
financial problems, they said. 
In June. many at the college were 
shocked to learn that the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools 
planned to revoke its accreditation 
because of the problems. Bunnell re-
signed the day the action became -
public; he has reportedly moved out 
of Kentucky, and he couldn't be lo-
cated for comment. 
The Southern Association rejected 
the college's appeal last month. Brewer 
said the school may sue to block the 
loss of accreditation. 
The U.S. Department of Education 
has since prohibited Sue Bennen stu-
dents from receiving any federal fi-
nancial aid, and the Kentucky Higher 
Education Assistance Authority has 
cut off access to state aid. 
Two weeks ago, Sue Bennen shut 
down its athletic program. 
School officials had discussed with 
Lindsey Wilson College of Columbia 
and Union College of Barbourville, 
both also Methodist-affiliated, the 
possibility of providing a way to con-
tinue classes at Sue Bennen's cam-
pus in London, but no agreement 
was reached. 
Sue Bennen is now asking for help 
from the church's Redbird Mission-
ary Conference, which operates out-
reach and educational programs in 
Eastern Kentucky, Brewer said. 
He said the school laid off a "con-
siderable" number of its employees 
yesterday but will continue classes as 
long as it has a license. 
The Council on Postsecondary 
Education will vote Nov. 3 on revok-
ing the license. Council spokeswom-
an Debbie McGuffey said the stare 
will consider the school's request that 
it remain open through November. 
"If the kids can finish out the se-
mester and get their credits trans-
ferred, we want that to happen," sh~ 
said. ''We've tried to be as flexible as 
we can." 
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o anti-hazing law 
needed, some say 
Lawson said he has "serious ques-
tions" about the failure-to-report pro-
vision, adding that similar regula-
tions have been eliminated from state 
law books. 
BYiGREGORY A. 11/\LL 
Th Cincinnati Enquirer 
RANKFORT, Ky. - A call for a 
sta e law 'making hazing on college 
ca puses a crime met resistance yes-
ter ay from lawyers and others who 
sai the problem is best addressed by 
uni ersities or existing laws, 
ov. Paul Patton's Criminal,Justice 
Re ponse Team, which is suggesting 
wals to improve the justice system, 
ha proposed the hazmg statute as. a 
wa to deal with campu.s crime. 
enderson Police Chief Ed Brady· 
wh heads the task force's campus'. 
cri e committee, said that passing a 
,spe Ifie hazing law would be an ac-
t,vd step to deal with the problem. 
durrently, people only react to haz-
ing! he said, "Or should we ~role.ct peo-
pliby law hefore theres a victim· 
the e?" he asked members of the task 
for eat their meeting yesterday. 
he Sigma J\lpha Epsilon fraternity 
at t e University of Kentucky was re-
ce11t1y suspended by its national or-
garilzation for hazing at a party. 
S,letc law now requires universities 
to develop policies on how lo deal 
with hazing. •
1
•:Where hazing really slides over 
Int the criminal area, you've already 
got crimes that cover Iha!," said Bob 
Lawson, a University nl Kentucky 
law
1
professor nod nnofher memhrr of. 
the. nsk force. 
Recent examples of hazing deaths 
at rilhe Massnchuserts lnstltulc of 
Tee nolngy and l.ouisinno State Uni-
ver. lty could he dealt with using 
homicide laws, he said. Other of-
fenses could be handled with assault 
statµtes. 
Fayette County Commonwealth's 
Attorney Ray Larson said he thinks 
existing laws cover hazing. But he 
said he worries that campus law-
breakers are d~alt with by the admin-
istration, rather than the courts. 
In addition to making any hazing 
illegal, the campus-crime committee 
wants individuals who fail to report 
hazing to be considered in violation 
of the law. 
Kenton County Police Chief Mike 
Browning, a member of the task 
force, said the problem can be ad-
dressed by university presidents 
through the existing state law. 
"They need to step up if they want 
it stopped," Browning said. 
, ! , .. "!'~i11atvo ,~l"l,a)d-~~~r 
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UK students building 
a big blue streak 
---~----
You can help 
Businesses lnlr.mstcd i11 
becoming sponsors nl 
the University or 
Kentucky Soc:icty of 
Autor11otlve [11r,lr1cmrc.; 
should call Slmrron 
Townsend in tlin 
Englnnr.rlng Devclop111cnt 
office at UK al (G06) 
257-9191, or chapter 
president Jason Rowt"! nt 
(606) 268-8288. 
The chapter is looking for 
donalions of money, n 
backup cmginc or nrnts. 
By Rodman P. Botkins 
llrltALDLE/\DFR STA!r wm1rn 
A1dy Coopl'l''s shol :11 ;1 polt· po sitio11 )}('g:111 at :,~~t• l!i \',:la·11 1is clad ho11ght hi111 n I !11;:, 
Ford Mus1:tnJ{ lo rt'!'-llon·. 
Now a :lO-yc•ar-11ld l'lt·,·trit·:il 1•11g-i 
1u·1·ring sopho111ort1 at !ht• I h1i\'Prsity 
or l\t•nttwky, Coopt'r's y,•:n'!-i rnuk•r 
lht• hoocl h•arning- tlu• 11111s and hol1s 
of car rl'pair from his clad will giv,, 
him the rhanr1• at 1hr ch<·rlwn·cl n11g. 
But lhe need for sp<•<·d is not his 
c111ly motivation. 
"For me, it's learning how some-
thing works and J)('i11~ ahlt' to rt'pro-
clucc ii," 11<' said. 
Coop('r shares his gcml wilh the 
-10 other mrmllt'rs of lll\'s Sol'il'ty of 
l\.11tmn11tivl' Engint'rrs rlmpt1·r as 
they design thl' ulti1rn1le union o( l'll· 
girwcrinJ! stucll'nl ancl 111:1rhi1w. 
Tiu• dmpll•r is working 111 h11ild 
a r;u .. ·c.· r:ir tu r11111pclt• a~~ai11st ~)0 
coll<.'g:<.'s frolll Canada, Mt•xirci, l•:1w. 
land :uui th,· l lnit,·d Stal<", :it 111<· 
IHih :,11111i:il Formul:i SAE l11i1·1·11:i 
tion:il in 1'0111i:w. Mil'h in l\:J:iv. 
"II has to In• orn· 111 Ill<' nu1lt•...;t 
things th:il's happt·rn·d 011 !his ,·;1111 
pus,'' said Jason l{OWl', :i :?.Ii yt":11 old 
tn(•dmnll·:11 t•11.l!int•rring j1111itir. 
But lll'fore the raci11g Wildc:,is 
ran go on a blue s1reak, thl'y haVl' In 
raise• $2!i,llllll to builcl ih1· rnr or the 
finish lint· will rr1rn1in :1 drc:i111. 
"Fund raisin.I! is actually hanl,·r 
tha11 buikling ti"' cnr," 1(111\'l' s:iicl. 
In rompariso11 to tilt• rfforts or 
somt• colh•grs, l lK's car is n harJ!:iin. 
Till' llniv,·rsilv of T<'xas :it Arlinii 
ton, which co1;sislP11tly ri11ish1•s i11 11w 
top livt·, has a formul:i-rar htulJ!t'I of 
$H!i,CXXl, llow<' said. 
Big: morn·y cnml's from sponsor-
ship~. J ,as1 YL'ar's first-plm-l' fi11islwr, 
Cor11l'll l lnivl'rsi1y, Imel many spon-
sors im.:h1ding Ct•1wral Motors, l>ow 
and Boring. 
UK's engineering slmknis an' 
looldnv: 1o Bluegrass husi 
rn~-.;sps for support. 
l~ow<.' liopl'S )oral indus 
tri1·s v,:ill sponsor the 1t':i111 
lwl':111s1· .. , lhink it m:ik1·s a 
sl:tlc·1111·11t 111 1111' p11hlic thal 
tlwy'n· willi11H to s11pporl 
hiiilu•r 1·d11rnlio11 in :1 f1111 
w:1v 
"W1•·11· :-,1•1'io11s ab1111I 
thi:~ :11111 s1·1·i11g ii thrnui:h." Rowe 
s;lid Co11p1·1, lhc• rlmplc-1's 
p1il11ic 11·bli1111s 11rlin•r. 
So la1. Ila· 1•11gillt't'l"i11g ::tud1·11ts 
h:i,·1• rl'l't'i\'c•d lina111'ial s11ppe1rt f'rn111 
11:irp,•r Industries. a W,•sil·rn 1\,11 
t ucky c011sl rud ion ro111p;111 r: l>:1 r 
ton, Ohio·s prnf<.'ssional ~ocidy of 
A11tomoti,·t· Engim 1l'I-S rhaplt·r :111d 
l 11\·s ( ·oll<-,t~1· uf E11girn•c·ri11i! Int 11, ;1 
s1t·1·I crn11p:111y in \\'l':--1 \"iq:i11i:1. do 
11:11t-d llw ·~!,·1·1 f111 llw rm·.., d,:1 .. -~,i~: 
I' 
N,·,1 v,·:11 will lit' I fl\'s lirst !'f 
forl :it 11,;. rlwck<'n·tl llag a11cl lhc 
st11dr11ts l'o11n•ch· tht•y mig-111 11111 fi, 
ish lirst. But tlwre is one rm:ing 
team lll('y :in• determined to lmat: 
llw l lnivPrsily of l.nuisvillt•. 
J11s!i11 11:irhour. lht• rh:iph't''s 
111t•ml>l'rship chairrn:111 and an t'lcr1 
c.11 c11gi11eeri11g sf1pl1<>m1>re, said h, 
wekomc•s ll of L's racing: team be 
r:111sl' ht· is "looking: for 
srnrn· good nnnpl'tition." 
I larhom Jll'<'fers fonm1i 
r:ir raring lo tlw nlhcr c•v1·1 
~:,u-h ;1•: n:ija Ill" t·!t•1·1ric 
1·;11 r:iri1w. lhal the· 11ati, 
;,I S11t'it•lv nf /\11tomolive I 
l!ilU'l'rS ,:11a11tc·r \111sls. 
"Tlit· formula c·rn is t.li 
l:i·:ll's1 :11ul 1111' 11111sl 1•xdt 
i11Ji." I larhour, IH, said. 
l~:ll'illH lil'l Wl'<.'11 t•ngi-
lll'l'l"illH :-;tud1•11ls is also all anul<•11 
t•m\t-;1vor. lksitlt•s !lt'ating 1':ll'h oll 
around till' track. rars rolllpl'1t• ill 
dl'sii!n. h1l'I 1·,·011omy, ac,·1•\erati1111 
t•1lflura1wt·. ;1ml l'osl :Ulillvsis. 
,1:i:s"" IV rid 11. I ill' l ll( rhap1,,, · 
\'in· prl'sidl'lll .i11cl 1lll'l"ha11ical l'l11 
IH't'rill.l! :111<1 phrsit"s Sl.'nior, llOll'Cl 
th1·11· i:-: :i :--111:ill :--pt't•d lmmp: "A.II 
11s w;111I 111 clri,·1· llw ,·ar.·· 
uc..r: 23, 1"1'11 
M~UC/ip 
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Morehead's Turner caught 
in stats turnaround 
~ Rick• Bailey 
HERALO-LEAOER STAFF WRITER 
You win some 
and lose some. 
At first, 
Morehead State 
quarterback 
Doug Turner 
was told he had 
set a school 
record with 475 passing yards in 
. a 56-41 victory at Miles College 
'.Saturday. 
Closer examination revealed a 
computer error by the Miles· statis-
ticians, and Turner's actual 
yardage was 415 yards - for three 
quarters of work. So he "lost'' the 
record of 459 yards set by· Chris 
Swartz in 1988. 
In fact, Randy ·Stacy, the 
Morehead sports information di-
rector, was on the phone with 
NCAA officials at 3 a.m. Sunday 
making sure that Turner's correct 
figures were recorded, because 
the senior quarterback ranks 
. among the national leaders in Di-
vision I-AA .. 
L;iter Sunday; Turner"was a · 
· winner when he was named Offen-
. sive Player of the Week among I-
. AA independents. Thirteen schools, 
. including Western Kentui:kr,;;afeiii.. 
: this group"of'schools,ivithaut'.a .... 
'conference affilia"tion: c. • • 4 ~" .. -.i....,~,..,_,. 
"Doug was sharp as a tack," 
· Morehead Coach Matt Ballard 
said. "l can count on three ringers 
the mistakes he's made in rte iast 
three games. He's not stayii:6 with 
his first read too long. If it's :here, 
he'll pull the trigger. If it's mt. he's 
going with the second and fr:rd 
progressions. If that's not there. 
he'll dump it off. He's really 
smooth right now:" 
Ballard also was pleased with 
the Eagles' wideouts and half- · 
backs. . · . -
"We played against the, best 
secondary we've faced all year, and 
Miles was huge up·front," he said .. 
"We've not been great against man 
coverage, but we're getting better: 
"The (New Orleans) Saints 
were there watching (Miles· i · 
Wayne Thomas. He's the most out-
standing receiver we've played 
against. But I bet they took back 
some notes on No. 21 for Morehead 
(halfback Chris Berry). Jfe was 
running his routes, sticking guys, . 
losing them and making great 
catches." 
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UK to study abuse 
of alcohol on campus . _ ':.:, -·••.:\,,.; . 
. . C-'- t~ .. · • ~ .. -.,.., -· 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University-of Kentucky 
board of trustees passed a resolution Tuesday direct-
ing .the school's administration to examine alcohol 
abuse on the campus. ·<:, ..:;t-,>:,:. ~ . 
Board Chairman Edward °T::-:'!Netl;; :·areathitt 
praised the resolution because it wiis:initiated by stu-
dent organizations after reports of,two college stu-
dents on other campuses dying after abusing alcohol. 
The trustees also passed a resolution in memory of 
Lyman T. Johnson, the first black student to attend 
the 1.\niversity. j!e died Oct. 3. ·" .J!. ~)~ ·1,;i,':.\ (¥~ 
'The resolution noted that Johnson'.s'1ife "made the 
University of Kentucky - and all of Kentucky - a 
better place for everyone." 
. _.__,. ., . . -
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(y. women 
■ . 
>repar1ng. 
for march 
[undreds plan to make trip 
, Heather Svokos and Sheryl Edelen 
lALD-LEADEA STAFF WRITERS 
Cecelia Rankins will wake up before 3 a.m. Friday, 
mb into a bus and hunker down into her seat for a 
-hour trip to Philadelphia. 
The next day, she'll hike two miles along the Ben-
nin Franklin Parkway. 
Why? 
To rebuild families. To join a 
twork. To tell America the strug-
·e is far from over. 
Sounds like a big job, but the 
•xington woman has help. 
There are no concrete figures, but state organizers 
:pect that more than 300 people from Central Ken-
cky will participate in Saturday's Million Woman 
arch. National organizers expect 500,000 people: 
1mbers are down from 1995's Million Man March in 
· ashington, D.C., because of early organizational 
·oblems and a lack of publicity. 
Pan of the Lexington group includes four buses reg-
istered through the march, said Kathy 
Williams, state coordinator for the Million 
Woman March. Williams, pleased with the 
turno,ut, noted that .the more densely popu-
lated Louisville has only registered three 
buses. 
Rankins thinks it's time the younger 
generations receive a refresher course in 
family ties. "Blacks.as a race have always 
had strong family ties, but in the last few 
years we've seen a breakdown. We don't 
see mother teaching daughter teaching 
mother ... I remember when children did: 
what they were told." __ :-.. .-,•,: 
. ·she· hopes the march will help unjte·, 
black worrien and compel them to go back ' 
.to community "and teach these younger 
Oq~." .... '. __ 4:; . . .. ,;j/t:~t.1;~r}.f· ~ .... ~ 111 . · 
· ~: iJhat's why s~sc.:.taking-· Andrea 
G~vin~: a junior afDurtbar-HigH School ·. 
who works at Rankins' day school in the 
siiirimer.' . .. -·. - . , ... 
.. "I \!\ink it's important for her to see 
b\ai:ki<ile:_\TI,odels. Hopefully she'll learn 
sometliing:about black heritage and just 
how strong and supportive black women 
~ye aJ:,yays beeIL" 
Rankins also hopes to be able to net-
work for resources with other black 
women who work in child care. "A lot of 
times we don't get the information that 
whites are given. For example, if you 
wanted to go into writing books, hopefully 
you can talk to someone who's done it, 
find a role model and learn from their ex-
perience." 
Tyanne Brooks. a sophomore at More-
head State University, is also going with 
an eye on networking. She thinks it's im-
portant to be "among professional black 
women all over this country." 
"I want to become a CPA, and hearing 
other stories about how women became ac-
complished will inspire me. It will also 
give me a chance to network and to en- , 
himce my leadership skills," said Brooks, 
president of Morehead's Black Student 
Coalition. 
"I hope (the march will) give me ·a 
sense of where I'm going, and the goals 
that I must achieve to become a greater 
African-American woman." 
Brooks, of Paris, is one of 17 members 
of a Morehead group - LaDies (Love and 
All Dedication In Every Situation) -
headed for Philadelphia. 
Berea College also has its contingent of 
more than 50 students and staffers. 
Among them is Jacque Barham, service co-
ordinator of campus activities. 
Barham, 23, said the 46 seats on Berea 
College's bus were filled little more than a 
week after she placed trip information on 
the school's student bulletin board earlier 
this month. 
But women traveling from Berea Col-
lege face a rough trip to the march, 
Barham said; she told them that upfront. 
The group will begin their 14-hour trip 
Friday afternoon, and arrive just before 
Saturday's mass activities begin. In a spe-
cial arrangement with Temple University, 
they will. be allowed to shower and freshen 
up. 
But hotels in Philadelphia have been 
booked solid for weeks, she said, so the 
group will be returning to Kentucky as 
soon as the march is over. 
But students are eager to attend, 
Barham said, and· are putting aside any 
differences to to achieve a greater goal -
unity. 
"We (women) sometimes get this sassy 
attitude, and 47 women traveling 14 hours 
there and back will be a trial in itself," 
Barham said with a laugh. "But they are 
so gung-ho about the sisterhood, that 
whatever the differences, bisexual, lesbian, 
it doesn't matter. They are all willing to 
put those petty things aside." 
"We're taking black students, white 
students, international students on this 
trip. We want to be a ·part of that history," 
she said. 
In addition to those buses, black 
churches in the Lexington area have also 
coordinated efforts to send women to the 
march. 
Bishop Caner III, pastor of Bethsaida 
Baptist Church on Tates Creek Road, said 
the march, which focuses on family and 
spirituality, is long overdue. 
"There will never be anything to re-
place home training and the family," he 
· said. "If they focus on that, they've won al-
ready." · 
But ultimately, the success of the 
march will be something felt by the entire 
black community, Carter said. · 
"Those will be our mothers, our sisters, 
our cousins, wives and work associates," 
he said. "They are there representing all of 
us." 
'' ""_1rTl<e Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, October 22. 1997 
Pikeville College chief 
to be installed Thursday 
' 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
PIKEVILLE - Harold H. 
"Hal" Smith, who came back 
to Kentucky July 1 to take the 
reins of Pikeville College, will 
be formally installed as presi-
dent Thursday morning. 
Official ceremonies are 
scheduled at 11 a.m. in Booth 
Auditorium of the Record Me-
morial Building on the college 
campus. 
Smith has been at work 
since his arrival, taking part 
not only in college decision 
making but traveling through-
out the upper Big Sandy Val-
ley to offer expertise in eco• 
nomic development garnered 
during his educational work in 
two states. 
Since Smith came aboard. 
the college opened its new 
School of Osteopathic Medi-
c.inc and completed upgrading 
its physical plant. 
He took part 12 days ago in 
an economic/educational de-
velopment round table at Pre-
stonsburg Community College 
where he talked about 
progress in communities 
where he worked in Ohio. 
Smith came to Pikeville 
from the vice-presidency of 
Muskingum College in Ohio 
a.fter a search involving more 
than 100 candidates. He is 
Pikeville's 16th president. 
Before going to Muskingum, 
he and William Owens, the 
outgoing president of Pikeville 
College, worked together as 
teachers and administrators at 
Centre College in Danville. 
His inauguration will high-
light the school's annual 
Founder's Week, which opened 
this morning with a picnic and 
games in the courtyard of the 
college's Allara Library. 
Tonight the Count Basie Or-
chestra will play in Booth Au-
ditorium. Tickets are $15 for 
adults, $1 for students. After 
the program the courtyard will 
be lighted in celebration. 
Following Thursday's inau-
gural, a luncheon and ente't-
tainment are scheduled in 1.\1! 
library courtyard and the 
school's dinil)g hall. A rece_p-
tion and inaugural ball Y?/P 
follow at 7 p.m. ·,! 
Friday and Saturda9, 
Pikeville College Academy a\lp 
Training School alumni wijl 
stage a reunion. ·,d 
~b 
1 lf"'lo'-&,.-'-j-li:,,f--f 
Oc.+. ::z.g, I 'f<t1 MSU ARCHIVES 
. IV/SU Clip t;hBet 
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Academic records transfer is set . 
K;umberland helps out Sue Bennett · . . 
nett's accreditation in September, 
the s,chool also lost much of that fi. 
nancial aid, leaving the school run-
ning on contributions and out-of-
pocket expense. 
~IATED PRESS . 
: LONDON - As Sue Bennett 
:i:;ollege has struggled against ef-
-forts that would eventually strip its 
=accreditation and likely its license 
:'to confer degrees, it's most pressing 
:::oncem has been for the future of 
:its 319 students. 
the end of the fall semester on Nov. 
26. 
: School leaders hoped for a fi. 
jlllncial miracle that could keep the 
,United Methodist Church-backed 
:.Choo! running, but when none 
::Showed and the auditors began 
,:losing in, school President James 
:Cheek turned to a neighbor's offer 
:i,f guardianship as the best and . 
,lmly option. 
"If the debt were paid off, we 
could reapply to be re-accredited 
right now." Cheek said. "I'm opti-
mistic in a sense, ·but you can't. 
build people's hopes up on dreams. 
We've got to be realistic, and Cum-
berland College has been wo!lrlerful 
to us." 
Sue Bennett 
still has the state- Oumberland 
granted authority also has 
to confer degrees, agreed to 
but a state com- .lwnor all 
mittee last week academic 
recommended 
that be revoked sclwlarships 
as well. The and to accept Sue Bennett's problems stem 
from a debt of about $2 million 
owed to creditors including the In-
ternal Revenue Service and its own 
endowment. 
Council on Post- transfer · 
secondary Educa- credit for Sue· 
lion is scheduled Bennett 
to vote on it at a 
Nov. 3 meeting. __ stu_d_en_t,s_,_ 
In an agreement reached last 
,:Week, Cheek essentially bequeathed 
:sue Bennett's student records to 
:Cumberland College, a private 
'.school 30 miles to the south. Cum-
:berland will take over the academic 
:records when Sue Bennett closes at 
· About $1.7 million of that debt 
came from Sue Bennett's policy of 
deficit spending, largely to cover 
student financial aid. Students pay 
about $12,000 annually in tuition 
and board, with most receiving 
some form of financial aid. When 
the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools revoked Sue Ben-
Sue Bennett offi-
cials will be allowed to present 
their case for continued operations, 
but if the council votes to revoke 
the school's license, it would set the 
timetable that could mean .the end 
of the 101-year-old institution, · 
In .the meantime, Cumberland 
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Cumberland to take 
. . 
S·ue Be"nnett' records 
Associated Press 
LONDON, Ky. - Cumberland Col-
lege will take over Sue Bennett Col-
lege's academic records at the end of 
the fall semester on Nov. 26. 
Sue Bennett, a small United Meth-
odist-affiliated college with 319 stu-
dents, has lost its accreditation and 
may soon lose its state license to con-
fer degrees. 
Sue Bennett's problems stem from 
a debt of about $2 million. Creditors 
include the Internal Revenue Service 
and its own endowment. 
"If the debt were paid off, we 
could reapply to be reaccredited right 
now," Sue Bennett President James 
Cheek said. "I'm optimistic in a 
sense, but you can't build people's 
hopes up on dreams. We've got to be 
realistic, and Cumberland College 
has been wonderful to us." 
About $1.7 million of Sue Bennett's 
debt came from its policy of deficit 
spending, largely to cover student fi-
nancial aid. Students pay about 
$12,000 a year in tuition and board, 
and most receive financial aid. 
When the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools revoked Sue 
Bennett's accreditation in September, 
the school lost much of that aid, leav-
ing the school running on donations. 
Sue Bennett still fias authority to 
confer degrees, but a state comllllttee 
last week recommended that be re-
voked as well. The Council on Post-
secondary Education is scheduled to 
vote on the recommendation next 
Monday. 
Sue- Bennett officials . will be al-
lowed to present their case for con-
tinued operations, but if the council 
votes to revoke the school's license, it 
could mean the end of the 101-year-
old institution. 
Cumberland College, a small Bap-
tist-affiliated school in Williamsburg, 
about 30 miles south of Sue Bennett, 
will become·a clearinghouse for Ben-
nett students, under an agreement 
reached last week. Sue Bennett tran-
scripts will be available through 
Cumberland College. 
Cumberland also has agreed to 
honor all academic scholarships and 
to accept credits of Sue Bennett stu-
dents who transfer there. 
"We're really not looking for glory 
here or to be the hero," Cumberland 
College President James Taylor said. 
"What's important is being able to 
help the students. 
"It's always sad when you see the 
demise of an institution. We're just 
trying to be helpful, tying to be a 
good neighbor, to make the grief 
less." 
Taylor said he expects many·Sue 
Bennett students to transfer to 
Union, Centre and Transylvania col-
leges and the University of Kentucky. 
The Rev. Jack Brewer, chairman of 
the Sue Bennett board, said more 
than a dozen area schools have 
agreed to accept transfer credits from 
Sue Bennett students. 
College will become a clearinghouse 
for Sue Bennett students. Sue Ben-
nett transcripts will be available 
through Cumberland College, and 
Cumberland has plans to include 
Sue Bennett alumni in its alumni 
magazine and alumni functions. 
Cumberland also has agreed to 
honor all academic scholarships 
and to accept transfer credit for Sue 
Bennett students who choose to 
transfer there. 
"We're really not looking for 
glory here or to be the hero." Cum-
berland College President James 
Taylor said. "What's important is 
being able to help the students. 
"It's always sad, when you see 
the demise of an institution. We're 
just trying to be helpful, trying to 
be a good neighbor, to make the 
grief less." 
Taylor said he expects many of 
Sue Bennett's students to transfer 
to Union College, Centre College, 
Transylvania University and the 
University of Kentucky. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, l\entucky, Monday, October 27, 1997 
rea coijege elll;-9ll1t1en;ts cp~tinue slide 
"ealthy economy 
a ws many to jobs 
1
J,. .. ;,;,c; ...... ,,,, .. ,," ........... , ... ,... ........ . • , ••• ,, ••.. " ..... ,., •. _ ...... , •••• , .......... .,. .... . . '\L ....... , ... :•:::.:'.· .... ,... .. . . .. ,.-... ,.... . . . .... ;'·t 
tween Gov' Paul Pa !ton and :_flin~~IJ.l~,9!1,.9b,,g,ry,,rpc_lhn,~.t¥,,99.l~r!i1"•1 "'''"'''"' ,,i1•ti~'.\\-22••-1-0§88;L4,,"''~-27114''""·•·••i·49~,6;l,,,.}2 . ..r;l.9..£, •c,~~-:-882,§Z., ' ~1~~~'2? ,Zf3.0 .,.22'",!~~~-, •. i,.46 ___7?,,,,,~~ii~§ .. , jj By EORGE WoLFFono 
OFT E DAILY INDEPENDENT 
A HLAND - Most colleges 
in. ortheastern Kentucky con-
tll'i\j~ to show declining enroll-
meHt this fall, the continua-
t.lont·'·bf a five-year erosion that 
sch' ol registrars say is caused 
fo ;' ajor part by a healthy 
eto\\t>my. ' 
. When jobs are availdb!e, 
yo;it;g people often opt to work 
while they can, even dropping 
out pf college to do so. A boom-
ing ob market also means stu-
clerl s don't have to go back to 
sch ol to get additional train-
ing_ o I,1111I emp!oynwnt. 
'I' e struggle last spring be-
University of Kentucky leaders :;.:-. rrestl)J')S. urg, ummun1,,-.:.:.u ege·: '· · ',¥,u,,f, i · ?Ii «i "' 1 ·11, .. ; -. •: ;86" ·" .:; 7' ".:,\\in:'•;''[ ;866 '"• · ; ,.,,.~f;tI2; 98"""'z;o73"" 'I 
over control cif community col- :_:.\,_._;:_~_ !)'.19r~~!r~.-_ru§!! ,st. :;!;l.,lJ~cixers. ity _'''"·!" .. -.~·~_-, .• !,37_9, ~. 195·~~- ~O~f_.,1':&lt~,-~.1139 §,89§! ,8,697 ,8l~"'"'~ .. ~4~d•/;'}.,~9t ... ·:· .... · ... · ... · •:C•·::··. leges also has been a factor in {i·:O,.entt!tik'Vla!Jltro: 8'th · oll(!gti T · · ', ""'· (:I"·· tit>IJ:11'l'"'567li'•!:C,,,,. · "'"'" "&t.i'.500:: · t 56-.;, " TS.48 ·;:·532 · "' 523 · "':-
8
1,,.:,'tf:w, 030';"'/ · '.523''" /; 
ktheoespei_ncgams op1!?seess, tustdaetnetscoomf~ Nt,t,c~~~~-Y¾!U~.-c.~!,~~"'-i•;i""'"l""" ,,,,,,,, '"'''"?,2~~,,,q\!,¼~.,JJg,~•11,"'!~lk.-.c .. ~~.i••'tl"'"'§l.,9.J. ',·,<>,,~9-~"""CC:'!]6, '"''""'"\1;\a~,,,, ... 814,, .. .,.,~~-~-¢,r, ;,;~ 
u ',\.: r.t_1f/.':'i,,r:t):\l.fl1,,;~~E~,~iir,a'5fl,n!'(:\11!'.i'!;i.;.,.,-·'~~:.fii!~r,;~-~t-r1~~-;,!~11t:,. ~-.&',:&, -~- 1\ -~ ;.;,. ;; ··:si,',),W~.;'f.l.'.'11$'~1\!.",il.t{~zr,,r.i&::,j,"(;l'GlrfSf~;:'.'f(' ''T' -,.,\·: ... ,~:'.;'j:[ii'/1 '··,·•~t~t~:'}ti'."il"':' ,,_ C - "'··•~t;'.\f,;.,.;;;.,~,j!J'.t\'t"." ',' .... ''.jit,t:t);~7;f\ .. ~-~ 
munity college chancellor Ben , source: F!glXU'S from Cbuncll on Postsecondary education; 1997 figures from Institutions. lnder>"''''"'nt gmphlc / Mm th, 
Ca "d '•' • · · .... ,. i rr sa1 . . . ,,.,, .. --· -~----•·-- .. 
Patton ultimately struck a . •'miinicy?College,,r,!•?W'':: : . 
comproihis( f~_at , leaves UK's . Tha({~chool~}\_s°1:ed 2,246 stu-
nam~ on the two-year schools dents tlhs fall(c:1,own from 2,477 · · 
buf~hlfts management of 13 of• last_yeaf- ;J ~,, . 
them _to a sfate system !hat · Pr~~~onsbuf~ Community 
also mcludes 25 techmcal College fell frQm, 2,698 last fall 
schools. to 2,573 this sel;isi>~., 
College enrollments have . 'But declinesycari be deceiv-
been dropping since 1992 ing, said Jeff Metcalf, registrar 
across the country. This year's at Kentucky Christian College 
decline natioJially was 5 per- at Grayson. . ·. '. · 
cent, said Gail Fritz, spokes- KCC enrolln'ient dropped by 
woman for Ashland Com- seven this fall, to 523 from last 
· year's 530. That's not necessar-
ily- bad news: ;iie said. 1. ? 1 
: ,, :'.We itts.,; graduated ·a Jcfo of 
students,Uifst :year," he, "iiil.id. 
'.'But we\vf stayecl steady;' ,be-
cause vf,€ have our· largest 
freshmari\il class .,_on·, record;•,:..... 
190 new studerlHt·; ' ' . ,, , ' 
Because KCC serves a nar-
row market -7"' students inter-
ested in private Christian 
schools - its enrollment 
doesn't fluctuate drastically, 
he said. 
Marshall University's fig-
ures can be deceiving, too. 
Mike McGuffey in the regis-
trar's office listed fall enroll-
ment of 13,134. down from 
13,179 last year, but a higher 
number is expected when final 
totals are calculated on Nov. 1. 
Another 2,500-plus students 
added \vhen Marshall-absorbed 
the South Charleston Graduate 
School this fall are not re• 
fleeted in that total. 
Shawnee State University at 
Portsmouth dropped to 3.223 
from 3,505 last fall. said Regis-
trar Steve Midkiff. "W<' think 
some of that is the good ccono· 
. my and the rest we're still try-
ing to figure," he said. 
Morehead State University 
recorded a slight increase in 
full-time students and in out-
of-state students. said spokes-
woman Judy Yancy, but over-
all had net decline to 8,201 stu-
dents from 8,344 in 1996. 
The erosion seemed to ,be 
chiefly among already-enrolled 
students who transferred or 
dropped out, said Michael 
Moore, MSU's executive vice 
president for academic affairs. 
He said he w·as working with 
other college officers to deter-
mine "if there are some stu-
dents who we're not serving 
well ... 
Pikeville College, where en-
rollment has been up-and-
down rather than steadily de· 
clining, made a slight jump, 
rising to 831 compared with 
814 last fall. That number was 
swelled by the count of 60 
graduate students enrolled in 
the new osteopathic school 
that opened last month. 
Most colleges say their Octo-
ber-ending figures remain ten· 
tative, with final figures to be 
released sometime in Novem-
ber or December. 
'l'he 25-campus Kentucky 
'l'ech system of vocational and 
technical schools reported fall 
enrollment of 8,335, a 1 percent 
increase over last year. 
The Ashland campus had 497 
full-time students this fall, up 
one from last year. Another 
216 part-timers are taking up-
grade or continuing education 
classes. 
The Mayo campus in Paints• 
ville had 573 students this year 
- eight more than last year 
and a record . 
"It seems far more than that 
when you 're working with 
them closely, one on one," said 
Registrar Patty McKenzie. 
"The students seem to move 
by so rapidly." 
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Tuition, college fUlidmg,wDl 
bntL~ m,~a- ati&-·- ··•· - . u, ,,11~~1.}~.;.,: :;:-s~.~·-• 
and community 
schoolsusedby1he 
Schools.m~\qng:'1R},, 
f6r,small increases~ 
iri past, officials say 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier.Jo\Jfflal 
Even though Kentucky is devoting 
a lot more revenue to its w,wer.mies 
and: community colleges, students 
and:their parents,a,!so !MY be~ 
to·pay more for tuitioru ·-. 
When tlle state Collllcil on Posise-
condaiy Education meets Nov. 3, it 
will consider its heftiest tuition•in. creases since 1994. - _ ·- : 
. H.tlie councifdecides to apply the' 
sam~ tuition-setting.-formulait ~-
used- since 1982, tuition for- under; .. 
graduates at the University of Louis,· 
ville and Univer.;ity,of Kentucky will 
go up 12 percent next academic year· 
and 10 percent the year after that. 
Tuition will rise more modestly at 
the state's six regional universities: 
which grant master's degrees, and at 
13 of its community colleges. __ , 
. 'Tlie-increaseswciulflead·to a ll_l· 
ition:rate in_the-1999·2900 acade1DI_c 
year- of· $1,480 a· semester for resi-
dent undergraduates at UK- and 
U of L. Tuition would rise to $1,010 a 
semester at the regional universities 
and.$550 a semester;it:all~ci>m-
munity colleges except Lexington 
Community College, where it would 
remain at the current $810. -
El.')'erts on higher-<!ducation 
fundmg -say there's no~g neces-
sarily wrong or surpnsmg aqout 
a state increasing tuition at the same 
time it's a:llotting more revenue to 
public universities. 
Regionwide, state spending on 
higher education has ·failed to keep 
pace with colleges' operating. co'Sts 
for the past 10 to 15 years, said Jo-
seph Marks, who tracks trends in 
higher education for the Southern 
Regional Education Board. 
To make up for state stingin~ss, 
"tuition increases have been a little 
higher than might be expected," 
Marks said. "Just because there's a 
. good year for state fu<iding doesn't 
mean necessaril)' that there's not a 
need for a tuition increase as well" 
AB part of an effort to upgrade 
post-secondary education throughout 
Kentucky, the General Assembly last 
May increased funding for universi-
ties, community colleges and techni-
cal schools by nearly S40 million. 
Gov. Paul Patton wants to swell 
post-secondary funding by an addi-
tional S60 million, beyond inflation, 
by 2000 and has hinted at further in-
creases early in the next decade. 
Small tuition increases in recent 
years help make the case for larger 
mcreases now, said Kenneth Walker, 
the Council on PostsecondaJy Educa-
tion's acting chief of staff. In 1996, 
both tuition and state approeriations 
for higher education rose only slight• 
ly, creating a budgetary pinch for 
universiti~ .and colleges, be said.-
. ' 
H approved, the tuition increases 
would add about· $24-million each 
year·to the 11foney. that'.CQlleges-and 
universities- can put inlet programs. 
Wa!Ker pointed.out that much of the 
new state money - an estimated $77 
million out of the $100 million Patton . 
is;seeking- will go.into-tightly fo-
cused trust funds that·cannot be used 
as flexibly as tuition money. 
The question for the·-council is 
whether to apply, modify or abandon 
a tuition-setting process to which it is 
no.longer bound by. law •. That pro-
cess.- involves analyzing tuition rates 
at comparable schools. 
.J'or each class.of_ K~ntucky schools 
--'-' doctoral;, masters-degree - and, 
communi!f colleges :·. Iii~: analysis-
. Kds a tui~:-.:.~J.lil!t},~:,;\d~ 
entue . , peneap1ta,mcome. 
ks said using so-called bench-
mark schools to set tuition rates is 
fairly common; but Kentucky's in-
come-based adjustmept of the rates is 
much rarer-and is widely a~ 
Walker said tuition-setting in Ken-
tucky is unusual in two other re-
spects. In other states, he said, col-
lege trustees or legislators, rather 
than a statewide coordinating board, . 
set the rates; and they usua:lly do so 
a!Jer legislators have decided on oth-
e_r; appropriations for higher educa-
uon. 
In Kentucky, tuition is set before 
the legislature appropriates other 
higher-education funds, so it doesn't 
represent an effort to ''fill in the gap" 
between state- funds and schools' 
needs, Walker said: He said the Ken; 
tucky approach has the adva(ltage of 
objectivity but the disadvantage of 
knee-jerk dependence on tuition 
trends elsewhere. 
-Ai a council meeting last Monday, 
state universities' -student govern-
ment presidents and the student 
member of the Council on Postsecon-
daJy-Education, Renita Edwards, rec-
ommended the tuition-setting formu-
la be used again, even tliough it 
would cost- students more than other 
options. 
Walker said the universil)' presi-
dents' endorsement of a tuition in-
crease came as no surprise to him, 
but the students' endorsement did. 
"It's· not unique, but it's rare" for 
botli groups to agree on the size of a 
tuition increase, he said. 
Edwards, a student at U of L and 
former president of its student gov-
ernment, said student leaders who 
studied the options recommended tu-
ition increases in part because they 
want-schools to have plenty of. money 
for student services. When colleges 
feel a financial pinch. they typically 
cut back on such services as career 
centers and financial-aid counseling, 
she said. 
With tuition set for the next two 
years, council members and others, 
mcluding students; can then try to 
work out a better tuition policy that 
"doesn't hit students so hard," Ed-
wards said. "I think-we have to take 
the responsibility as students to look 
long-term." 
·n . 
For resid8nt studenls. the median price in tlitian and~- at KsntJc:ky's 
public universities in 1996-97 was $2.050. Toars aimosl the SIIIO as the.-, 
fig~067-cha!!!ed by public tm-y...- collogas and IIMlsilies ;, the 
1s-state region seM>dbylhe Southern Regional E<u:ali0n Bead. . 
SOurces: Kentucky Council on POS1secondmy-. _,, Regional 
Education Board.· 
B't' .IWIEIEHW. Tl£CXJ.lliER.J:l.. 
But; Jolin· ~. current stndi!iC'l 
government president at U of,•·· Frida.v his'•lilitial'su)>po!f m"? • · · 
use ,l the tuition-setting formuia was 
based in part on a misunderstanding. 
f!.e sa_id he now supports holding tu-
111on mcreases to 3·percent annua11y,· 
for in-state undergraduates and ap-.• 
pl,Ying the tuition · formula only to 
out-of-state, graduate and professioil: · 
al students, 
That approach, he said, would help 
keep "the brightest and the best stu- · 
dents" in Kentucky, He said it would 
provide time for the legislature to put . 
money into a new trust fund for stu-
dent financial aid that could then be. 
!1Sed to soften the impact of tuition . 
increases. 
Edwards said Friday that before 
the council acts on tuition rates: she -
plansio travel to "as many campuses-. 
as possible" to sound out student 
opinion. 
"Nobody likes to raise tuition," 
Walker said. 
He said he suhscribes 10 ''the long-
held belief that low tuition is the best 
form of financial aid." · 
" 
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$60 milli9n in state money sought 
f9r·-mc-research park, other work 
, . ' . 
Associated Press resean:b universities in the nation. 
·· - · · lnelhe. last year, UK, bas made 
:l.EXINGTONi Kyi :__ City officials some-progress on the park,' which 
and the University of Kentucky are opened in the 1980s. Construction is 
seeking about $60 million in state working on a new entrance and a 
money for several projects, particu- boulevard off Newtown Pike that will 
larly the slow-to-develop Coldstream provide access to· future businesses 
Research C8nipus, within the parlt. 
· .6bi>liL$5.5cmillion is needed to, If tlie l!)J1Dey-is approved;'it would 
ccimplete. lhe~~ _pai'k'.s roads, take about'two ~-to complete the 
sewers ant:1, SloID!,'drains, the team park's infrastriictifre, Mayor Pam 
told Gov. Paw]•atton arid Lexington Miller said. "Having this $5 .5 million 
legislators during a meeting last would mean the research park would 
week. . . be ready for action. This would en-
:ftte other-requests include aboui able.us.tobealientrepreneurial city 
S3ll: million to extend·Newtown Pike, where educators, scienllsts and entre-
aliout $15 million to widen Todds and preneurs. could start .up and grow 
Lill:erty -roads, and $10· million to their businesses."· 
build a baseball stadium downtown. Leaders envision the par!' turning 
.transforming. _Coldstream Farm, research by the university into com-
wllich sits along Newtown-Pike, into panies, products :and 'jobs. They see 
a Yiable resean:11 park is considered opportunities for software develop-
a ltey element in achieving a goal of ment, computers, engineering, bio-
thi new ~st-secondary education technology and pharmaceuticals. 
la~ _,making,UK:_one« the too 20, i .~~'Sia natuml,fnr thi«::rfln,nmn;n., 
with our large research university," 
said Bob Douglass, president-of-the 
Greater Lexington Chamber of Com-
merce. "It has the potential to create 
thousands of jobs." 
The university has city approval to 
build several smaller research and 
lab buildings behind Hughes Display 
Products, currently the only business 
in Coldstream. · 
Extending Newtown Pike from 
where it now ends on West Main 
Street to Broadway also would pro-
vide better access between Cold-
stream and UK and would relieve 
congestion downtown. 
Officials have asked that the esti-
mated $33 million Newtown Pike 
project be included in the state's six-
year transportation ~Ian. 
''The Newtown Pike extension will 
help .people from all over the slate 
get to UK, the hospitals and lhnesi-
dential areas from the intersmte," the 
... ,. __ nn:..t 
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on their' owrr 
By Heather Svokos 
and SheryJ~len_;,_. _ . -,;,, 
H~STAff~ _/,. ;l • . 
P
TTIT .,,..,-,y T>UTA ,, ft a·"• ,'T'L,.,; 
IllJ.j1.U.cJ.i['" ~~ ... ~Ut: • 
women - from Central Kentucky 
shifted their feet impatiently. , 
J ,... .. 
After an hour of slanding in·45-
degree drizzle outside Veterans Sta-
dium on Broad Street, they decided 
to take matters into their own 
hands. Yes, they would do it -
young and old alike; They would 
add an extra 35 city blocks to the 
Million Woman March, · · ' 
The women, still fuming over 
what they say was an unorganized 
event from beginning to end, re-
fused to wait any longer for shuttle 
buses scheduled to•. take them to 
Benjamin Franklin Parkway, where 
the 2-mile march was already under 
way. 
At 10 a.m., they began their 
journey, on foot, through the heart 
of downtown Philadelphia It ended 
90 minutes later, by which tl!ne 
they had missed the- formal Jlilfl'.of 
the walk. 
.-\.s they had from the beginning 
oi the trip, the Central Kenruckians 
made do. 
"We're just trying to make th~ 
best of a bad situation," Dorene 
Graves of Lexington said. : 
·1 want to be here to be a part 
of it." she said. "Just the thought <if 
being a part of the,whole process:;: 
a part of the history. l'm_loving·ig 
• 
~!es&" 
: :The event attracted hundreds of 
tJi'pjJsands of women here,._but it 
"liL1 not v.;thout its glitches. , 
: ptate Million Woman March ar 
ootlinator Charlotte Turley, echo-
ui: the sentiments of groups from 
sliveral other states, said: "The na• 
~rlal headquarters failed to let us 
~<lW what was going on. Kathy 
(W~liams, Kenrucky's coordinator} 
a:jeii calling them,"but, she said, 
tliey were slow getting back to her. 
~ .Williams didn't receive an itin-
erary until two days before depar-
ture. Turley said .. This made it 
1$tly impossible to get out ad-
'1= notice to the 188 Central Ken-
tm,:kY women who signed up for the 
tr!]). 
~ Many of those women had to 
eooure a 21-hour bus trip to get 
h&e, checking in to their hotel at 
l:::JO am. Saturday. 
~ Others battled different obsta-
c~. 
- Toneisha Ernns, a junior at 
\tocehead State University, was 
glad to be at the march; but upset 
thlii ~forehead srudents had to 
raise all of their own money, 
·It really hurts me that our 
school didn't 0 upport us - it re-
ftecrs the attitude toward black stu-
dents on campus." she said. 
_ Students from the University of 
Kentucky say their school also 
hedged before agreeing Wednesday 
night to pay for part of their trip. 
But by yesterday morning, some of 
the students were buoyed by what 
they called a spiritual experience. 
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"We prayed and sang on our 
bus. We bonded. Now we're really 
excited," said Stacey McAlmont, a 
junior from Louisville. 
Evans agreed. "It's gonna be a 
good day." 
Walking down Broad Street to-
ward the parkway, with hundreds 
of women trailing behind her, Lottie 
Bush of Lexington marveled at the 
scores of marchers she hadn't yet 
seen. 
"Just think." she said. "I'm one 
of those. I'm one in a million 
women that's going to be here." 
Bush said she was anticipating 
listening to the speakers at the 
march, but it wasn't her top priority 
for the day. 
·The purpose of the trip is this 
right here," she said, gesturing to 
l'/LtJ ,2. e- ~ 
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OF THE DAILY INDEPENJ;iENF 
. ' ~.,.;,:-
MOREHEAD - ·Early ·this. 
decade. Morehead State Uni/ 
versity added'ifminor in inter;:; 
disciplinary _women's __ studiei 
to its degree offerings:--·· ·--·- -·-
Six years ;i.go, the,1/,Iliyersity 
began hosting- -the ;ria:tionally,.a 
recognized-· Wiim'ai,:E'.i Gr.ate! 
Symposium for the' Advance-' 
ment of Women. ;2:,;,::iai,, ,i-: 
Now, a group swarheaded 
~¥~~~U:d,'YomJn't1:,~di~1d· 
YI~!)~ _ · ~~c l;S,;,,,P!;~PP,~.!flg 
another·way,(or tll\lJIDIVe.F-51):y' 
to serve t11.e,nj!edf.of females 
on campus/1inil. IJli.i/ the com-
munity :..::. -Hie· creation of' a 
women's center. · -
"I think a women:s. center is 
vital for inviti,ng_ worn.en to 
campus and' .. makin!i'fneii(feel 
welcome," said"Patti' Swartz, 
~,MS:C,_English-:instructdr:rn,,1·' 
· .. But·• Just .. what sezyic,e_ij r,the : 
center would .. offer, ... how. it 
would be fundeil. or where it 
would even 'belocateif ·remain 
up--in~the:air:.-=t..:-'Z-.',..~·~-..•.:]'~~-· 
"Place seems to be the first, 
key thing," said Dr. Lynne 
Taetzsch, an ass_is.tant P•Rfes-
sor of English and• member, of 
the advisory \rciiiini:11.:"•:''.!·: ... 
We"re really at a preliminary 
stage.'' 
Once a location is found. 
then coordinators can decide 
how to staff and program the 
center, Taetzsch added. 
Taetzsch researchedhither-
university women's centers 
across the U.S. and found a 
wide array of services were of-
fered. They included lectures 
and workshops; multi-media li-
braries with inforrtiaticfo; on 
women·s issues; referral ser-
,·ices on a variety of topics; 
newsletters; coordinated ral-
lies that focus on issues like 
women·s history, diversity and 
gay /lesbian pride; ·counseling 
and rape hotlines;_ peer educa-
tors and areas for-socializing. 
--we really need more stu-
dent input before we do any-
thing," said Dr. Lynn~ Ji'i~ger-
aid. associate professor of 
health. physical education and 
recreation and an advisory 
council member. 
Of the 10 people who at-
tended an open women's cen-
ter discussion Tuesday, only 
one was a student ·_ Low-
mansville junior Crystal 
Dempsey, who is pursuing a 
women's studies min2r. · 
Racial harmony should"be 
an issue the center' ai:lcli-esses; 
said Dempsey, citing a "racial 
division on campus." 
The advisory· council will 
conduct a student survey in 2-3 
weeks for more suggestions on 
needed women's center ser-
vices. 
But Fitzgerald said organiz-
ers want the center to address 
community needs as well, and 
to link with existing women's 
services on and off campus. 
"Enhance, but don't dupli-
c~fi~fr~§~~ui{;~~§ite; 
arwhmrted;.,··she;saui.:..,- -~'""'""'"" 
··p.t"'Tuesday's···foeeting.-~Si:':i1i 
Mary Judeann Lueken, vice 
president for patient services · 
at St. Claire Medical Center; 
suggested a job-interviewing 
workshop would be valuable 
for a women's center in East-
ern Kentucky. 
"I find that when many 
women apply for a position,at· 
the hospital, they 'don't know · 
how to interview," she said. 
Fitzgerald said some of the 
women's center's programs, . 
might be implemented .aC 
MSU's extended· campus ceii,' · 
ters in Ashland, West Liberty,~ 
and Prestonsburg. · 
Through her researcll: 
Taetzsch found that some: 
women's centers also have pro-
grams for men. She said male 
involvement at MSU's center 
might vary from program to 
program. 
"On a university campus, 
one of the goals is to increase 
the awareness of EVERY, 
ONE," added Fitzgerald. . 
the masses of black women focused 
on a solitary destination. _ 
"This has really inspired me -
just seeing this many people out to-
gether," agreed Mary Raglin of Lex-
ington. 
Throughout the day, celebrities 
and speakers stressed unity and 
community responsibility .. 
But contrm·ersial activist Sister 
Souljah surprised marchers with 
her gritty language and frank opin-
ions on sisterl!oocl. ·we say, 'Sister, 
sister,' but you know you're sleep-
ing with your sister's man." 
"That's nasty," Bush whispered, 
covering her mouth to suppress a 
laugh. 
Dorothy Offutt. who was at the 
March on Washington in 1963, said 
the Million Woman :V!arch had the 
same significance as the event from 
more than three decades ago. 
"Still in 1997 we're asking for 
the same thing. We have stepped 
back. So in order to be unified, we 
have to have things like the Million 
Woman i\,larch and the Million :Vian 
March," Offutt said. "It's two differ-
ent groups coming together at two 
different times for the same pur-
pose." 
-1Jf"'<'C:,c,'---1- b". -e,1. 
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iUK to Ouild new Career Center 
. By Holly E. Stepp 
' HERAl.DU'ADER EDUCATION WRITER 
When businesses come to the University 
of Kentucky to recruit potential employees, 
the University Career Services staff mem-
; hers have to move out of their offices in the 
! Mathews Building to provide them with in-
, terviewing space. _ 
But university officials plan to change 
that in the next 2¼ years. . · ' 
UK President Charles Wethington yes-
terclay announced that the university would 
begin design and planning work for a· new 
home for a new University Career Center. 
The two-story facility will cost $2 mil-: 
lion and will be on Rose Street next to the 
King Alumni House.:. · . 1 ,.. : • . 
The project will be funded iii part by $1 
• million from First USA, a Bank One compa-
ny. .. . 
University 
Career Center 
rc'-,,rn, 
Construction is expected to begin some-
time next year and be completed in 1999. 
"Our students deserve a world-class cen-
ter to showcase their talents," Wethington 
said. . 
Larry Crouch, UK director of student 
services, said the new facility would be a 
vast iinprovement over the current offices 
and would serve as a model for other uni-
versities. 
The center's current space is air-condi-
tioned only by window units and is not ac-
cessible to disabled students. 
"We will be able to expand all of the ser-
vlces we provide to the 10,000 students who 
we assist with job placement," Crouch said. 
The new building will have additional 
space for career counseling, a resource li-
brary and new interviewing space for the 
800 to 900 companiei; that recruit on cam-
pus:· 
j The payment is part of a recently nego-
'l tiated agreement between the bank and the 
': university's alumni and athletics associa-
- lions to issue Wildcat credit Cl!fds. 
"I can't say that there are companies 
that don't recruit on campus because of the 
(current) facilities, but they are likely to be critical of what we 
offer," Crouch said. 
Melissa Moore, a university student ambassador, said the 
improved center would provide more opportunities. 
'STAFF 
"The university is committed to matching that $1 million to 
construct a state-of-the-art·facility,'' said Wethington during a 
news conference at the project site. · 
Wethington said the remaining construction costs would be 
financed with university ¥1d private money. 
"A lot of students already use the career center, and that 
would only increase with better and more visible facilities," she 
said. ---...:... ______ _ 
' THE COURIER-JOURNA~ • FRIDA)'., QCTOBER 31, 1997 
:125 students 
T.•. 
. ;;it UK protest 
move to raise-
:luition 10% · 
\. ; 
~sociated Press ... 
'·. LEXINGTON, Ky. - A group of 
. l.lniversity of Kentucky students gath-
1 ~red at a campus plaza to protest a 
1 
proposal to increase tuition by more 
· than 10 percent. 
,.,,About 125 students listened to 
: s,ign-waving organizers denounce a 
._proposal by the state's Council on 
,.P.ostsecondary Education that would 
. raise tuition at UK and the University 
•',iif Louisville by $140 a semester for 
i'"!he next two years. · 
[
7-"We don't need this; we can't af-
ford this; and we won't take this," 
UK student bo,;jy President Melanie 
.Cruz said Wednesday . 
,. : The council, which sets tuition for 
' all of the state's post-secondary insti-
tutions, is considering three tuition 
·proposals and will decide on one 
Monday. The proposal to raise tuition 
-by 12 percent in the first year and 10 
percent in the second has the support 
of manr, university presidents, includ-
ln_g UK s Charles Wethington. 
. :Tuition would increase less for the 
·regional universities, with a 6.7 per-
cent increase equaling $60 the first 
year and a 5.2 percent increase of 
$50 the next year. 
The second proposal would raise 
tuition by 3 percent for everyone but 
iii-state students. The third proposal 
.would increase tuition by 3 percent 
for all students. · . 
Cruz said she understood that 
: some tuition increase is needed, but 
, she said the plan with the largest in-
•. 'Crease was too high. She encouraged 
students to call the post-secondary 
education council to protest . 
"The increase is higher than the 
national average for tuition increases, 
which is about 5 percent," she said. 
· Other students at the rally shared 
her feelings. , 
:• : Jean M;,y, ?7, a sop_h_om~re from 
, Lexington, said the tmhon increase 
, :iy/11 determine whether she drops out 
or gets a degree. 
"I am a single mom with three 
children trying my best to make a 
-better life for my kids, and I can't do 
it if I can't afford a college educa-
tion,'' said May, who has children 
ages 4, 5 and 7. 
"Education is not just for the rich; 
education is not for the elite only but 
for everybody who needs and wants 
it," she said. 
Other students attending the rally 
said the proposed increase would ado 
to their debt. About 82 percent of UK 
students receive financial aid, 
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UK to get new c1!reer::·~~~~e.t-····L:· __ 
: r•·(•. ,;t; 
By RICHARD WILSON . "We're (emr.loyers') window on 
The Courier-Journal UK. I think we II have a model facili-
• -•:: . . ty for the country," Crouch adqed. 
: LEXINGTON, Ky. - Within the . Wethington called the First USA 
next two years, University of Ken- commitment "an up-front payment" 
tucky students will have access to a. to UK under the contractual arrange-
state-of-the-art career-counseling ment the university's athletics and 
center that also will help alumni find alumni associations have with the 
jobs. · - . . . company. The financial-services com-
:UK officials announced yesterday pany, which specializes in the credit-
ttlat First USA, a Bank One company, · card business, offers cards to about 
is' putting up $1 million for the $2 200,000 UK a_lumni and football and 
million project, with the remaining basketball season ticket-holders, 
money to b_e raised by the university. whose names are furnished by the 
·The two-story building, to be built alumni and athletic associations. 
oil vacant UK-owned property on '. Wethington said the contract calls 
Rose Street, will replace a .counseling for the UK associatfons to receive an 
center located on the top two floors estimated $11 million from First USA 
o{ the 89-year-old Mathews Building, over a IO-year period. 
one of the oldest structures on the Several UK students yesterday 
campus and the original site of the hailed the announcement that a new 
College of Agriculture. . · career center is planned. 
: "We simply believe that our stu- Melissa Moore, a Lexington senior, 
dents deserve a better place for their said the center's increased visibility 
ta1ents to be showcased," said UK in its own building and expanded 
President Charles Wethington. L. R. technology and space "will better 
Crouch, director of the current Ca- equip UK students to be able to com-
r~_er Center, said existing space is pete in an international and global 
cramped, and recruiters sometimes JOb market." 
have to take over staff members' of- "This is the age of computers and 
fices to meet with students and pro- the Internet. The more of that we 
spective employees. . . have, the better our chances. are for 
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... ;., ..... \' 1, \ 
success (in finding. jobs)'," 'ad
0
ded 
1 
TOm 'Williams, a 'jumor Journalism . 
majorfrom Milford, Conn. :. · · · 
· 'Crouch said career counseling for . 
students will be expanded, as will job 
counseling and other services for · 
alumni. ~e saJd he hopes the current . 
staff of five counselors ·also can be · 
increased. "That's: ii:i'the planning 1 
stages,"·Croilch said: ···•:" ·.: · · .. · 
· The two-story facility 'will hoiliie 
more computers to help students ob-
. lain career information and'increased 
video-conferencing equipment to per-
mit them to be'interviewed by poten- · 
tial employers throughout the nation. 
·other improvements include more 
and improved interviewing space, a 
larger career library and easy access 
for handicapped students; the Math- 1 
ews Building has no elevator. 
···Crouch said he calls the new faciti- · 
ty a "model" ·because he has seen 
nothing·comparable· elsewhere. "As 
we've fooked around for·places that · 
we could kind of· see what a good-
looking career·ceriter is.all about, we 
haven't found one that was·built ex-
pressly for serving as a university ca- · 
reer. center. They're. converted resi-
dence balls, office space and what 
have you," he said. •: 
UK punishes fraternity: University of · 
Kenmci<:y officials have issued punishments against 
1 the'si;l1ool's chapter ·of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, mir-
rori;rg'the actions taken by the fraternity's national 
orgl!)'.!ization earlier this month. In a letter Tuesday 
to UK SAE President Peter Nesmith, Assistant 
Dean cif Students Victor Hazard said the chapter 
wi!l;oo suspended for two years and will be on pro-
batiQn;for one year after it returns to campus. The 
fraternity's national organization in Evanston, Ill., 
gave:sjmilar penalties for members' actions at an 
off-c;unpus party last spring at 410 Pennsylvania 
Coui.f:'.The university accused fraternity members of 
haz1n1f i:iledges during the party. The investigation , 
by The SAE national organization found no evidence 
of !fazing, but the university this week confinned 
the charges. UK SAE members have denied the haz-
ing.acorrred. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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Proposei·it,t¢re~~-~--· e· 
'Of 10%~t(io·/,mueh,., .. 
UK or-~ts~1sa)i· 
. . • )\"! _: • 'i,?, •4,1 .• 
By Holly'°E •. Stepp,,,,, i'.>u•.1 ·; .,;_,,, ·, -
HERAlMEADER EDUCATION WRIIER-~ , 1 
Calling .for their classiruiteiiito. stand up· and be 
heard, about 125 students. at the University 'of Ken-
tucky rallied yesterday•t<Hirotesta(pr<Jposed 10 to 
12 percent tuition increase.': ,.,, •.. · 
The students gathered:af a 'campus:plaza to lis-
ten to sign-waving.organizers denounce a proposal 
by the state's Council on,}?ostsecondary Education j 
to raise tuition at UK .imd the,JUniversity of. 
Louisville by $140 a semester- fot'the next two'I 
12 percent plan was too high. 
"The increase 1;,' higher ,than the na-
tional average for "tuition increases 
which. is about 5 percent," she said. 
"And ·given that the tuition only in-
creased by 3,percent,last year; there is 
no reason :wl:\y 'the University_ of Ken-
tucky should be the national average." 
Other stud~nts at tlie rally shared 
her.feelings.: .'." - . · , . 
' ,., _; ... , • $· ,.J' • 
Jean- May, 27,, a sopnoniore from 
Lexington, s;ud·the-proposed tuition in-· 
crease would ,be: the deciding factor be-
tween dropping 'out' or getting a' degree. 
"f am a single mom with three chil-
dren trying my best to make a better 
life for my kids, and I can't do it if I 
can't afford a college education," May 
said, who has children ages 4, 5 and 7. 
years. - . ..,,;_;tJ r.,J.:.', ~~ij · . I 
"We don't need'this,,we can't affb\ltFthis and: 'Ne\ I "Education is• not just for the rich, 
tak · ... -- .. - , ,1 education is.not for the elite only, but 
won't e•this,~ said UK student ,oody. president:., for·everybody who needs and wants it,• 
Melanie Cruz, ·who encouri!ged.students to· calLihe , she said. . . : 
council in protest~~l,- 1)fr~;h,4Cr_.;?-t~- _.,.:.:,...;·:- ·-_--- - :-1 ~ ; ,.~ :~-'} - .~.9 .. : ; _; · ,.:; ... , . ., 
· ·The' councill.Jvltlclf,jeis:.[titltioh".'f~iin;;t~e;j ,,0tlfer·studeiits-'llttending-the-rally-
state's 1!~11.aarf.:/¥ti~tjdns.Jt.£P!ll!id~' said;t~e-i:,~pose<f,iiicrease'-~1wd1only 
three tu1tion;options'ancfi-will· decide:on a poli~x}I acfd,fo,themdebt·!About'82 percent.of 
Monday. :· '.' '" '0 ,,.:,, .,. .:•~·· UKstudents-receivesomesofCoffinan~ 
The 10,to i~ per~~ oiitfoii1has the support <)f· · ciai•aid. · 
many of the 11?1Vers1ty_p~e,s1dents, including. UK's Nate B'rown, 20, a junior from 
C~les W«;thington. It 1;': the ~e tonnula - Irvine, said the increase would inean a 
w~1.ch considers the states-~ capJta _mco~e and larger student loan for him. 
twtion~rates at•benchmarkumvers1ties m neighbor-
ing statei'e:.. tlie'counciFhas•useo siili:e 1982; 
The $14Q increase.would:beJess,for tlie regional 
-schools-sueh"ll:'•Eastem ~(Jrtiver.,ity, V(ith 
a 6.7 ~t 111a;~:eqµa)iPg($W/~~ firsty~ 
and a 5.2 percent mcrease of$50 tlie next year.'".·. 
The second option would raisll tuition by 3 per-
cent for·everyone but:incstate students; the third·op-
tion would increasefuitioii'byi3'percent .for all:shi-
dents; ····- . :·:.f :" ;.:_r:_u9~\!Jy.,.:· '!lI~!I.~ : .. \~Ji, :J: 
Tuition goes to~d tlie __ um.. ·versity's g~e@.:' 
fund. .-.~4~~- ~.,., <;T\· 
Cruz said she understoochhat some sort o~ lli-
ition increase is peeded;·bµt saj'~Jhe favored 10 to 
-"~ . ;c:£ ,. , • '::.!. •'" 
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"It doesn't mean a lot to students 
whose parents pay for their entire edu-
caB lion or .those who are.on.scl:\o~p,'.'.__ 
rown said. -
"But for those of us paying it our-
selves, it means. more bills after we 
graduate." 
The students .. , ... ,.;,;;;Un . F ._ 
da d 
, P~•JX-~Y.agall} .n 
y an .att81)d,~s:i:ouru:il-ineet-
~g. · - ·-- --~ · ;~:1-:.~r~t:~··" -:-
Receqtly, support:for the 10 to 12 
percent proposed'.Juiij.o,n increase has 
waned somew_hat aip._pqg;sfu~ent• lead-
-- ers. . -. ,; ~ . ,:it. 
Renita Edward~- the· co~cil's stu-
dent representative;said she·originally 
s~p~rted.the_ ~t,pPij$",~c!.its, 10 
to 12 percent mcrease,ibut-,sirld:she now. 
was favoring the-3, ~Iii: 'licross-the-
board raise. .·· ~- ,.,,.,'i_iS:~i-:/:;;, .. ·.-•--=_ '.~ ,~·-;?J~ ._. 
"I supported the £rsliip\ion because 
it seemed likethe,:;·: ]ifugJii)Jie_!ong 
run," E~wards·•sai ~{aclc!ing, an even 
more pamful futur . itlon boost could 
be avoided. 'JI ~~;.y- · 
, I,(:,,,,, 
"But it seems to oe the wishes of the· 
st1;dents to keep,, lp,i,~011' dowp," she 
said. • .f~f- _ _ 
Other studenf' ~ehimerttli°-·have 
come out!lgainst,tlif;jii_QP.!>Sed;\ilet;ease 
U-of L's Student;~'.~a\fesolu-
tion Tuesday nig~fi:~~&t'itJie~ pro-
posed 10 to 12 ~,iii!::rease.,i;, .. 
Ron Gf~~J~~~.~-·~f1;th~ 
CO!,lncil's investmeJ!t\';j&iirl~tive !=(Jm' 
m1ttee, said-he thougbt;ffie'10 to 12 per-
cent increase was:reasifnaole. - · -
~. tl .. 21:.·•.;., ' 
"We have seen:tlie:state legislature 
commit a. large amo'#,,t,, ~6 .¢ucation, 
perhaps larger than,we:expected;' and 
the universities areJieing:called.upon.to 
d~w· ouisiile resou.rF5>'', Greenberg 
said. • ~:'. __;_ __ -~w,,r _,. 
"And the only part'left'of,that three-
legged stool is tuitimJ,';,,~.:;; '· ... 
Colleges•,·to help small and 
• . •b, ~ ........ -. ~1non.,J,.-.·_1ant1ers 
Ventucky State - searc.h program whi~h' emphasizes 
N , practical problem so¥1!Jl." 
T S 
' Simon, state speciahst. for small eilfleSSee tate and part-time tanners, said the 
grant is one of 35: for a .variety of win federal grant faf'!1•related projects annOUJ)Ced by 
_ ~culture Secretacy Dan Glickman 
By JOE WARD 
The Courier-Journal 
Two traditionally..black universi-
ties - Kentucky-State and TelineS'· 
see State - have received a $25;000 
federal Department of Agriculture 
grant to plan a progra,JI to show 
small, part-time and minority farm-
ers bow to boost·their incomes. 
And if they do I! !!~.J~IJ_<>!_Plan_:_ 
ning, Kentucky·State's MarloiilSi-
mon said, the schools could. be.in 
line for $4· million to establish .a-
Small Fann Center. : _: . • 
The $25,000·co~eeffro'!! th~, !µ:st 
phase of. th~r,.t\llncu!tun,. -i;>e@-
ment'sFW1d.foi,R~-Amenca,(.de<, 
scribed;: liy'.:;th!\, ag~cy 11s:-~'a':re- · 
this week. She said the 35 recipients 
will now vie for 10 to 15 grants of 
$4 million each, which will be 
awarded next spring. 
---The· grant c<>vers plruµting· of a' 
smalFfann center, which' would·es-
sentially copy techniques that Ken-
tucky State has used to double and 
triple the income of some small-
farn_i famili~·in KentuckY,. 
Simon said she teamed up with 
h_er counterpart·at:Tennessee-State • 
to apply for the grant because ·the, 
federal government encouniged.a11-
plications fo~ multi-state programs 
that would have a national tmpacC · 
,Kentucky .and Tennessee :were a 
natural fon- small-fann,centet;ishe 
said, liecause•Tennessee:is.No,,l or. 
.. 2:in tlie:,nlll!)ber;or:s111a11 faniis;{and; 
r-fl',_.,hf"1>1nii ~-Kln:!:..~nl, 1 ,'tft~,tNl»Dll'n.ll-:.. 
nomic contribution of small farms 
to the state's economy. 
- A small farm," for govemmeni-
purposes, is one with less than 
$50,000 in gross income, she said. A 
sub-category is limited-reso'urce 
fanns, defined as having· less tban-
$20,000 in gross income. 
Simon . said Kentucky has about 
79,000 small fanns and about · 
75,000 of those are limited-resource 
farms. Because many are owned by 
minorities, she said, such farms are 
automatically in the categocy. 
-Such farms often need special 
services, beyond- those -available 
through the agriculture extension , 
service.· Many of the fanners,.for. · 
example, have full-time jobs.off the 
fann and can't attend educational 
meetings, and many have limited 
educations, Simon said. -, --
'.'So .. we take .material generate_il 
byt the, -extension service' and•;~; 
package if for small' fanners,"· sHe 
sai!C Such repackaged infonnatiori 
can lie provided one on one. It also 
C'\!l'be:presented•througli:easier-fo•~ 
readliterature,. .. - --' ,, ,. . ··:·;,:J, 
. 'Sinioµ.~d K~ittuy\<Y'Sta_te:B'~i'. 
~~~:a#'.t1:~~~J~';;~~~~l1 
r ... -, • 
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■ OVC BASKETBALL 
Murray State picked to take title~i-
By Tom Sharp 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NASHVILLE - Murray State 
was chosen yesterday to win the 
Ohio Valley Conference men's bas-
ketball championship in a poll of 
the league's coaches and sports in-
formation directors. 
Well, who else were they going 
to pick? 
The Racers have won nine of the 
past 10 regular-season titles - in-
cluding the past four - and five of 
the past eight conference tourna-
ments. They didn't miss a beat 
when Mark Gottfried took over the 
reigns two years ago, and they 
aren't expected to miss one this year. 
The Racers return a. solid back-
court in DeTeri Mayes and Chad 
Townsend. Mayes was second in 
the league in scoring last year at 21 
points a garne, with a sc)!ool record 
83 three-pointers. Townsend scored 
13.3 points a game last year and set 
a school record with 212 assists: 
"When you have two guys like 
Chad and DeTeri, it gives you 
hope," Gottfried said. · 
The coaches and S!Ds· chose 
Tennessee State as runner-up in 
their pre-season poll, followed in or-
der by Austin Peay, Middle Ten-
nessee, Eastern Illinois, Southeast 
Missouri State, Tennessee Tech, 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
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NK.U calls 
timeout on 
football plan 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS 
Northern Kentucky University re-
gents agreed yesterday to indefi-
nitely suspend plans to fie!~ a Di-
vision II football team, saymg the 
school's athletic program needs to 
develop a stronger financial base 
first. 
The regents said they are com-
mitted to expanding intercollegiate 
athletics at NKU, but they said it 
will take more time and planning 
to achieve the schools' dreams. 
"We saw the creation of foot· 
ball as a way to increase campus 
activitv for our srudents and entire 
university community," Regent Al-
ice Sparks said. "The board ap-
proved the recommendation (for a 
football team earlier this year) with 
the stipulation that no university 
funds be used for this purpose. It 
has become apparent that this is 
an· impossibility." 
Women's pre-season picks 
Player of the Year. Diane Seng. Tennessee Tech 
RRSTTDM 
Player. school, •••.• , •.•.•••••.••••••.• Potl. 
Diane Seng, Tennessee Tech •••••••••••• , ••• , C 
Amanda Behrenbrinker, Austin Peay ••.••• , ••• , . F 
Laphelia Doss, Eastern Kentucky •••••••••••• - • F 
Chrissy Roberts, Eastern Kentucky •••••••••••• - G 
Barbora Gartlova, Eastern Illinois ••••••••••••••• F 
SECOND TEAM 
can Hasse!!, Tennessee State.' ••••••••••••••• G 
Amber Clark, Tennessee Tech ••••• • •••.• , •• , , • F 
Jonetda Buck, Mldd!e Tennessee State ••••••.••• C 
Jamie Koester, Southeast Missouri •••.••.••••• G 
Zabnna Hams, Tennessee-Martin .••••••••••••• C 
HONORABLE MENTION 
Trina Goodrich, Eastern Kentucky ••••••••.••••• G 
Cortney Neeley, Middle Tennessee State •••••.•.• G 
Tequila Holloway, Tennessee State , •••••••.••• G 
Hilary Swisher, Morehead State •.•••••••••. , •• G 
Bobbi Coltharp, Murray State ••••••••• , , , , •••• G 
PREDICTED ORDER QF F1NISH 
1. Eastern Kentucky (17) • , • , : •••••••• 160 votes 
2. Tennessee Tech (3) ••••• , ••••••••••.•. 147 
3. Austin Peay • , , •••••••••••••••• , • , • , . 114 
4. Middle Tennessee State •••••••••.•••••• 107 
5. Eastern Illinois. , •••••••••••••••• , • , ••• 97 
6. Tennessee State •••••• , ••••••••••• , ••. 78 
7. Murray Slate •• , ••••••••.•.••••••••••• 74 
8. Tennessee-Martin •••••••••••••••••••••. 47 
9. Morehead State , , , • , • , •••••..••• , • , , •. 41 
10. Southeast Missouri State ••••••••••.•.• , 35 
Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee-Mar-
tin and Morehead State. 
Three of the schools have new 
coaches. Former University of Ken-
tucky star Kyle Macy takes over at 
Morehead, Southeast Missouri' be-
gins its first season under Gary 
Gamer and Scott Perry takes over 
at Eastern Kentucky. 
After his playing career at Ken-
- tucky, which ended with a national 
title, Macy played seven years in 
the NBA. He has been a color ana-
In January, the board voted 7-2 
to add football along with women's 
golf, women's track and field and 
women's swimming programs to 
meet Title IX requirements of pari-
ty among a school's men's and 
women's sports. The board also 
voted in favor of a $20 student fee 
to support athletics. 
By August, NKU Presid~nt 
James C. Votruba was havmg 
doubts about the feasibility of run-
ning all four programs, so he re-
quested the regents hire consul-
tants to study the school's athletics 
expansion plan. 
The consultants hired - Cen-
tral Missouri State University ath-
letics director Jerry Hughes and the 
University of Northern Colorado's 
Jim Fallis - recommended that 
NKU hold off on its football plans. 
Their report showed that a 
football program at NKU would 
cost between $500,000 to $800,000 
a year to operate - an amount al-
most five times what NKU's athlet-
ic club now raises, Votruba said. 
Votruba recommended to the 
board vesterdav that NKU wait on 
plans to start a football program, 
and the regents concurred. 
But the regents' vote doesn't 
mean NKU is giving up on its 
hopes to join the ranks of Division 
II football. 
_;u 
Men's pre-season picks .... 
Player of the Yoar: De Ten Ma~s. Murray State -q> 
RRSl,...., 
Player, school ••••••.•.••••••••••••.••• Poa. 
DeTeri Mayes, Murray State ••••••••••••••••• ..G,_ 
William "8ud" Eley, Southeast Missouri ••••••••• C 
Reggie Crenshaw, Austin Peay •••••••••••••• F/C 
Chad Townsend, Murray State , •..•••••••••••• G 
Jason Johnson, TeMessee St ••••• -..:.,·; •••• ·ci 
SECQND TEAM --' 1' 
Rick Kaye, Eastern Illinois •• , , ••••••••••••• 
Aylton Tesch, Middle Tennessee •••••••••••.••• · 
Kareem Gilbert, Tennessee State •••••••••• , ••• G 
Joe Sibbitt. Ausun Peay •••.•••••••••••••••• G 
Kevin Samuel, Tennessee St •••••• - •••••••• • : !t 
HONORABLE MENTION _,.. .. , 
Daniel Sutton. Eastern Kentucky •••••••••• , .' •• ;jl-_-
Calvert White, Southeast Missouri •• , •••••••• : G,IJF.,. 
Chad Peckinpaugh, Eastem·llllno!s ••••••• , ••• : ~-ll'f 
Joe Crumby, Tennessee-Martin ••••••••••••• _. Pji! • 
Marc Polite, Eastern Illinois , •••••• • • • • • • • • • • ~ ... t 
PREDICT£D ORDER OF RNISH ,_':;._, 
1. Murray State (18) •• , •••• , •• , • , •••• 162 votes 
2. Tennessee State (2). , • , , ••.. , ••••••••• 130 
3. Austin Peay •.••...•••••••••••••••••• 120 
4, Middle TeMessee State •••••••••••••••• 119 
5. Eastern Illinois ••• , ..•••••••••••• , •••• 1(11,, 
6. Southeast Missoun Slate ••.••••••••••• - •  
7. Tennessee Tech_ •• , •••• ,, ... • ••••••••••• 5 , 
8. Eastern Kentucky , , ••.•••••.• , , •••••••• 
9. Tennessee-Martin ...•.••••.•. , .......... , , 
10. Morehead State ••.•.•.••••••••• , • • • • • .' 
., 
•~. 
lyst for UK's radio network the 1~ 
five years. This is his first lieaii' 
coaching job. --·,&; 
The coaches speak in reverse or-
der of their predicted finish at the-Me, 
dia Day. That meant Macy went~ 
"We try to find the positive.::'\Tll 
said. "My team earned the righ~'.fl'/!'; 
me to go first here today, so we·a!h 
preciate that effort." 
The league tournament semific 
nals and finals will be Feb. 28 an<! 
March 1 in Nashville. .c 
